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Executive Summary
The Vanuatu-Fiji Cable System is a proposal to bring high-capacity, high-speed telecommunications
to Vanuatu. The proposal includes the laying of a new submarine fiber-optics cable from a new cable
landing station in Mele Bay, Efate Vanuatu to Suva, Fiji where it will connect into the existing
Southern Cross cable network. The design life of the project is 25 years.
Funding for the project is through private financing and the project proponent is Interchange Ltd
based in Vanuatu.
In Mele Bay the cable landing station is proposed to be constructed on a vacant plot of land in the
Blacksands/Prima region of Mele Bay. From there the cable will be trenched along an existing private
road for a distance of approximately 400 meters. A beach manhole will then be installed
immediately above the high tide mark from whence the cable will then be trenched through
Blacksands beach into the marine environment. The cable will then likely be trenched some distance
in the immediate inshore marine environment before then being laid across the sandy-muddy sea
floor in Mele Bay. Within 5kms from leaving shore the cable will have descended to around 250m
depth.
Upon exiting Mele Bay the cable will be routed to the south and then the west-south-west towards
Fiji. The oceanic portion of the route will reach depths of 3,500m and over 92% of the cable route is
below the 1,000m isobath.
The cable is planned to approach Suva from the South between Beqa and Kadavu and enter through
the Suva barrier reef through Nukubuco passage. From here the cable will follow the existing branch
of the Southern Cross cable and pass onto the intertidal mudflat adjacent to Vatuwaqa. The cable
will likely be buried as it crosses this mudflat. Upon reaching shore the cable will be trenched parallel
to the existing Southern Cross cable and pass into the existing landing station managed by FinTel Ltd.
The social and economic benefits of the project to Vanuatu whilst not specifically elucidated in this
document are great; it will help bridge the ‘digital-divide’ that at present besets Vanuatu. The
development is in line with many of the regional and national telecommunications and development
policies.
This Environmental and Social Impact Assessment report which has been prepared to Equator
Principle and International Finance Corporation Standards has identified a number of possible
impacts from the project. These include;
1. Blacksands Beach is known to infrequently be used as a nesting beach for the Critically
Endangered Leatherback Turtle. However, the season for cable laying being outside of the
turtle nesting season, the cable trenching being undertaken during the day whilst turtles
nest at night, the infrequent use of the beach by a very small number of individual turtles
and the fact that, once trenched, the cable will pose no impediment to the use of the beach
as a turtle nesting site effectively mitigates this impact.
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2. The cable passes close by though does not enter the Port Vila area used as a national and
regional shipping port.
3. Mele Bay is known to host Humpback Whale individuals (sometime mother and calve
pairings) and populations of Dugongs that could be impacted by the use of sonar during
route survey and increased boat traffic
4. Sections of the oceanic cable route pass near to known hydrothermal vent fields and
submarine seamounts
5. The oceanic cable route passes through deep sea mining prospecting license tenements
issued to one company by the relevant authorities in Vanuatu and, by crossing a section of
Fijis EEZ through the EEZ-wide exploration license areas of two deep sea mining companies
One alternative cable landing site and location for a landing station was considered; however this
site would involve greater ecological disturbance and was discounted at an early stage.
The Environment Management Plan recommended by the EIA Team for the three component
phases of the project (Design, Construction and Operations) has the following key elements:
During Design:
Conduct a marine route survey to identify a path for the cable and a plan for its laying that:
•

Avoids active and known hydrothermal vents by a suitable margin according to industry best
practice

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoids seamounts by a suitable margin according to industry best practice
Ensures that a 2km clearance is maintained around marine protected areas
Follows terrain of gentle relief to avoid suspended segments of cable
Recognizing the potential affect of sonar on cetaceans:
Follow best practice for operating vessels in proximity to marine cetaceans and dugongs
Design trenching in tidal and terrestrial areas to be as low impact as possible:
Minimise the extent of the disturbance
Minimise the duration of the disturbance

Specify avoidance of sediment discharges from construction/excavation sites by:
•

Minimising bare ground exposure

Specify avoidance of discharge of pollutants to soil and water by:
•
•

Containing fuels, lubricants, transmission fluids, etc. in secure places
Maintaining a contingency plan to address spills and leaks

Work toward mutually-satisfactory outcomes with:
•
•
•

Deep-sea mining companies with prospecting (Vanuatu) and exploration licences (Fiji)
Neighbours potentially affected by building of the Mele Bay cable station
Other infrastructure agencies potentially affected by the development
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Demonstrate social responsibility by:
•
•

Instituting a Health and Safety Management Plan
Adopting a waste management policy in accordance with local protocols

During Construction:
Avoid conflict with sensitive areas by:
•

Laying cable along the design path as determined in the marine route survey

When trenching to bury the cable in tidal and terrestrial areas:
•
•

Minimise the extent of the disturbance
Minimise the duration of the disturbance

Avoid any possible impact with nesting sea turtles on Blacksands beach by:
•
•

Minimise the extent of the disturbance
Minimise the duration of the disturbance

Avoid sediment discharges from construction/excavation sites by:
•
•

Minimising bare ground exposure
Rehabilitating any broken ground with suitable landscape vegetation

Avoid discharge of pollutants to soil and water by:
•
•

Containing fuels, lubricants, transmission fluids, etc. in secure places
Maintaining a contingency plan to address spills and leaks

Ensure cable is formally notified to marine users through:
•
•
•
•

Issuance of a ‘Notice to Mariners’
Updates to electronic and paper navigational charts
Targeted notification of local users by port authorities and marine radio
Dialogue with local communities and marine users as appropriate

Demonstrate social responsibility by:
•
•

Instituting a Health and Safety Management Plan
Adopting a waste management policy in accordance with local protocols

During Operations:
Minimise carbon footprint by:
•

Maintaining generators and plant
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Avoid discharge of pollutants to soil and water by:
•
•

Containing fuels, lubricants, transmission fluids, etc. in secure places
Maintaining a contingency plan to address spills and leaks

Avoid any possible additional artificial light sources that may discourage the use of Blacksands beach
as a turtle nesting beach by:
•

Not installing, operating or creating additional artificial light on the beach

Demonstrate social responsibility by:
•
•
•

Maintaining a Health and Safety Management Plan
Following a sound waste management policy (within constraints imposed by in-country
conditions)
Remaining open to dialogue with other agencies contemplating future infrastructure
development

In accordance with the 2011 Vanuatu Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, this report
provides for the establishment of the position of Environment Monitoring Manager within the
proponent organisation. This Manager will work closely with the Department of Environmental
Protection and Conservation of the government of Vanuatu to ensure the implementation and
effectiveness of the Environmental Management Plan through the associated Monitoring framework
outlined.

The residual impact of the proposed development after all mitigation measures are applied is one of
low, not-significant, or no environmental or social impact.
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1. Description of the Proposed Vanuatu-Fiji Cable System
This section outlines the proposed development with the purpose of providing context to the
sections that follow. The phases of the development are described. These phases align with similar
breakdowns in discussions on impacts and management later in the report. Some technical detail on
submarine fibre-optic cables and cable-laying is included to engender comprehension of the nature
and magnitude of the proposed operation. The section concludes with a brief discussion of
qualifying criteria for an acceptable route and considers an alternative landing site proposed early in
the design phase.

1.1.Existing Operations
Vanuatu has two main public telecommunications providers- Telecom Vanuatu Ltd (TVL) and Digicel.
In addition, Canal is also new to the market though does not have substantial market share at
present.
Like in many of the other PICTs, Vanuatu relies on satellite links to connect the domestic network to
the wider global network. This connection is expensive, unsecure and unreliable.
The proposed development will advance the telecommunications reform that is already occurring in
Vanuatu and strengthen the bridge over the digital divide. It will do this by providing additional
capacity and speed for international traffic – something that is limiting in Vanuatu at the moment. As
such it is a key infrastructural improvement that will assist the Kingdom both economically and
socially and, from the point of view of communications security, it diversifies the communications
network so that there is a higher likelihood of continued connectivity during natural disasters and
failure of a component in the system. Globally, many advantages have been cited for high-speed,
high-volume connectivity (something no ni-Vanuatu currently enjoys), including:
1. Overcoming geographical and financial barriers to a wide range of educational, cultural
and recreational opportunities and resources,
2. Enabling provision of medical care to un-served and underserved populations through
remote diagnosis, treatment, monitoring and consultations with specialists,
3. Promoting economic development and revitalisation through e-commerce,
4. Enabling electronic government to help streamline peoples interaction with government
agencies and provide information about government policies, procedures, benefits and
programmes,
5. Providing access to new telecommunications technologies such as Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP).
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1.2.Proposed Development
Interchange Ltd, a private registered company in Vanuatu intends to lay and operate a submarine
cable from Port Vila to Suva where it will connect into the Southern Cross cable and provide onward
connectivitiy. At its terminal in Port Vila, Interchange will allow the existing and any future domestic
telecommunications provider to connect into the landing station infrastructure on a ‘level-playing
field’ basis.
The Southern Cross Cable1 is a trans-Pacific loop of telecommunications cables linking the USA with
New Zealand and Australia via Fiji and Hawaii. Construction began in 1998, with its first traffic
occurring in 2000 and network completion in 2001 (Figure 1.1). Initially, each cable had a bandwidth
capacity of 240 Gb/s but this was doubled in early 2008 and then upgraded further to 960 Gb/s in
late 2008 and 1.2TB/s in 2010.

Figure 1.1. The Southe rn Cross ca ble ne twork.

The proposed development involves the installation of a submarine fibre optics cable with a single
pair of repeated fibres stretching from a new landing station to be constructed within the proximity
of Mele Bay close to Port Vila to the existing Southern Cross landing station in Vatuwaqa, Suva, Fiji.

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Cross_Cable and www.southerncrosscables.com/
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The existing Suva cable station in Vatuwaqa, Laucala Bay, Suva is operated by FinTel where the
Southern Cross cable currently interconnects (Figure 1.2). Interchange Ltd has negotiated a landing
service agreement with the current Southern Cross operators, FinTel, for this connection. The
interconnection at the Suva cable station will be established parallel to and independent from the
Fijian connection, ensuring a measure of independence and security for Vanuatu’s connection to the
outside world. The cable landing station building has been constructed to the most stringent local
earthquake zoning standards. As well as providing the requisite space for the interconnection, the
service agreement includes provision of DC and AC power, un-interruptible power supplies, lighting,
fire protection and security.

Figure 1.2. The existing Southe rn Cross landing route and landing station. The proposed Vanuatu-Fiji cable
route will closely follow the route of the existing Southe rn Cross cable

The cable’s path from the Suva terminal will be close to, and parallel to, the Southern Cross cable,
thus minimising disturbance of new ground and consequent spread of environmental impacts.
The cable stations in Vanuatu and Fiji will be linked by a submarine cable of approximate length of
1,220 km2 (Figure 1.3).

2

The exact cable length will be determined by the detailed route survey
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Figure 1.3. Vanuatu-Fiji cable route

Along its route, the cable will comprise four different types as depicted in the line diagram and cable crosssection diagram below (Figure 1.4 and 1.5).

Figure 1.4. Line diagram of cable leng ths and specifications; distances in km from the Vanuatu cable station on
the left. Cable types: DA- double arm oured, SA- single armoured, LWP- Light weight protecte d, LW- Light
weight.
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Figure 1.5. Cable type cross sections

To maintain signal strength, repeaters will be installed at intervals of 80-100 km along the length of
the cable. The repeaters will be jointly powered from both the Vanuatu and Fiji ends using electrical
apparatus installed in each respective landing station.
The cable traverses a geologically, seismically, and volcanically active area of irregular relief including
deep depressions and high ridges, seamounts and hydrothermal fields. Seismic and volcanic activity
is common and sub-sea slope failures and turbidity flows have been recorded.
The cable will approach Vanuatu from the east before curving north as it enters Mele Bay (Figure 1.3
and 1.6). The proposed route has the cable making landfall in the Blacksands area of Mele Bay. From
here the cable will be buried through the beach and enter into a beach manhole cover immediately
above the and behind the beach high tide mark. The cable will then be trenched approximately
400m along an existing access road before turning onto the property on which the cable landing
station is proposed to be constructed.
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Figure 1.6. The proposed cable approach into Mele Bay, Vanuatu

The planned new cable landing station at Mele Bay Blacksands is adjacent to a small cluster of
residential buildings (Figure 1.7). The land has been leased by Interchange Ltd and has been rezoned
from residential to commercial (Lot 4 Title # 12/0633/1171). The landing station itself is proposed to
be a single storey raised building of approximately 250m2 area. In addition to the main building,
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there will be an isolated diesel generator room and diesel storage tank plus an area for vehicle
parking. Vehicle access to the site will be through a gate leading directly onto Mele Road and the
whole lot will be surrounded by a concrete block wall to provide aesthetic, sound and security
isolation.

Figure 1.7. Propose d Vanuatu cable landing s ite, trenched route and cable landing station site
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1.3.The Design Phase
Before construction begins, the development undergoes a four-step Design Phase comprising; an
initial route selection and project scope, an environmental assessment (this study), a route survey
and the detailed design.
The initial route selection and project scope is complete and is summarised in Section 3.2 above.
This has been a desktop study based on available information sufficient to scope and specify the
proposed development with enough accuracy for costing and calling for tenders for components of
the construction phase that follows. It also provides the basis for the second design component, the
environmental assessment, which examines the project’s interaction with the environment,
considers potential impacts and determines mitigation measures necessary to eliminate or minimise
negative effects on the natural or social environment. This report is the product of the
environmental assessment.
There follows the final two design stages; route survey and detailed design as follows:

Route Survey

Having determined the cable landing sites, a full review of pertinent available information is
conducted in order to define the most efficient and secure route for the cable. This preliminary
review, commonly referred to as a desktop study, is generally conducted by marine geologists with
cable engineering experience who assemble all available hydrographic and geologic information
about the intended route. They commission reports, if appropriate, to consider fishing and other
maritime activities and practices and permitting required and considers the location and history of
existing infrastructure and other obstructions. With this information a comprehensive desktop study
will provide an optimal route design that can be scheduled for a detailed ‘marine route survey’. The
desktop study will generally determine the detailed design of the cable landing – how it enters the
littoral zone from the deep sea, crosses any reef systems and lands on the beach and finally links to
the cable terminal.
Based on the desktop study, the marine route survey is conducted along the optimised route to fully
characterize that route and to avoid hazards and/or environmentally significant zones that may not
have been identified. Surveys include water depth and seabed topography, sediment type and
thickness, marine faunal/floral communities, and potential natural or human-made hazards. Where
appropriate, measurements of currents, tides and waves may be needed to evaluate the stability of
the seabed, movement of sediment and ocean conditions that may affect cable-laying and
maintenance operations. A marine route survey commonly covers a swath of seabed from 1-10 km
wide with repeat passes where necessary. In many places where local shipping and fishing
conditions make the cable more vulnerable to damage, this depth reflects the limit for burying
cables for protection. The width of the survey corridor can be adjusted largely in response to the
expected complexity of the seabed, and the depth to which these complete surveys are conducted
will be based on local hazards, particularly bottom trawl fishing if present and shipping activities,
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which may require the cable to be buried (Carter et al 2009). Water depth is measured using multibeam sonar mounted on the underside of the survey vessel which through the emission of sound
and the recording of reflection times is able to calculate water depth and develop seabed profiles
(Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8. Ship-based multi beam sonar

The data acquired during such surveys are constantly monitored so that if an unexpected hazard,
cable obstruction, or benthic community is identified, the route can be adjusted to avoid any
hazardous or ecologically sensitive areas. Ultimately, the desktop and marine route surveys will
precisely define a viable cable route and identify the natural and human activities that could conflict
with the cable. This information guides the cable design and manufacture so that its degree of
armouring is matched to the specific conditions of the route (Carter et al 2009).

Detailed Design

The information collected in the route survey provides input to a review and detailed design of the
submerged infrastructure – the cable and repeaters. This will consolidate decisions on the cable
route and cable types and quantities, revising or confirming those in Figure 1.3, and clarify the
nature of its deployment on the seafloor – surface laying or trenching and burial, supplementary
protection, etc.
The cable landings on each coast will also be finalised. This includes the method and depth of burial
as it emerges from the sea, any additional armouring, conduit design, whether to terminate the sea
cable at a manhole junction or connect directly to the landing station.
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1.4.The Construction Phase
Once the Design phase is complete, the Construction Phase entails three components:
1. Cable Station construction
2. Cable Laying (including post-laying survey if required)
3. Notification and Commissioning

Cable Station Construction

The Suva end of the cable will terminate at an existing landing station – the Southern Cross Fiji
terminal. No new construction is required at this site apart from the service agreement and
provision of requisite space for the interconnection, shared provision of power, UPS, fire protection
and security. Etc.
Establishment of the Vanuatu cable station will entail; construction of the new station, landscaping
and security, all permits, consents and approvals, the cable duct from the landing site (400 m away),
the complete fit-out of the inside, commissioning and handover – all as described in the a cable
station specification document).

Cable Laying

It is intended that the cable-laying will commence from the Fiji end. The lay begins with the end of
the cable being floated ashore and drawn through the trenching and/or ducting to its landward
junction point where it is secured. Then, when secure and in position, the floats on the cable are cut,
one-by-one, working seaward, allowing the cable to sink to the seabed and the seaward lay of the
cable can commence. Initially, the cable is payed out slowly, with the vessel moving ‘slow ahead’
until the cable reaches the seabed. This is the touch-down point. Then the ship can increase its
laying speed up to a practical maximum of about 6–8 knots, periodically slowing down to allow
repeaters to pass through the cable-handling machinery that controls cable tension and pay-out
speed. Once a steady-state is achieved, the cable pay-out speed should be approximately the ship’s
speed plus 2–3 per cent, assuming the seabed topography is fairly constant.
Laying operations undergo constant and accurate monitoring. The ship’s position and speed over the
ground are measured by differential GPS, and the water depth by precision echo-sounders and
seabed mapping systems (from the marine route survey), whereas cable pay-out speed and length
are recorded by a rotometer. Onboard, the cable engineer scrutinizes laying progress with constant
reference to the engineered route plan, making adjustments if necessary (Carter 2009).
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The EIA team has been informed that the cable will likely be buried in the shallow water approaches
to the landing site and will likely be surface-laid along the deep water route and this intent is
supported by stakeholders. In sections where the cable is not buried it will lay directly on the
seabed. The impact assessment has been based on this intent, though the comparative impacts of
burying versus surface-laying the cable are unlikely to differ greatly. Elsewhere in the world, cables
are commonly buried across the continental shelf, typically 0-130 m deep, and even down to depths
of 1,000-1,500 m where there is risk of damage from bottom-trawling. Where burying is undertaken,
the most effective method is by sea plough. As a cable approaches the seabed, it is fed through the
plough, which inserts the cable into a narrow furrow. Burial disturbs the seabed along the path of
the cable. When towing a sea plough, the ship carefully controls its operations so that cable slack is
kept to a practical minimum as it enters the plough. The aim is to lay the cable with near-zero slack,
but with enough looseness to fall into the furrow. In areas where the cable crosses another cable or
a pipeline, the plough must be either recovered or ‘flown’ over the crossed section and then redeployed on the opposite side. These skipped sections may be buried later, either by divers or by a
remotely operated vehicle (Carter 2009).

Notification and Commissioning

The final, exact, location of the cable is notified to the appropriate country and maritime authorities
and published in a Notice to Mariners. Electronic and paper navigational and other nautical charts
are updated by hydrographic agencies so that mariners are aware of the cable.
Finally the completed system is commissioned as a point-of-contact service for local wholesale and
retail providers.

1.5.The Operation Phase
The design life of the cable, the repeaters (and the system as a whole) is 25 years. In the normal
course of events, recovery of the cable should only be necessary in the event of damage from some
external source (most commonly fishing trawls and lines, ships anchors, and infrequently, natural
events). Recovery generally entails:
1. location of the cable and, if a repair is required, identification of the faulted section
2. retrieval of the cable with specially designed grapnels deployed from the repair vessel
3. lifting to the surface for removal or repair
4. Once repaired, the cable is returned to the seabed.
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1.6.Alternatives Considered
The no-action alternative appears in direct contradiction with both regional policy (most notably the
Pacific Islands ICT policy (CROP, 2002)) which stipulates the desire to explore opportunity for
submarine fibre optics connections for PICTs including Vanuatu and Vanuatu national policy which
recognizes the need to expand and strengthen existing telecommunications infrastructure. The
latter recognizes the need for improved access to telecommunications services for the continued
and expanded sustainable social and economic growth. Given the mitigatable nature of the impacts
identified in this study, the no-action alternative is not considered viable and is not explored further.
No alternatives have been provided for the oceanic portion of the route. The detailed route survey
and associated desk study will confirm the location of some of the topographic and bathymetric
features identified in this Environmental Impact Assessment. Some general guidance notes around
the establishment of any alternative oceanic cable routes are however provided and will be included
in the route survey in accordance with Industry Best Practice:
1. Maximise its path over soft sediments (to minimise habitat disturbance)
2. Avoid habitat disturbance and complex topography around seamount in accordance with
Industry Best Practice as identified during the route survey
3. Avoid habitat, mining and environment disturbance and potential injury to the cable
around hydrothermal vents in accordance with Industry Best Practice as identified during
the route survey
4. Avoid coral reef habitats and other sensitive coastal habitats by keeping the cable below
the euphotic3 zone (approximately 200m isobath)
5. Minimise potential conflict with coastal shipping and inshore fisheries
6. Follow seabed terrain with gentle, even, relief to minimise sharp-edge abrasion, cable
movement and suspended sections
7. Avoid unstable ground or areas potentially prone to deposition from instability up-slope
8. Minimise overall length (to minimise resource consumption)
9. Minimise requirements for protective armour (to minimise resource consumption)

3

The depth of the euphotic zone is a factor of the turbidity of the water column and is affected by
seasonal variation. In the euphotic zone there is sufficient photosynthetically active radiation to
support primary production through photosynthesis such that it exceeds the rate of respiration. The
euphotic zone supports over 90% of known marine life.
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Description of the Alternatives Considered

With the Suva end of the cable route established by the location of the existing landing station, only
alternatives at the Vanuatu end were available. Initial screening by the project proponents identified
one possible alternative location for the landing station.
This location at 17°.46’.27.12”S, 168°.18’.06.70” E is at present the site for a private residence
(Figures 1.9 and 1.10). It lies at the natural narrowed entrance to Ekasuvat and Enten Lagoons.
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Figure1.9. The location of the alternative landing station s ite in relation to the proposed route and landing site.
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Figure 1.10. The alternative landing station s ite.

Assessment of Alternative

To land at the proposed alternative landing site the submarine cable would have to firstly cross the
shallow (<20m) narrowing entrance to Ekasuvat lagoon. The seabed in this area supports extensive
seagrass beds (pers comms. Mr Jeremy Kaltavara- Department of Fisheries). It is also washed by tidal
currents in excess of 5 knots and the sandy substrate in this area is highly mobile. The cable would
therefore likely have to be buried when crossing this area. Immediately adjacent to shore the cable
would need to cross a shallow wave exposed reef platform through which again the cable would
likely need to be buried to avoid damage from wave exposure and chaffing of the cable on hard
substrates.
Under this proposed alternative, the environmental impacts on natural (and potentially critical)
habitats would be far greater than the favoured approach into Mele Bay. Further, discussions
between the proponents (Interchange Ltd) and the Port Vila Harbour Master (Capt. Luke Beandi) on
the 10/8/2010 indicated that this alternative would likely not be suitable.
Largely for these reasons this alternative was rejected by the project proponents at a very early
stage.
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2. Policy, Legal and Administrative Framework
The proposed development aligns well with policies covering communications, economic and social
development and the environment in both Vanuatu and Fiji. The development is compliant with all
Fijian and Vanuatu legislation, subject to the normal formalities of securing necessary approvals,
satisfying reporting requirements, and adhering to the rules and regulations established under law
and international agreements.

2.1.Communications, Development and Environmental Policies
The Pacific Islands ICTs Policy and Strategic Plan (CROP 2002) has the vision of Information and
Communication Technologies for every Pacific Islander and sets out a framework of guiding
principles and policies for Pacific Island Countries and Territories (PICTs). Both Vanuatu and Fiji
participated in this document which, among other things includes:
Policy 1.4: Everyone will have equal opportunity access to ICT without barriers with special regard to
women, the disadvantaged, the disabled, under-represented minorities, and those in rural and
remote communities.
Policy 2.1: Regional and national ICT networks and support infrastructure will be reliable, secure,
fast, cost-effective and adaptive.
Policy 2.2: PICTs will encourage private sector investment in ICT infrastructure and promote
competitive markets for ICT service provision, where appropriate.
Policy 2.4: Regional and national institutions will work with service providers toward practical
Universal Access to ICT.
Policy 4.4: ICT and related regulatory frameworks will promote open and non-discriminatory access
to publicly accessible networks where appropriate.
Policy 2.1 specifically targets the development of broadband submarine cables and fibre-optic
technologies to link Pacific Island countries with the private sector and governments working in
partnership to achieve this goal.

Vanuatu’s policy position

Vanuatu’s constitution (revised 1998) holds that it is a fundamental duty of all to “protect the
Republic of Vanuatu and to safeguard the national wealth, resources and environment in the
interests of the present generation and of future generations”. Under this provision, related
government sectors are empowered to create environmental legislation and policies relevant to
their sector of influence.
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The Vanuatu government does not have a National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) per
say. However, the National Priority Action Agenda (PAA) covering the period 2006-2015 includes
sustainable development of Vanuatu’s Forest and Marine resources. The PAA states that sustainable
development as an important prerogative for all sections of Vanuatu Society. Human resource
development is tagged as the key to sustainable development in Vanuatu by the PAA. The PAA policy
objectives for environmental management are (i) promote sound and sustainable environmental
management practices; (ii) ensure sustainable management and conservation of Vanuatu’s
biodiversity; (iii) integrate hazard and risk management concerns into policies in order to reduce
environmental risk; and (iv) promote traditional and cultural disaster management know-how and
self-help within the community
The 2007 Telecommunications Policy Statement includes recognition by the Government of Vanuatu
of the importance of ICT and its impact upon the life of the citizens of Vanuatu. It recognizes the
vital importance of telecommunications to the future growth of the economy, and the pivotal role
that ICT plays in national development. Recognizing this, the government commits itself to foster the
development and use of ICTs in Vanuatu to ensure that all segments of the community benefit from
its potential. The 2007 policy is being reviewed though at the time of writing this review is at the
consultation stage. It is not anticipated that this review will deviate significantly of the 2007 policy.
This policy alignment appears to strong align with the proposed fibre optics cable development for
which this EIA report is prepared.

Fiji’s policy position

The former government of Fiji produced a lengthy strategic development plan covering the period
from 2007 to 2011 (GoF 2006) that was discarded by the current administration in 2007. This earlier
plan has some detail that is lacking in its successor that gives useful insight into Fiji policy in relation
to the proposed development.
The review of social development in Chapter 2 makes reference to Fiji’s Environmental Management
Act 2005 and the requirement for EIA’s to be binding on all parties, including Government. This is
followed up with a strategy in Chapter 8 (Sustaining Growth) that says:
Enforce the Environmental Management Act, giving priority to early full enforcement of provisions
for Environmental Impact Assessment and Waste Management and Pollution Control
The review of economic development in Chapter 3 notes that mmuch greater use of information and
communications technology (ICT) is essential for social and economic development in Fiji. This is
followed up with a strategy in Chapter 8 (Sustaining Growth) that says: Develop Fiji as an attractive
info-communications hub in the region
The last strategy aligns perfectly with the proposed development of the Vanuatu-Fiji Cable System.
The Fiji Draft People’s Charter for Change, Peace and Progress (GoF 2008) replaces the old Strategic
Development Plan 2007-2011 above with a more aspirational set of goals arranged under 11 pillars
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for rebuilding Fiji. Pillar 5 (achieving higher economic growth while ensuring sustainability) has a
clause to:
1. Strengthen institutional capacity for environmental management
2. Pillar 11 (enhancing global integration and international relations) recognises Fiji’s need to
‘regain its rightful place in the international family of nations’ with such measures as:
3. Strengthen local capacity including the participation of the private sector, to engage in the
global trading system.
4. Enhance existing bilateral and multilateral relations

2.2.Legal Framework
Vanuatu legal framework

The Telecommunications and Radiocommunications Regulation Act No 31 of 2009 and amendment
to the old Telecommunications Act of 1989 (Cap 206) has effectively provided for competition in the
telecommunications sector in Vanuatu including the establishment of an independent regulatory
body. The 2009 Act sets out in a number of chapters the following;
1. The establishment, role, function and powers of the Telecommunications and
Radiocommunications regulator
2. The process of issuance, modification and revocation of licenses
3. The Universal Access policy providing for universal access to ITC for all citizens of Vanuatu
including the provision of subsidies and funding
4. The identification of and management of dominance and the promotion of competition in
the ITC sector
5. The rules governing and fair interconnection charges between one or more ITC providers
6. The process for tariff establishment, notification and regulation
7. Provisions for customer relations and protection including disputes and claims and fair
dealing practices
8. Enforcement of the role of the regulator and the conditions as laid out in the Act
The Environmental Protection and Conservation Act 2002 upon which amendment was made in the
Environmental Management and Conservation (Amendment) Act 2010 to rename the Act as the
Environmental Protection and Conservation Act are the seminary environmental acts for Vanuatu.
The Act provides for a department to develop, implement, and coordinate the Government’s
environmental policies and programs. The Act makes it mandatory to (i) prepare and publish a
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national state of environment report at least once every ten years and (ii) maintain a publicly
accessible environmental registry. The Act provides for establishment of a Biodiversity Advisory
Council, and specifically covers the issues of bio-prospecting and community conservation areas.
The main parts of the Act deal with (i) administration; (ii) environmental impact assessment; (iii)
biodiversity and protected areas; and (iv) offenses under the Act. The process and procedures for an
Environmental Impact Assessment are outlined in the subsequent Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations (2011). Under the Act and the EIA regulations, it is mandatory for any development
proposal or application to be the subject of a Preliminary Environment Assessment (PEA) to be
carried out by the Ministry, Government Agency, Provincial Government or Municipal Council to
which it is submitted. Subsequently, on the advice of the Director of the Department of
Environmental Protection and Conservation, an Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) may need to
be carried out before any local or national authority gives its consent to developers and project
proponents
All proposals that are likely to cause significant environmental, social and or custom impacts require
an EIA to be conducted.
There are seven pieces of legislation relating to Land, its use and acquisition in Vanuatu. Perhaps the
main legislation that relates to this proposal is the Land Leases Act Cap 163 which allows for the
creation and disposal of leases on land. It is under this Act that the site of the proposed Mele Bay
landing station has been leased (see Appendix 9).
The Mines and Minerals Act 1986 was enacted to regulate the exploration of and subsequent
development of mineral resources within Vanuatu’s jurisdiction. Under this Act a permitting and
licensing system is developed including the provision of exploration, prospecting and mining
licences. It is under this Act that current deep sea mineral exploration and prospecting is being
licenses.
The Foreshore Development Act no. 31 of 1975 is administered by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Under this Act it is a requirement for any foreshore development to firstly obtain permission for
such development from the Minister of Internal Affairs. It is under this Act that permission has been
sought and granted for the trenching of the proposed submarine cable across the beach at
Blacksands beach in Mele Bay and the installation of the beach landing manhole (refer to Appendix 7
for a copy of the approval). Under the interpretation section of the Foreshore Development Act, the
approval also permits the laying of the cable across the entire territorial waters as defined in the
Maritime Zones Act.
The National Parks Act of 1993 provides for the establishment of the National Parks Board under
section 3 and the ability of this board to declare national parks for the protection of all ecological
functions therein. Currently however there is only minimal uptake of declarations under this Act; the
majority of protected areas are informally established and provided with little legal protection
unless registered under the provisions of the Convention on Biological Diversity (Ratification) Act of
1992 which enacts into domestic law the Convention and includes the provision of a register of
Community Conservation Areas.
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The Public Health Act of 1994 provides the basic requirements for sanitary systems for all dwellings
in rural and urban areas and the prevention of the contamination of water sources. No formal Waste
Management Bill exists however.
The Maritime Zones Act no 23 of 1981 provides for the delineation of the maritime zones of
Vanuatu. Under the Act, the state has a wide range of rights over its Continental Shelf and 200-mile
EEZ including the following;
1. sovereign rights for the purposes of exploration, exploitation, conservation and
management of all resources;
2. exclusive rights and jurisdiction for the construction, maintenance or operation of artificial
islands, off-shore terminals, installations and other structures and devices necessary for
the exploration and exploitation of resources or for the convenience of shipping or for any
other purpose;
3. exclusive jurisdiction to authorise, regulate and conduct scientific research;
4. exclusive jurisdiction to preserve and protect the marine environment and to prevent and
control marine pollution;
5. such other rights as are recognised by international law or state practice.
6. As well, s. 13 (b) authorises the Minister to issue statutory orders to “provide for the
protection and preservation of the marine environment of the continental shelf,
archipelagic waters, the territorial sea and the exclusive economic zone.”
Under this same Act, the Minister is responsible for providing approvals to construct, operate and
use structures within Vanuatu’s maritime areas. Whilst the term structure is somewhat ill-defined as
below, it will likely be applicable to the proposed cable within the zone of the seabed outside of the
territorial waters which are provided for by the Foreshore Development approval:
1. any ship or ship wreck, anchor, anchor cable or rig pad; and
2. any offshore drilling unit, production platform, sub-sea installation, pumping station, living
accommodation, storage structure, loading or landing platform, dredge, floating crane,
pipe laying or other barge or pipeline and any anchor, anchor cable or rig pad.
If the term structure does indeed include the proposed submarine cable, the Act also provides for
the provision of safety zones around the structure with the prior approval of the Cabinet of
Ministers.
The Minister responsible for the implementation of the Maritime Zones Act is the Minister of Public
Infrastructure and Utilities.
At the time of writing this report the definition of a structure and the application of the relevant
sections of the Act to the proposed project are being clarified. It is anticipated however that if this is
relevant approvals will be forthcoming.
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The Fisheries Act Cap 158 of 1985 provides for the control, development and matters relating to the
fishery in water over which Vanuatu has control under the Maritime Zones Act. It outlines the
issuance of licenses and permissions to fish within the waters of Vanuatu, regulate scientific
research and provides for the conservation of fisheries resources including the protection of marine
mammals and the establishment of marine protected areas.
The Decentralization Act of 1991 provided for amongst others, the establishment of the Shefa
Provincial Council. Within this Provincial Council resides the office of the Physical Planner and it to
this office that application has been made and permission granted for the earthworks at the beach
manhole above high water mark and the trenching of the cable on the approach to the proposed
cable landing station (see Appendix 8 for letter of approval).
The Ports (and marine) Act Cap 26 of 1985 delineates the jurisdictional boundary of Port Vila and
Luganville. Subsequent amendments to this act have also added additional ports. The Act also
provides for the creation of the post of Harbourmaster and other officers housed under the
Department of Ports and Harbours of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Powers under the Act provided
to the Harbourmaster include those to dictate times and the manner in which any vessel has been
permitted to enter port and the position, mooring, unmooring placing and removing of any vessel
within their area of jurisdiction. Under the Act exists the Ports Regulations that prohibits the
dumping of refuse including oil within the port jurisdiction.
The Maritime (Conventions) Act Cap 155 of 1984 has the objective to provide for the application in
Vanuatu of certain international maritime conventions to which Vanuatu is a party. Relevant
conventions are discussed in the later part of this section entitled International and Regional
(Environmental) Agreements.

Fiji’s legal framework

The Environment Management Act 2005 has a geographic jurisdiction to the limit of Fiji’s Exclusive
Economic Zone. Its purpose is to apply the principles of sustainable use and development of natural
resources and to identify matters of national importance to Fiji.
Section 3 Subsection 3 recognises the following matters to be of national importance:
3. the preservation of the coastal environment, margins of wetlands, lakes and rivers;
4. the protection of outstanding natural landscapes and natural features;
5. the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of
indigenous fauna;
6. the relationship of indigenous Fijians with their ancestral lands, waters, sites, sacred areas
and other treasures; and
7. the protection of human life and health.
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Part 2 institutes a National Environmental Council with operational implementation by a
Department of Environment whose Environmental Management Unit is responsible for reviewing
Environmental Impact Assessments.
Section 34 requires that when the preparation of an EIA assessment is completed, a public hearing
must be conducted by the proponent within the vicinity of the area of the proposed development
Schedule 2 is in three parts, corresponding to the respective scale and potential impacts of
development proposals. Though this development proposal is not among the activities listed, its
significance and scale if not its likely impact suggests it would be categorised under Part 1 of the Act
with approval needing to be granted by the EIA Administrator of the Department of Environment.
The Crown Lands Act (cap 132) allows for the disposal of State Land permanently, or more
commonly temporarily under lease. Importantly, State Land is defined also to include foreshore land
below high water mark and “soil under the waters of Fiji”. Under the Act, the granting of a foreshore
land lease or lease of any soil under the waters of Fiji must be with the approval of the Minister and
shall only be granted after declaration that the granting of such lease does not create a substantial
infringement of public rights. It is not clear if such a lease would be required in order to lay the cable
over the seabed in Fijis EEZ in accordance with the provisions in UNCLOS Part VI, Article 79.
The Marine Spaces Act (Cap 158A) defines the following within Fiji’s waters; Internal and
archipelagic waters, Territorial sea and EEZ.
The definitions used rely heavily on those in the UNCLOS. The Act has a split role of definition and
also regulation of access by foreign fishing vessels to Fijian fish stocks. The Act allows for the
Minister of Fisheries to make regulations over many activities within Fijis waters; however no such
regulations have to date been made
The Continental Shelf Act CAP 149 makes provision for the protection, exploration and exploitation
of the natural resources of the continental shelf: Section 6 allows the Minister to make orders
prohibiting ships from entering or remaining in any area specified as a ‘safety zone’. Section 10
allows the Minister to make regulations prescribing things for giving effect to the provisions of the
Act
The Sea Ports man agement Act 2005 vests authority over the port of Suva (and other ports) in Fiji
Ports Corporation Ltd.
The Marine Act 1986 and related amendments and regulations contain numerous provisions relating
to legal compliance and safety whilst undertaking a marine operation in Fijian waters.
The Health and Safety at Work Act 1996 sets out the roles and obligations of employees and
employers in respect to workplace health and safety in Fiji, including its territorial waters.
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2.3.International and Regional (Environmental) Agreements
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea was signed by Fiji in 1982 and by Vanuatu in
1999. Part V, Article 65 (Marine mammals) requires States to ‘cooperate with a view to the
conservation of marine mammals and in the case of cetaceans shall in particular work through the
appropriate international organizations for their conservation, management and study’. This
provision applies not just to the coastal State’s Exclusive Economic Zone (under Article 65) but also
to the High Seas under Article 120. Figure 2.1 summarises the demarcation of the key maritime
zones under UNCLOS.

Figure 2.1. Maritime zones define d under UNCLOS.
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Part VI, Article 79 contains several provisions related to sub-marine cable and pipelines on the
Continental Shelf:
1. All States are entitled to lay submarine cables and pipelines on the continental shelf, in
accordance with the provisions of this article
2. Subject to its right to take reasonable measures for the exploration of the continental
shelf, the exploitation of its natural resources and the prevention, reduction and control
of pollution from pipelines, the coastal State may not impede the laying or maintenance
of such cables or pipelines
3. The delineation of the course for the laying of such pipelines on the continental shelf is
subject to the consent of the coastal State
4. Nothing in this Part affects the right of the coastal State to establish conditions for cables
or pipelines entering its territory or territorial sea, …When laying submarine cables or
pipelines, States shall have due regard to cables or pipelines already in position. In
particular, possibilities of repairing existing cables or pipelines shall not be prejudiced.
Part VII, Article 112 allows any State to lay submarine cables and pipelines on the bed of the high
seas beyond the continental shelf, subject to the provisions of Article 79, Paragraph 5 (above).
Part VII, Articles 113-115 contain provisions relating to breakages of submarine cables and liability
for breakages, including indemnity for loss incurred in avoiding injury to a submarine cable.
Part XII contains provisions for the protection and preservation of the marine environment:
Article 192, a general obligation of States to protect and preserve the marine environment.
Article 194, measures to prevent, reduce and control pollution
Article 199, an obligation of States to develop and promote contingency plans for responding to
pollution incidents in the marine environment
Article 204, requires States to endeavour, as far as possible to keep under surveillance the effects of
any activities which they permit in order to determine whether these activities are likely to pollute
the marine environment
Article 206 provides for States having reasonable grounds for believing that planned activities under
their jurisdiction or control may cause substantial pollution of or significant and harmful changes to
the marine environment, they shall, as far as practicable, conduct an environment assessment
Part XVI, Article 303, obliges States to protect objects of an archaeological and historical nature
found at sea.
Annex 1 is a list of highly migratory species of significance under the Convention, including several
tuna species, both toothed and toothless whales, mahi-mahi, and several species of sharks, marlin,
swordfish and sailfish.
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Both Vanuatu and Fiji are parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity whose aim is to develop
national strategies for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity. To implement this
convention both countries have established National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans
(NBSAP).
As member governments of SPREP, both Vanuatu and Fiji are Parties to the Pacific Islands Regional
Marine Spill Contingency Plan (PACPLAN), developed by SPREP as part of their Pacific Ocean
Pollution Prevention Programme (SPREP 1999). It was adopted in 2000 and functions as an
operational protocol to the Nouméa Convention. Under the OPRC Convention (next page) parties
are obliged to put in place National Marine Spill Contingency Plans (NATPLANS) for managing Tier 2
(national and local events). PACPLAN serves as a guide for the development of NATPLANS and also
provides the framework for managing (Tier 3) more serious or extensive spills. Tier 1 spills are
addressed by individual facilities.
Vanuatu and Fiji are signatories to a number of international conventions dealing with safety of life
at sea, safe navigation and pollution prevention including:
1. Convention on the International Maritime Organisation 1948 with amendments 19641993 (though Fiji is not signatory to the latest 1993 annex).
2. International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1974, (SOLAS) with amendments
1974-1988
3. International Convention on Load Lines 1966, with amended procedure protocol 1988
4. Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972
(COLREGs)
The Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter
1972 amended by a Protocol of 1996 (London Convention) regulates the dumping of wastes at sea.
The 1996 Protocol prohibits the dumping of any wastes or other matter with the exception of those
listed in an Annex. The 1996 Protocol adopts the precautionary principle (and so is much more
restrictive than the 1972 convention) with permitted materials being confined to; dredged material,
sewerage sludge, fish waste, man-made structures, inert inorganic geologic material, organic
material of natural origin, and bulky un-harmful material like steel, and concrete. Vanuatu is, though
Fiji is not a signatory to this convention.
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 1973, as modified by the
Protocol of 1978 (MARPOL) is the main international convention covering prevention of pollution of
the marine environment by ships from operational or accidental causes. It is a combination of two
treaties adopted in 1973 and 1978 respectively and updated by amendments through the years.
Vanuatu is, though Fiji is not a signatory to this convention.
The International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation 1990
(OPRC Convention) provides a global framework for international co-operation in combating major
incidents or threats of marine pollution. Vanuatu is, though Fiji is not a signatory to this convention.
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The International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution
Casualties 1969, as modified by the Protocol of 1973 (INTERVENTION Convention) affirms the right
of a coastal State to take such measures on the high seas as may be necessary to prevent, mitigate
or eliminate danger to its coastline or related interests from pollution by oil or the threat thereof,
following upon a maritime casualty. The 1973 Protocol extended the Convention to cover substances
other than oil. Both Fiji and Vanuatu are signatories to the 1969 convention though only Vanuatu is
signatory to the 1973 protocol.
The International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage 1992 (CLC 92) ensures that
adequate, prompt, and effective compensation is available to persons who suffer damage caused by
spills of oil. Both Vanuatu and Fiji are signatories to this convention.
The International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for
Oil Pollution Damage 1992 (FUND 92) establishes a Fund for providing compensation for oil
pollution incidents beyond that provided for by the CLC Convention.. Both Vanuatu and Fiji are
signatories to this convention.
Under the newly established Maritime Safety Authority of Fiji, it is understood that Fiji is likely to
sign many of the aforementioned conventions that it is not currently signatory to (pers comms. Mr
Felix Maharaj).
Both Vanuatu and Fiji are parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and
Environment of the South Pacific Region 1990 (SPREP Convention) and its Protocol for the
Prevention of Pollution of the South Pacific by Dumping (SPREP Dumping Protocol) and Protocol
concerning co-operation in Combating Pollution Emergencies in the South Pacific Region (SPREP
Pollution Emergencies Protocol). The Parties agree to take all appropriate measures to prevent,
reduce and control pollution of the Convention area (Article 5), particularly pollution from vessels
(Article 6), land-based sources (Article 7), exploration and exploitation of the sea bed (Article 8),
airborne pollution (Article 9), dumping (Article 10) and the testing of nuclear devices (Article 12).
They are to ensure that the implementation of this Convention does not result in an increase in
pollution in the marine environment outside the Convention area (Article 5.2). They undertake to
prohibit the storage of radioactive wastes in the Convention area (Article 11) and agree to take all
appropriate measures to protect and preserve rare ecosystems and endangered flora and fauna, as
well as their habitat, in the Convention area (Article 14) and will cooperate in taking all necessary
measures to deal with pollution emergencies in the Convention area.
Both Vanuatu and Fiji are signatories to the Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources
and Environment of the South Pacific Region (Nouméa Convention) which was adopted in 1986 and
entered into force in 1990. It obliges Parties to endeavour to take all appropriate measures to
prevent, reduce and control pollution from any source and to ensure sound environmental
management and development of natural resources.
Lastly both Vanuatu and Fiji are signatories to the Convention on the conservation of Migratory
species of Wild Animals. This convention (also known as the CMS or Bonn Convention) aims to
conserve terrestrial, marine and avian migratory species throughout their range.
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2.4.Equator Initiative Principles
The Equator Principles are a set of principles that have been adopted by the Equator Principle
Financial Institutions including many private banks and lending institutions against which project
that they finance can be developed in a manner to ensure sound environmental and social
standards. There are ten principles in total:
Principle 1- Review and Categorization. The EPFI will assess each proposed project and categorise it
according to the likely environmental and social impact that it may cause. This review is based on
the International Finance Corporation environmental and social screening which categorises projects
into either category A, B or C in decreasing order of likely impact.
Principle 2- Social and Environmental Assessment. For each project assessed as being in either
category A or B it is a requirement that the borrower undertake a social and environmental
assessment process to address any social and environmental impacts and propose mitigation and
management measures for any impacts highlighted.
Principle 3- Applicable Social and Environmental Standards- For all proposals requiring a social and
environmental assessment, this assessment must address potential impacts according to the
relevant International Finance Corporation Performance Standards and relevant applicable industryspecific EHS guidelines (see next section). In addition, the proposal must meet all domestic host
country laws and regulations.
Principle 4- Action Plan and Management System- The borrower must prepare an Action Plan which
addresses the relevant findings of the Social and Environmental Assessment. The Action Plan
includes the actions needed to implement the mitigation and monitoring measures included in the
assessment. Borrowers will also establish and build upon an Environmental and Social Management
System that addresses the management of risks, impacts and corrective actions to ensure the
compliance with the relevant IFC standard, EHS guidelines and any applicable host-country laws.
Principle 5- Consultation and Disclosure- As appropriate depending on the category of the project,
the proponent, government or third-party must undertake consultation with potentially affected
communities in a structured and culturally appropriate manner and must ensure that these
consultations are included in the Assessment and in an ongoing manner if appropriate
Principle 6- Grievance Mechanism- To ensure the continuation of community engagement through
the construction and operation of the proposed development, a grievance mechanism must be
developed to allow impacts to be documented and dealt with.
Principle 7- Independent Review- Dependent on the scale of the project, an independent reviewer
will be commissioned to review the Assessment, Action Plan and consultation notes as part of the
EPFIs due diligence.
Principle 8- Covenants- Covenants are incorporated into the Equator Principles to ensure the project
adheres to all local regulations and requirements, the Action Plan and mitigation measures included
in the Assessment.
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Principle 9- Independent Monitoring and Reporting- As appropriate, EPFIs will require appointment
of an independent environmental/social expert to ensure ongoing monitoring and reporting over the
life of the loan
Principle 10- EPFI Reporting- This principle which requires EPFIs to report on an annual basis against
the Principles for project which it funds is applicable to the EPFI and not the project proponent per
se.

2.5.International Finance Corporation- performance standards
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) has a Sustainability Framework that articulates the
Corporations strategic commitment to sustainable development. Within this Framework there exist
a number of Policies and Performance Standards. Each of these standards deals with a component of
the sustainability of any proposed development. The standards are:
Performance Standard 1- Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social Ri sks and
Impacts. This standard sets out the importance of integrated assessment of environmental and
social risks, emphasizes the need for effective community engagement and the management of risks
identified by assessment throughout the implementation of management actions throughout the life
of the project.
Performance Standard 2- Labour and working conditions. This standard recognises that the pursuit
of economic growth through employment and income generation must be accompanied by the
safeguarding and protection of the fundamental rights afforded an individual through the many
International Labour Organisation agreements.
Performance Standard 3- Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention. This standard recognises
that economic growth often places increased demand on finite resources and has the potential to
generate pollution. It establishes a series of objectives to promote the resource use efficiency and
minimise pollutant production.
Performance Standard 4- Community Health, Safety and Security. This standard establishes a series
of objectives to anticipate and avoid threats to community health, safety and security in accordance
with relevant human rights principles.
Performance Standard 5- Land acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement. The objectives under this
standard are to avoid where possible and minimise where not the resettlement of individuals from
land used in the project and to mitigate social and economic impacts where resettlement occurs
Performance Standard 6- Biodiversity Conservation and Su stainable Management of Living Natural
Resources. Application of this standard involves the classification of habitats into either modified,
natural or critical habitats based on the condition of the habitat, species that it supports and the
ecosystem services the habitat provides. There is a gradation of the management steps deemed
necessary under this standard according to the classification of the habitat. The standard also
provides for the identification and protection of protected areas and the mitigation of the threat
posed by alien and invasive species.
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Performance Standard 7- Indigenous people. This standards sets out a three characteristics behind
defining a group as indigenous; self identification as a distinct group, collective attachment to a
geographic area and habitats therein and attachment to customary social, cultural, economic and
cultural or political institutions that are separate from the mainstay of society. For indigenous
peoples, the standard outlines a number of objectives for safeguarding indigenous rights and
identities of the group and to ensure the Free, Prior and Informed Consent of the group prior to any
project proceeding.
Performance Standard 8- Cultural Heritage. This standard sets out procedures for the protection of
cultural heritage; be it tangible or intangible in the design and execution of projects. It does not
relate to indigenous cultural heritage which is covered under standard 7.
In addition to the general performance standards, the IFC have published a series of guidelines on
environmental, health and safety for telecommunications projects.
In section 6 of this report the applicability of each of these standards is assessed against this project
and a discussion is undertaken on the mitigation measures required to address any individual
standard.

2.6.Administration
Vanuatu’s administrative framework

Six key agencies have jurisdictions over matters potentially affecting the proposed development in
Vanuatu:
The Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation of the Ministry of Lands, Survey,
Environment, Energy, Minerals and Water Resources is the main government institution dealing with
environmental matters including the implementation of the Environmental Protection and
Conservation Act (2002 with subsequent amendments). It is the role of the Department and its
Director to chair the review committee to assess the comprehensiveness and adequacy of any EIA
and ensure the management and mitigation measures contained therein are implemented.
The Ministry of Internal Affairs administers amongst other pieces of legislation the Foreshore
Development Act. Also housed within the Ministry is the Physical Planning Unit which has overall
authority in exercising planning controls in Vanuatu; and whom issues planning permission for
construction activities.
The Department of Geology, Mines and Mineral Resources under the Ministry of Lands, Survey,
Environment, Energy, Minerals and Water Resources is responsible for the implementation of the
Mines and Minerals Act 1986 including the issuance of licenses for exploration, prospecting and
mining- both on land and on the seabed.
The Shefa Provincial Council established under the Decentralization Act are the local planning
authority and have the ability to introduce and enforce their own local by-laws. Planning consent is
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given both by the Physical Planning unit and the respective Provincial Council (which in the case of
this development is Shefa).
The Department of Ports and Marine is hosted within the Ministry of Infrastructure and Public
Utilities and has mandate through the Ports (and Marine) Act Cap 26 to control the flow and
behaviour of vessels entering, exiting and using several delineated ports including Port Vila. The
Department of Ports and Marine also oversees the implementation of the Maritime (Conventions)
Act Cap 155 and therefore is the implementing agency of the various international conventions to
which Vanuatu is signatory as well as the Maritime Zones Act 1981 which delimits Vanuatu’s
jurisdiction over its marine spaces.
The Department of Fisheries in the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries and Livestock is
mandated to provide for the control and development of the fisheries resources of Vanuatu. This is
achieved through licensing, protection of target species, prohibitions on specified fishing methods or
gear, and designation and management of protected areas

Fiji’s administrative framework

Six key agencies have jurisdictions over matters potentially affecting the proposed development in
Fiji:
The Fiji Department of Environment administers the Environment Management Act 2005,
compliance of environmental impact assessments with the Act and implementation of
environmental management plans by developers. They also manage Fiji’s participation in
international conventions on biodiversity and the environment.
The Department of Lands and Survey is vested with authority to grant lease over State Land
including soil under Fijis waters should such a lease be deemed necessary in order to lay the cable.
Further, the Fiji Ministry of Foreign Affairs would have to be consulted for consent and guidance in
laying the cable on Fiji’s Continental Shelf. The context of this discussion is broadly defined by the
provisions of the UNCLOS 1982 Part VI Article 79
The Fiji Ports Corporation Ltd has authority, under the Sea Ports management Act 2005 and the
Marine Act 1986, over the port of Suva and its approaches, including all shipping operations and
shore and sea-based installations.
FinTel administers the Fiji station of the Southern Cross cable. A landing party agreement exists
between TCL and FinTel with the latter agreeing to share their cable landing point terrestrial ducting
and cable station and facilitate securing the requisite approvals with Fiji authorities.
The Ministry of Fisheries and Forests manages fisheries in Fiji and administers the Fisheries
Regulations 2004. No significant effect on fisheries has been discovered by this assessment.
Two Customary Fishery groups (Vanua Suva and Vanua Burebasaga) have use-rights over the coastal
approaches of the cable to the Suva cable station.
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2.7.The Need for and Environmental Impact Assessment
The need for an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment for this proposed project is clear.
•
•
•

it is a multi-million dollar investment potentially part funded by private equity from Equator
Initiative Financial Institutions
it has connections to the land territories of two island nations, both of whom have wellarticulated EIA legislation and a growing awareness of environmental sustainability, and
it traverses over 1,220 km of ecologically-sensitive, and seismically, volcanically and
tectonically active seabed

Both Vanuatu and Fiji have environmental legislation that provides for environmental assessments
of identified types of development. Whilst neither legislation mentions submarine cables in classes
of developments requiring an ESIA, this is left to the discretion of the management authority.

Both Vanuatu’s Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation and Fiji’s Department
of the Environment have indicated to the EIA Team that their needs will be satisfied by an
environmental assessment following the Terms of Reference included in this report. This terms of
reference which addresses the Equator Principles and International Finance Corporation standard
requirements is appended to this report (Appendix 1).
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3. Baseline Conditions
This section is a factual description of baseline conditions prevailing in and around the proposed
development’s area of influence. While some implications may be drawn, no deductions are made in
this section. These baseline conditions are the reference point from which potential impacts are
assessed in Section 5 and around which management procedures are recommended in Section 6.

3.1.Location and setting (Influence Area)
Over 99% of the proposed cable route is below the 200m isobath representative of the euphotic
zone; and 92% of the proposed cable route is below the 1,000m isobath. This makes the oceanic
section of the cable route the dominant feature. This ocean extent descends to depths of up to
3,500 m and crosses an area characterised by high geologic, seismic, and volcanic activity with
irregular relief including deep depressions and high ridges, seamounts and hydrothermal vent fields.
The cable will only rise above 200m in the 4km approaching the Vanuatu landing station and in the
last 7km approaching the existing Suva landing station when inside the Suva barrier reef.
For the purpose of assessing the possible impacts of the proposed development, a geographical
constraint or area of likely influence was determined to delimit the geographic scope of this study.
In respect to the coastal zone, initial scoping determined that any impacts in the shallow seas were
likely to be confined to the immediate vicinity of the cable, a matter of less than a few tens of
metres. Factoring in the high spatial precision of the cable laying, it is unlikely that the cable would
come to rest more than 100 m away from its intended position. Using precautionary logic, the area
of influence was resolved to be no more than 500m either side of the initial design route – a 1km
corridor. With increasing bathymetric depth there is a possible broadening of the area of influence
as a consequence of the lowered precision of cable placement. This is matched by a corresponding
drop-off in the spatial specificity of the information available with the more general information for
the deep sea portions of the cable route being applicable over a wider swath or area.
For the cable stations, an area of likely influence of 150m radius from the central point of the station
sites was assumed. Based upon the proposed development plans, initial scoping by the EIA Team
determined that any likely impacts from the construction of the cable station at the Vanuatu end,
and the connection of the cable at the existing Fiji cable station would likely have only localised
impact.
The setting at the Suva end of the route is peri-urban. The most relevant feature is the existing
FinTel property which comprises an extensive open space of reclaimed land extending from the sea
to (and surrounding) the Southern Cross cable station. Outside this is a mixture of wasteland,
recreational space dedicated to a golf-course with residential buildings a few hundred metres to the
southwest. The approach to the landing site is across an extensive mudflat.
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The approach to the proposed landing site in Vanuatu is via a wide arc to the north-west which
enters Mele Bay. Once in the bay, the cable will lie on a sandy and muddy seabed before making
landfall at 17° 42’ 11.93”S, 168°17’ 14.90”E midway along the beach known locally as Blacksands.
The cable will be trenched within the last reach to the beach where it will then be buried under the
beach sand. Immediately behind the high-tide sand berm that marks the landward edge of the beach
a beach-landing manhole will be installed. From here the cable will be buried to a depth of 1 -1.5
meters along an existing private access road which services the properties between the beach and
Mele Road for a distance of approximately 400 meters. The cable will then enter the property where
the proposed landing station will be sited.

3.2.The Physical Environment
Climate

Both Vanuatu and Fiji lie within the equatorial belt and have a tropical maritime climate. Both
countries lie in the trade wind zone of the South Pacific with a tropical climate characterised by a
prevailing pattern of south-easterly winds, warm temperatures throughout the year, a distinct wet
and dry season and relatively high rainfall intensities.
The landing station in Fiji is located on the wetter side of the main island of Viti Levu. The climate in
Suva has a distinct seasonality with a hotter, wetter, rainy season from November to April and a
cooler, drier season from May to October. The seasons are linked to the onset and falloff of the
South East trade winds. March is, on average, the wettest month with 368mm of rain over an
average of 21 rain days (days with precipitation >0.25mm). The maximum monthly average high
temperature (30 °C) and maximum highest recorded temperature of 37°C was also recorded in
March.
Port Vilas climate has a similar seasonality. The 2001-2008 average temperatures were highest in
February (26.9° C) and lowest in July (22° C) The wettest months in Port Vila are February and March
(293 and 323mm mean monthly rainfall) and driest in August and September (86 and 90mm mean
monthly rainfall).

Topography, Bathymetry and Substrate

Upon leaving the shore in Vanuatu, the cable route descends down a gradual sloping sandy
bottomed surface. Five kilometres from leaving the shore the cable lies in approximately 250m of
water; whilst by the time the cable route turns more southward outside of Mele Bay after about 12
kilometres the cable lies in approximately 420m of water (Figure 3.1 and 3.2).
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Figure 3.1. Along-track cable route bathymetry within Mele Bay, Vanuatu
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Figure 3.2. Along-track cable route bathymetry profile within Mele Bay, Vanuatu

The area between Vanuatu and Fiji has a complex bathymetry, known to be tectonically, seismically,
and volcanically active. Figure 3.3 presents (left to right) a cross section of the cable’s oceanic
passage from Vanuatu in the west to Fiji in the east.
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Figure 3.3. Along-track cable route bathymetry be tween Vanua tu and Fiji
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Vanuatu sits atop the New Hebrides tectonic plate whilst Fiji sits atop the Australian plate. The cable
crosses the Conway Reef in between these two plates; crossing the boundary between the New
Hebrides plate and the Conway Reef plate to the west of its passage and the Conway Reef plate and
the Australian plate to the east of its passage. The New Hebrides plate and the Conway Reef plate
are moving away from each other at a rate of approximately 80mm per annum whilst the Conway
Reef and Australia plate are moving away from each other at a rate of approximately 30mm per
annum. This effectively means that the distance that the cable needs to traverse between Vanuatu
and Fiji expands by some 110mm per annum.
Upon exiting the Mele Bay area, the cable route undertakes a wide arc to the east dropping down to
3,270m depth at 450km along the path. At around 600km along the route the cable crosses between
the New Hebrides plate and the Conway Reef plate. The topography on the Conway Reef plate is
complex, with a series of sharp climbs up to depths of around 2,300m. Around 840km into the route
the cable crosses onto the Australia plate before descending to its deepest point at approximately
3,500m. From there the cable quickly climbs as it passes to the south of Vatulele and between Beqa
and Kadavu islands before approaching the reef entrance at Suva.
The along-cable route bathymetry for Suva harbour shows an unremarkable and gradual slope
across Laucala Bay (Figure 3.4). Under its proposed route, the first approximately 300m from the
shoreline will be over a tidal mudflat. There is then a gradual slope starting at around 1km from
shore and running to around 4.5km where the seabed reaches a depth of 35m. This is around the
mouth of Nukubuco passage through which the cable is intended to pass.
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Figure 3.4. Along-track cable route bathymetry within Suva harbour approaching Suva landing station
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The whole path from landing station to reef passage within Suva lagoon crosses soft sediments
(Figure3.5). Grain sizes of these sediments vary from an area of coarser sand (φ4 = 2-2.5, grain size =
200-250µm) around the mouth of the Nukubuco passage to areas of finer sediments and silt (φ = 33.5, grain size = 75-125µm) closer to shore.
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Figure 3.5. Sediment particle size within the Suva lagoon along propose d cable route.

Marine Hydrology

Circulation models have been developed for both the Mele Bay area (Carter 1985) and Laucala Bay
(Fichez et al. 2006).
Water entering Suva Lagoon and Laucala Bay is forced by prevailing south-east winds. The main
break in the reef at the mouth of the Rewa River provides the point of greatest ingress. Current
velocities through this reef passage exceed 0.2m/second during high amplitude flooding tides, with
higher velocities being forced by shallow silt deposits at the river mouth. Once into Laucala Bay the
water velocity reduces considerably. At the proposed landing site of the cable, there is a very slight
southward flow of water of less than 0.01m/second during flooding spring tides and in the wet

4

φ is a way of referring to particle size in terms of the mesh of the sieve that retained a particular
fraction
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season when high seasonal rainfall is producing a heavy freshwater flow into Laucala Bay from the
Rewa River.
With the prevailing wind direction over Mele Bay being from the south-east this makes Mele Bay
sheltered from the effects of wind-borne forcing of sea water. Accordingly, the surface waters of the
bay are often calm. Instead, hydrology is controlled by the ebb and flood of the tide. The ebbing tide
draws water south out of the bay whilst the flooding tide forces water north into the bay. Around
the shallow areas adjacent to the Blacksand beach proposed landing site the maximum surface, midwater and bottom flows were measured at 0.24 m/s, 0.21 m/s and 0.2 m/s respectively with the
flow on the ebb tide greater than on the flooding tide (Carter 1985).

Terrestrial Physical Environment

The land for the proposed cable landing station has been leased by Interchange Ltd from the
customary land owners. The land has been rezoned from residential to commercial. The site lies
about 5 meters above highest astronomic tide level on sandy soil.
The land at the Suva landing station is reclaimed land. The fill, of unknown origin, overlies former
saline mudflats that previously supported mangrove communities. The site is characterized by poor
soil structure, a perennially high water table and poor internal drainage. The site is transected by a
drainage ditch which seems effective in removing surface water in normal weather. The shoreline is
coarse coral rock and gravel overlying a solid coral platform that grades into an extensive tidal
mudflat.
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3.3.Habitats, Flora and Fauna
Protected Areas

There are two marine protected areas within the vicinity of the proposed landing station in Mele Bay
(Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6. Marine Protecte d Areas in Mele Bay in re lation to the proposed cable route.

The first of these was established by Hideaway resort based on Hideaway Island approximately
2.2km along the beach from the proposed beach landing site. The area of protection extends around
the northern quadrant of the island. This marine protected area does not have legal protection per
se. Instead it exists through an agreement between the owners and managers of Hideaway resort
and the adjacent customary land (and reef) owners from Mele village.
The second marine protected area is on the fringing reefs on the northern side of Mele Bay
approximately 4km from the closest point along the proposed cable route. This marine protected
area is established through customary management by the residents of Mele village as a communitybased managed site and is designed to provide increased food security through the protection of the
coral reef fisheries resource it contains.
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There are four protected areas with a marine component in the vicinity of the Suva route of the
cable (Figure 3.7). Two of these sites (Vuo Island and Drauniboto and Labiko Islands) were
established in 1960 as a Forest Park and Amenity Area by the Forestry Department. These sites,
whilst still existing, do not have actively enforced management rules. The third site (Yavusa
Navakavu) is a community-based marine managed area and is one of the most actively enforced and
managed sites in Fiji. Finally, Tikina (District) Noco established a marine protected areas in 2012. It is
similar to the Yavusa Navakavu site in being community-based; though is still in its infancy. All three
Fiji MPAs are over 10 km at their closest point from the proposed cable route.
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Figure 3.7. Marine Protecte d Areas around Suva in re lation to the proposed cable route.

There are no terrestrial protected areas within a 1 km radius of the landing stations in either
Vanuatu or Fiji.
There are no proposed or established protected areas documented along the oceanic portions of the
cable route.

Natural Habitats
Coastal

Seagrasses are a functional group of flowering plants and are unique in being the only group of
flowering plants that have entered the marine environment. There are about 60 species in the
seagrass group. Seagrass beds form complex physical structures and are a highly productive
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ecosystem. This enables them to support a considerable biomass and diversity of associated species;
with thousands of associated marine plants and animal species (Green and Short, 2003).
Seagrasses are subject to many threats, both anthropogenic and natural. Runoff of nutrients and
sediment from human activities on land has major impact in the coastal regions where seagrasses
thrive. These indirect human impacts, while difficult to measure, are probably the greatest threat to
seagrasses worldwide. Both nutrient- and sediment-loading affect water clarity. The relatively high
light requirement of seagrasses makes them vulnerable to decreases in light penetration of coastal
waters. Direct harm to seagrass beds also occurs from boating, land reclamation and other
construction in the coastal zone, dredge-and-fill activities and destructive fisheries practices.
Coral reefs are underwater structures formed by the deposition of limestone by small reef-building
coral polyps. These polyps form extensive colonial associations and, through sheer number, are able
to build immense structures. Coral reefs are thought to be the most diverse marine ecosystem.
Whilst occupying less than 1% of the area of the world’s oceans, they provide shelter and food for
25% of marine biodiversity (Mulhall 2007). In addition to acting as a repository of biodiversity, coral
reefs also provide extensive ecosystem services such as coastal protection and food security. These
services, across all coral reefs of the world, have an estimated economic value of US$30 billion per
annum.
Coral reefs are, however, under increasing threat – an estimated 10% of reefs are already ‘dead’ and
globally 60% are under threat (Tun 2004). The agents of this demise are diverse, and range from
direct impact from humans, such as coastal reclamation, to indirect human impacts such as
overfishing upsetting the balance of the ecosystem, global climate change and natural impacts such
as tropical storms.
Coral reefs fringe much of Mele Bay and extend into Vila Bay. Closer to the landing site there are two
areas of coral reef; around Hideaway Island approximately 2km north of the proposed landing site
and at the south-eastern end of Blacksands beach approximately 1km south-east of the proposed
cable landing site. The reef around Hideaway Island is in good health and supports a diverse coral
community and appears to have recovered from the major disturbance caused by cyclone Danny in
2003 (Lovell et al. 2004). Blacksands reef is heavily impacted by the outfall from the Prima River
which flows into Mele bay directly adjacent to the reef. Coral cover on Blacksands reef has declined
in the last decade (pers comms. Leanna Collett, Nautilus Watersports).
Examination along the proposed cable route undertaken as part of this study revealed that the area
extending to 300m from the proposed beach landing site is dominated by fine black sand and silt
rich in organic matter carried into the inshore area of Mele Bay by the Prima and other adjacent
rivers (Figure 3.8). This fine material was observed to be shaped into a series of ridges and furrows
by passing waves and was highly mobile. No seagrass beds or other benthic communities were
observed and it is likely that this continues into deeper water along the proposed cable route until
the depth exceeds the limit of the euphotic zone.
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Figure 3.8. Bare sand a t depth of approxima tely 10m in Mele Bay along proposed cable route approach to
Blacksands beach.

Suva Peninsula is bound by a barrier reef inside which water depths are up to 50 m and beyond this
depths quickly slope off to hundreds of meters. Some of the reef is exposed at high tide. The main
stretch of the Suva harbour reef is 10 km long and varies from between 0.5 km to 2 km in width.
There are three main passages through the reef. The largest of these (Levu passage) lies to the west
of Suva peninsular and provides shipping access to Suva Harbour. The other two passages
(Nukubuco and Nukulau passages) to the east of the peninsular are narrower. Further to the east of
Nukulau Passage, the influence of the Rewa River dictates that reef formation becomes patchy and
fragmented for a distance of around 10 km.
Ecologically the reefs are comprised of a sedimentary back reef supporting patchy coral heads and
dense macroalgae on hard substrates in a sand matrix (Pohler and Collen, 2006). The reef crest,
which is often exposed, is dominated by red calcified algae. Outside and past the wave break the
outer reef slope often supports a diverse coral community, though the health of this community is
being diminished by anthropogenic and natural threats.
Much of the coastline on the east side of Suva Peninsula is comprised of a heavily sedimented and
alluvium covered Suva marl platform (Pohler and Collen, 2006) with the Rewa River bringing heavy
sediment loads and freshwater lenses particularly during the wet season.
Being situated close to Fiji’s main urban centre, exposes the Suva reef to a range of direct threats.
Fishing pressure on the inner sides of the reef is extremely high. Pollution and elevated nutrients,
perhaps combined with a lack of herbivorous fish populations resulting from high fishing pressure,
have led to the proliferation of brown macroalgae and the decline of live coral cover. In addition, the
Suva reef has been exposed to repeated and sustained outbreaks of Crown of Thorns seastars which
have acted to further reduce the diversity of the reefs (Vuki et al., 2000).
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Gleaning of shellfish and netting of fish along the shoreline of the peninsula has reduced the stocks
of target species.
The soft sediments lining the shore in Suva harbour approaching the proposed landing station
support some dispersed and diffuse seagrass beds. However, like the reef communities further
offshore, these seagrass beds are also being heavily influenced by runoff and nutrient input (Seeto,
1992). In addition, extensive land reclamation has occurred along the whole peninsular and the
proportion of the seagrass beds that remain today are a fraction of those that once existed.

Oceanic

Little is known about the natural habitats along much of the oceanic portion of the cable route.
Broad scale habitat mapping conducted for the project ‘A Global Map of Human Impact on Marine
Ecosystems’ indicates that the majority of the cable route over the oceanic environment passes over
soft benthic sediments.
Within the proposed cable route there are, however, two habitat types whose extent and location is
at least in part mapped and whose importance is known. These habitats are hydrothermal vents and
seamounts.

Hydrothermal Vents

Work done in the New Hebrides basin back-arc system has identified three hydrothermal vents; two
of which were inferred as active based on video surveys undertaken in 1994 (vent IDs: 94S02 and
Temakons at 980m and 1,400m respectively) and one confirmed as active based on video surveys in
2001 (vent ID: Nifonea ridge at 1,900m).
In addition, two hydrothermal vents occur within the vicinity of the proposed cable route along the
North Fiji basin back-arc spreading centre. Vent ID: Mussel valley with a maximum depth of 2,700m
was confirmed as being active in 1989 by the submersible Nautile whilst vent ID: central spreading
ridge, station 19S was found by submersible in 1991 though it was not confirmed as being active.
These vent locations and descriptions are based on the InterRidge database which in turn relies on a
number of individual references (InteRidge vents database accessed 24 th May 2012www.interridge.org) (Figure 3.9).
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These vents occur when geothermally heated water issues from cracks in the earth’s crust. Unlike
the black-smoker point source hydrothermal vents, all of the vent areas within the proximity of the
cable route are diffuse flow areas. Water from these areas is far lower in temperature that that
found emitted from black-smokers; being in the region of 10-30°C compared to the >300°C water
emitted from black-smokers. Diffuse flow areas also tend to cover greater areas of the seabed than
the spatially confined black-smoker type vents.
Methods to detect the presence of vents have evolved over time. Some vents may be visible on
detailed bathymetric maps. More typically, however, researchers make use of oceanographic probes
called CTDs that measure conductivity, temperature and density. These probes are towed behind a
research vessel in a tow-yo pattern where they alternately ascend and descend in the water column
to sample in two dimensional space. If a vent is emitting heated water into the surrounding
environment, this water, being less dense, will rise and spread to form a diffuse plume that is slightly
warmer than its’ surroundings. By detecting temperature anomalies, the probe is therefore able to
detect if it has passed through a vent plume. This method only gives a rough guide to the location of
any plume. If a more detailed location is needed, then a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) needs to
be deployed to visually inspect the seabed in the area of interest. Using an ROV is however
extremely expensive.
Not all of the vents in proximity to the proposed cable route were found to support deep sea
communities of organisms. Around at least one of the five identified all organisms appeared to be
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dead. This was perhaps as a result of the fluctuation in the flow from the vent. Those biological
communities that did exist were dominated by Galatheid crabs, mussels, tube worms, spaghetti
worms and scale worms and were confined to an area of around 1km2 of the vent (McConacchy et
al. 2005). The communities rely on micro organisms that reduce chemicals to provide energy to
sustain a variety of associated, mainly invertebrate, organisms.
Areas away from active spreading zones such as the abyssal plains and ridges also support a diverse
fauna but are less densely populated and are composed mostly of nematodes, foraminifera,
polychete worms, small peracarid crustaceans, mollusks, nemerteans, sipunculans, echiurans and
enterropneusts worms (Llodra and Billet, 2006).
Despite studies and sampling of the New Hebrides and North Fiji back-arc vent systems, there
inevitably remains many more species still undiscovered.
The vent areas are also the subject of interest from commercial mineral exploration and exploitation
companies; something discussed in more detail in section 3.4.

Seamounts and associated bathymetric features

Seamounts and associated bathymetric features act as important aggregation sites for pelagic and
benthic fish and invertebrates. Recent studies have shown that the pelagic biodiversity around
seamounts was far greater than in areas of open ocean, and even of coastal reef areas. On average
fifteen percent of benthic species found associated with seamounts in the Pacific are endemic either
to that specific seamount or to a cluster of seamounts (Alder and Wood, 2004).
The main cause of this increased diversity is up-welling currents and oceanographic phenomena
which drives primary productivity and creates additional ecosystem niches which support more
species.
Unlike hydrothermal vents, the location of seamounts is much more completely mapped. They are
far larger features with many rising in excess of 1km from the surrounding seabed and being many
kilometres in cross section.
A recent compilation and validation of existing datasets on seamounts and associated bathymetric
features was undertaken by the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (Allain et al., 2008). It used a
12-class standardized terminology to classify, label and name undersea bathymetric features. Within
the EEZs of Vanuatu and Fiji this review confirmed the presence of 27 and 112 underwater features
respectively (Table 3.1)
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Table 3.1. Underwa ter features within the exclusive economic zones of Fiji and Vanua tu
Feature-type : Depth : Description

Fiji

Deep Bank: Deep: Large elevated area of the seafloor
which is relatively deep
Guyot: Deep: Flat-topped submarine mountain
Hill: Deep: Elevation rising generally less than 500 m
Knoll: Deep: Elevation rising generally more than 500 m
and less than 1000 m and of limited extent across the
summit
Plateau: Deep: Flat-topped feature of considerable
extent, dropping off abruptly on one or more sides
Ridge: Deep: Long narrow elevation with steep sides
Seamount: Deep: Underwater mountain rising more than
1000 m from the ocean floor and having a peaked or flattopped summit below the surface of the sea
Drowned Atoll: Shallow: Entirely submerged and shallow
elevation rising from the seafloor, clearly showing a
drowned rim (40 m depth max.) surrounding lagoon
features
Drowned Bank: Shallow: Large and shallow (summit at
40 m depth max.) elevation rising from the seafloor, but
entirely submerged
Unknown: No information is available on the feature but
it is identified by an elevation on the bathymetric maps
TOTAL

Vanuatu

Total

1

1
0
0

0
0
13

13

5

1

6

4

1

5

1

1

88
112

25
27

113
139

There are four features identified within 25 km of the proposed cable routing (Table 3.2 and Figure
3.10). None of these are classified using the classification scheme of Allain et al., 2008; two are
within Vanuatu’s EEZ and two are within Fijis and none of them rise to less than 1km from the sea
surface.
Table 3.2. Underwa ter features within 25 km of the propose d cable route

Feature type

Name

Distance from
proposed cable (km)

Summit
depth (m)

EEZ

Longitude

Unknown

-

10.5

1166

Vanuatu

169.8

Unknown

-

24.6

1544

Vanuatu

170.9

Unknown

-

17.2

1852

Fiji

176.933

Latitude
18.4167
18.7833
18.9833

Unknown

-

19.8

1944

Fiji

173.967

-19.7
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Figure 3.10. Seamounts and associated bathymetric features in re lation to the proposed cable route.

Species of Interest
IUCN Red List

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species5 provides a global assessment of the status of threatened
species. An analysis report prepared in 2009, based on Pacific Island species, listed on the 2008 Red
List (Pippard, 2009) identified some clear gaps at the regional scale in information used to produce
the Global assessment. In response, the IUCN Oceania Regional Office are beginning a multi-year
program to produce a regional Red List collating information known about species population status
from within the region.
Accepting these limitations of the present list, analysis done for a previous impact assessment in an
area close to the Fiji end of the proposed cable route provided the following analysis.

5

IUCN 2012. IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Version 2010.2. www.iucnredlist.org. Accessed
24th May 2012
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There are 308 marine species of concern (critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable on the
IUCN Red List categories) on the present Red List. Of these, 35% were not known to occur in similar
habitat and/or ecological niche to that found at the site and therefore were considered unlikely to
occur in the vicinity. Twenty-four percent of these species of concern have been documented as
found within the geographic locale of the cable route. Corals comprised the majority of these species
(85%). Additionally, the analysis examined if species of concern were found elsewhere within a
protected area. In the case of the corals over 80% of the species assessed are documented as being
found within existing protected areas in Fiji and it is thought the remaining 20% are likely to be
found within other protected areas.
Two species were listed as being critically endangered, both of them sea turtles (Leatherback and
Hawksbill). Neither of the species has been found within the locale of the proposed cable route as it
approaches Suva however. Only the Green turtle (Chelonia mydas) which is listed as endangered is
known to occur within the locale of the cable route. The green turtle is associated with the seagrass
beds on which it feeds. Given, however, the condition and highly modified nature of the shorelines it
is extremely unlikely that this species would come ashore in the vicinity of the proposed cable route
in order to breed.
Very little data exists on species distribution within the locale of the Vanuatu cable landing site and
immediate inshore cable route. It is considered likely that the same species found in the Fiji end also
exist in the Vanuatu end.
Two notable exceptions are the critically endangered Hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) that
is known to frequent the Mele Bay area and the critically endangered Leatherback turtle
(Dermochelys coriacea) that has been reported to nest on the Blacksands beach. However, the use
of the Blacksands beach as a Leatherback turtle nesting site is reported as infrequent; with
recordings of three individuals in total in 1997/98, 1999/00 and in 2003 (Petro et al. 2005) and very
occasional individuals nesting between 2005 and 2010 (pers comms. George Petero, 2012).
Leatherback turtles that do nest in Vanuatu do so during the period October-March (SPREP,
undated).
It is believed that development along the beach at Blacksands has deterred nesting turtles and
combined with their declining population status throughout the region this has led to there being no
reported sightings since. Artificial lights have been shown to reduce the number of turtle landings
that resulted in nest construction and egg laying (Rondon Medicci, 2009) and hence it is important
that additional light sources along the beach be minimized so as not to discourage any further use of
the Blacksands beach as a nesting location.
Within the oceanic portion of the cable route, there are 37 species listed on the Red List. Of these,
there are 22 species of cetaceans which are discussed in the next section. Of the remainder, 19 are
sharks of which three are considered Vulnerable. Three species of Tuna (Albacore, Yellowfin and
Bigeye) have been assessed but only Bigeye is considered Vulnerable. The three Tuna species are
known to occur along the route and appear in catch landings of the Tuna fishing fleet operating in
the area. Of the shark species, six are recorded in the catch logs as by-catch species of fishing boats
that are known to operate along the cable route but specific locations of these species are unknown.
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Marine mammals- Cetaceans and Dugongs

The EEZs of both Fiji and Vanuatu have resident and transient or migratory populations of cetaceans
(whales and dolphins). Whilst confirmed records for Fiji and Vanuatu differ, the proximity of their
EEZs makes it likely that species found in one EEZ are also found in the other (Table 3.3). In total
there are 8 species with confirmed presence in Vanuatu and one (the Brydes-like whales)
unconfirmed and 18 species in Fiji (WDCS, 2009).
There is a paucity of information on the population status of most of these species; though historic
sightings compared to more recent surveys of Humpback whales in Fiji indicates that there has been
a substantial decline in population size in the past 30 years (pers comm. Cara Miller).
Globally, of these species, three are considered threatened by the IUCN Red List6 (the Blue and Fin
whales are considered Endangered (En) and the Sperm whale are considered Vulnerable (Vu)). For
the rest of the species there is either not enough information to make concrete assessments
(marked as data deficient (Dd)) or they have been assessed as being of least concern (Lc). Their
Global status under the Convention on Migratory Species follows a similar pattern, where
threatened species are included in Appendix I of the Convention and species of Least Concern or
Data deficient are listed in Appendix II.

6 IUCN 2012. IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Version 2010.2. www.iucnredlist.org . Accessed
24th May 2012
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Table 3.3: Cetacean species and their status in the waters of Fiji and Vanuatu (WDCS, 2009)

Species

Common name

Status

Country

Balaenoptera edeni
Balaenoptera musculus
Balaenoptera physalus
Balaenoptera sp.
Balaenoptera sp.
Balaenoptera sp.
Delphinus delphis
Globicephala macrorhynchus
Kogia breviceps
Lagenodelphis hosei
Megaptera novaeangliae
Mesoplodon densirostris
Orcinus orca
Orcinus orca
Peponocephala electra
Physeter macrocephalus
Pseudorca crassidens
Stenella attenuate
Stenella longirostris
Stenella coeruleoalba
Steno bredanensis
Tursiops sp.

Bryde’s whale
Blue whale
Fin whale
Minke whale
“Bryde’s like” whale
“Bryde’s like” whale
Common dolphin
Short finned pilot whale
Pygmy sperm whale
Fraser’s dolphin
Humpback whale
Blainville’s beaked whale
Orca
Orca
Melon headed whale
Sperm whale
False killer whale
Pantropical spotted dolphin
Spinner dolphin
Striped dolphin
Rough-toothed dolphin
Bottlenose dolphin

Confirmed
Unconfirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Unconfirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Unconfirmed
Unconfirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Unconfirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Unconfirmed
Unconfirmed
Confirmed

Fiji
Fiji
Fiji
Fiji
Fiji
Vanuatu
Fiji
Vanuatu and Fiji
Fiji
Fiji
Vanuatu and Fiji
Fiji
Fiji
Vanuatu
Vanuatu
Vanuatu and Fiji
Fiji
Vanuatu and Fiji
Vanuatu and Fiji
Vanuatu
Fiji
Vanuatu and Fiji

‐
‐

‐

‐

Across many of the species of cetaceans there has been very little research conducted on population
size and status; particularly in Vanuatu. However, surveys in August 2003 identified 16 individual
Humpback whales around the southern islands of Vanuatu and Tanna in particular (Garrigue, 2004).
Of these 16 individuals, one was a calf accompanied by its mother whilst the rest were adults.
Genetic and photographic analysis of fin flukes identified that of these 16 individuals, one had
previously been sighted in New Caledonia and another from the same pod had previously been
sighted in Tonga. This suggests that at least some of the Humpback whales that frequent Vanuatu
are the same as those that frequent both New Caledonia and Tonga It is believed that Humpbacks
use Vanuatu waters as calving grounds for the whales that migrate to the area annually from
Antarctic waters. Interestingly, it was reported that a mother and calf had been seen within Mele
Bay in Dec-Jan 2010 (pers comms. Jeremey Kaltavara) and more recently in November 2011 and
March 2012 (pers comms. Ian Watson); times of the year after the time that Humpbacks are
reported to return south to their summer feeding grounds in the Antarctic.
Vanuatu is the eastern most range limit of the Dugong (Dugong dugong) and from where it is
recorded as being distributed across all the islands in the group. The Dugong is assessed as
Vulnerable on the IUCN Red List. However, unlike across many of the other countries in its range, the
Vanuatu dugong population appears to be health and not in immediate threat (Amos, 2007). The
dugong is protected by the Fisheries Act of 1982 which prohibits the capture of all marine mammals.
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category
Dd
En
En
Lc
Dd
Dd
Lc
Lc
Dd
Dd
Dd
Lc
Vu
Dd
Lc
Dd
Lc
Lc
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Dugong feed on seagrass beds; eating all nine of the seagrass species found in Vanuatu. Dugongs are
reported to be sighted fairly regularly by dive operators within Mele Bay; with specific recordings
having been made around Pago point to the east of the bay and Devils point to the west (Chambers,
1989). Dugongs have a limited dive depth; in a study in Northern Australia the deepest recorded dive
was 20.5m whilst 72% of the time dugongs stayed within 3 meters of the surface (Chilvers et al,
2004).

Terrestrial Habitats

The land on which the existing Suva landing station infrastructure is constructed is managed
grassland of low quality comprising grasses, sedges and rushes. The soil matrix is mobilized by mud
crabs constructing burrows.
The intertidal mudflats within Suva lagoon cover approximately 1,000 hectares. They are important
habitats for, and attract large numbers of, migrant shorebirds. All but one of the shorebirds visiting
Fiji are migrants that breed in the Arctic region of Siberia or Alaska before dispersing in the northern
winter to feeding grounds in the central and southern Pacific.
A long term census program found that on average 500 shorebirds use the intertidal mudflats
around Suva point (Watling, 2006). Whilst this site is 2km to the south of the intertidal flats that the
proposed cable route crosses and is far more extensive, it provides some indication, in the absence
of quantitative studies, of the likely use of the mudflats. The results on the census from 1998 to 2005
found that, despite major increases in human population, pollution and industry within the Suva
area, there has been no reduction in the population of birds using the area. The same study
commented that the reclamation of land on which the present cable station is located removed a
large area of the mudflat previously found at this site.
The study also noted that many of the shorebirds are disturbed on a frequent basis by people and
domestic animals entering the mudflats at low tide for recreation and collecting fisheries products.
Indeed, periods during which the population census was conducted were timed to avoid times of
peak disturbance during which seabird counts were depleted. It is clear therefore that, if
disturbances are brief, shorebirds quickly return and these disturbances have little impact on the use
of the area by shorebirds.
There are three small islands on the top of the Suva reef. One of these to the west of Nukubuco
Passage is entirely bare of vegetation, presumably as a result of continuing erosion. The other two
islands lie to the east of the Nukulau Passage. The larger of these; Nukulau Island was previously a
prison but is presently not inhabited. The second, Makuluva Island is approximately 3 hectares in
size. Makuluva is of particular ecological interest as it supports vegetation communities that have
evolved to deal with limited freshwater supply and a physically dynamic shape of the island
(Thaman, 2005). The island is also listed in the Fiji National Biodiversity Strategic Action plan as being
of conservation significance.
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The beach at the proposed Mele Bay landing site is topped by coastal littoral vegetation including
beach grass (Stenotaphrum sp.) and beach morning glory (Ipomoea sp) (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11. Coastal littoral vegetation at the high tide ma rk on Blacksand beach, Mele Bay Vanuatu whe re the
proposed cable will land. The beach manhole will be s ighted on the right of the photograph.

Behind the beach the primarily weedy and invasive vegetation has largely already been cleared to
make way for the private access road that services the parcels of land including the land on which
the proposed cable landing station will be sited. This road passes alongside several mature Raintrees
(Samanea saman) (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12. The private access road betwee n the beach landing site and proposed cable landing station along
which the cable is proposed to be routed.

The proposed location of the cable landing site is adjacent to residential properties and all significant
vegetation at the site has been cleared to leave a mowed grass area bordered by planted trees and
shrubs (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13. The land on which the proposed cable landing sta tion will be built. Vegetation at the site is
planted and the grass area is mowed.

There are no terrestrial species of conservation significance within the proximity of the proposed
landing site, the underground cable route between beach and site and the proposed location of the
cable landing station.
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3.4.People and Communities
Population

The total population in Vanuatu at the 2009 national census was 234,023 having grown rapidly from
only 77,170 in 1967 and 142,419 in 1989. Of this population, 24% live in urban areas and 76% live in
rural areas.
Thirty four percent of the total national population live in Shefa province which includes the island of
Efate which hosts the capital Port Vila and the proposed infrastructure developments for this
project. Of the population in Efate, 44,039 or 56% live in urban areas.
Vanuatu is undergoing urban drift; with nationwide an urban population growth rate of 3.5% and
4.1% in Shefa province (Vanuatu National Statistics Office, 2010).
The area of the proposed landing station and associated development falls within the urban areas as
defined for the 2009 national census and the population of Mele the closest conurbation largely do
not maintain a subsistence lifestyle characteristic of the rural areas of Vanuatu.
Fiji is a nation of approximately 330 islands, and according to the 2007 National Census had a
population of 837,271 people comprising of two major racial groups of Indigenous Fijians (47%) and
Indo-Fijians (37.5%). Other racial groups (5.7%) are made up of Chinese, Europeans, Koreans and
other Pacific Islanders.
Forty-nine percent of the national population lives in rural areas, with the other 51% living in the
urban sector as defined by the Bureau of Statistics. Ethnic Fijians are more likely to live rurally (56%)
than in urban areas (44%), whereas Indo-Fijians and other racial groups are more likely to live in
urban areas (59%) than rurally (41%).
All areas in Fiji with proximity to the proposed cable route and landing site are urban areas. Few of
the population in these areas maintain a subsistence lifestyle characteristic of the rural areas of Fiji.

Oceanic users and uses

Commercial Fisheries

Oceanic fisheries are important sources of national revenue in both Fiji and Vanuatu. In Fiji the
oceanic fishery is the third largest natural resource sector contributing 1.9% of Fiji’s GDP (FAO,
2009).
The offshore fishery primarily targets highly migratory species of tuna and billfish. There are three
types of gear used in this fishery; longline, purse seine and pole and line. Only long line and pole and
line are used in Fijis EEZ whilst long line and purse seine are used in Vanuatu.
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Long lining uses a horizontal main line which may extend many kilometres (Beverley et al., undated).
Attached to this main line are a series of baited hooks. These hooks hang down from the main line
and may number in the thousands. The fishing gear is buoyed at the surface and floats. Typically the
line has one or more radio beacons on it and the gear is ‘shot’, left for a period of up to 24hours and
then retrieved. Around 100 long-line vessels operate in Fijis EEZ targeting mainly Albacore, Bigeye
and Yellowfin tuna. In 2010 Vanuatu has 65 long line vessels operating in its EEZ; predominately
foreign vessels though with around 20 domestic vessels (Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission, 2011). The long line effort in Vanuatu is concentrated towards the south-east of the
EEZ (Figure 3.14, Anon, 2010) and in Fiji is concentrated around the western margin of the EEZ
adjacent to and abutting Vanuatu’s EEZ
Purse seine netting vessels deploy cylindrical nets around schools of fish. These nets which are
buoyed at the surface entrap the school and the base of the net is then closed around the school.
The net and its content is then hauled aboard. The purse seine industry largely targets skipjack tuna
which comprises 70-85% of the catch. In 2010 there were five purse seine vessels operating in
Vanuatu’s EEZ (Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission, 2011).
Pole and line fishing vessels are more labour intensive than the other two gears used. Fish are
aggregated around the vessel by using either live bait or spraying water onto the sea surface. Once
fish aggregate a number of fishers lower a 2-3 meter pole with a barbless hook and lure into the
aggregated fish. When the fish are hooked the fishers jerk the pole, throwing the fish off the hook
and into the boat. The use of the pole and line fishery has been in decline in the past 15-20 years
accounting for around 140,000 metric tons across the whole Western Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission area in 2009 compared to over 400,000 metric tons in 1983 (Hampton, undated). Only
one pole and line vessel operated in Fijis EEZ in 2010 (Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission, 2011).
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Figure 3.14. Longline catch 2004-2007 (metric tons) in Vanuatu EEZ (Anon, 2010)

In addition to the tuna fishery, Vanuatu has a deep water snapper bottom fishery. This fishery is far
lower cost and scale than the tuna fishery however. The fishery uses wooden spooled weighted lines
with around 5 hooks set perpendicular to the drop line. The weighted drop line sits on the bottom
for relatively short periods before being retrieved. In Shefa province there are around 50 deep water
snapper fishery licensed boats that operate mainly around the coastal areas. Fishing effort is
concentrated between 100 meters to a maximum of 400 meters depth.
Offshore fishing in both countries is export-oriented with major markets for tuna being Japan and
the USA.
A recent review paper examining the geographic proximity of longline sets to seamounts and the
catch per hook has shown that fishing effort is concentrated within 50km of seamounts (Morato et
al., 2010). The same pattern is true in the deep water snapper fishery. The bathymetry at these sites
allows upwelling of deep cold water currents which stimulates primary productivity. This increased
productivity in turn provides prey for the pelagic Tuna-like species and the predatory snapper
species which aggregate around the seamounts.
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The destructive practice of bottom trawling was outlawed in the EEZ of all members of the South
Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation including Fiji and Vanuatu in May 2007.

Deep Sea Mining

Seafloor massive sulphide deposits (SMS) form where hydrothermal vents expel superheated water
carrying metals from deep in the earth. This superheated water, upon mixing with cold deep oceanic
water, deposits metal-rich minerals. These metal-rich nodes are currently under investigation by
three mining companies, Nautilus Minerals and KORDI Minerals in Fiji and Nautilus Minerals and
Bismarck Minerals in Vanuatu.
Fiji granted exploration licences that cover the whole EEZ to Nautilus Minerals and KORDI Minerals
in April 2012. These licences do not provide exclusivity over any given area and allow only some
restricted survey work with limited contact with the seabed (pers comms. Mr Venasio Nasara,
Mineral Resources Division, Fiji). The cable route, by crossing Fijis EEZ also crosses these exploration
license areas.
Vanuatu has issued a total of 115 prospecting licenses over areas of seabed within its jurisdiction to
two companies; Nautilus and Bismarck (pers comms. Mr Brooks Rakau, Department of Geology,
Mines and Water, Government of Vanuatu). These prospecting areas are confined to smaller areas
generally not exceeding 100km2 . They are valid for three years and are renewable for 2 consecutive
two year terms. Unlike the broader exploration licenses, prospecting licenses allow the license
holder to undertake a wider range of activities including the use of Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROVs), drilling activities of the seabed and the operation of bottom dredging apparatus similar to
that used in bottom trawling fisheries to obtain samples from the seabed (pers comms. Mr Brooks
Rakau, Department of Geology, Mines and Water, Government of Vanuatu). The cable route crosses
two of the prospecting license areas granted to Nautilus Minerals (Figure 3.15)
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Coastal users and uses
Marine Tenure

The Constitution of the Republic of Vanuatu recognises customary law, land and marine tenure, and
the expression of traditional resource management knowledge and practice. Chapter 12, Article 73
states: “All land in the Republic belongs to the indigenous custom owners and their descendents”.
Under the Land Reform Act (Chapter 123) land includes “land extending to the seaside of any
offshore reef but no further” (Vierros et al., 2010). It is under this basis that customary land owners
also have tenure; though not ownership over the coastal areas. Unlike in Fiji, whilst land ownership
is in places mapped, marine tenure in Vanuatu is not. In the case of the inshore area adjacent to the
proposed cable landing site the tenure in all likelihood belongs to the custom landowners of Mele
village.
In Fiji, whilst the state owns the marine resources from the high water mark to the edge of the EEZ
(as described in the Marine Spaces Act), the law also recognises the customary marine tenure
system established through Fiji’s history.
This system divides the inshore area into 410 customary fishing grounds. The tenure of these fishing
grounds is well recorded and established and is held by the Native Lands and Fisheries Commission.
The customary fishing grounds range in size from one to 5,000 square kilometres. Regardless of
which passage the cable takes through Suva reef, it will cross two customary fishing grounds (Figure
3.16). The rights over the fishing ground to the west are owned by the Vanua Suva whilst the rights
to the ground to the east are owned by the Vanua Burebasaga.
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Figure 3.16. Traditional fishing g round rights areas approaching the Suva cable landing
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Commercial Fishing and Ports

The proposed route of the cable passes close to the main ports of both Vanuatu (Port Vila port) and
Fiji (Suva – Kings Wharf).
Suva wharf is accessed through the main reef entrance to the west of Suva Peninsula. The port is
owned and operated by Fiji Ports Corporation Ltd. The current wharf at Suva Harbour was upgraded
in 2005/6 and now has mobile cranes with a lifting capacity of 100 tonnes upright and an extended
load reach of 32 tonnes. The deepest draft in the port is between 11 and 11.5 meters.
In 2008 ninety-six different commercial vessels called into Suva port and in total there were 398
vessel movements7 . The average frequency of vessels arriving into Suva port was one vessel every
1.1 days during this one-year period. The most common previous or next port of call for these
vessels were Lautoka in the west of Fiji (78 instances), Noumea, New Caledonia (59), Auckland, New
Zealand (59) and Nuku’alofa, Tonga (47).
In 2011 195 vessels called into Port Vila harbor. Of these, the most common were cruise ships which
called a total of 85 times (with an average frequency of 1.6 cruise ships per week). Container vessels
made 54 calls to port. There is drive to increase the frequency with which cruise ships visit Port Vila
(pers comms. Morris Kaloran, Director, Ports and Marine Authority, Vanuatu) and already in 2012
cruise ships have made 48 calls in the first three months for which data was available. The ultimate
goal is to have one cruise ship per day.
The harbour area in Port Vila as delineated in the Ports and Marine Act Cap 26 covers an area of
approximately 8.3km2 inside Port Vila Bay (Figure 3.17). The proposed cable route does not pass
within less than 2km of the designated harbour area. The main wharf is located to the south of the
bay at 17°45’23.26”S, 168°18’ 00”E. Ships entering the harbour area do so by following the coastline
at the east side of Mele Bay (pers comms. Morris Kaloran, Director, Ports and Marine Authority,
Vanuatu). At present no no-anchor zones exist outside of the port jurisdictional area.

7

Data provided by Secretariat of the Pacific Community Regional Maritime Programme shipping
database, July 2010
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Figure 3.17. Port Vila juris dictional area in rela tion to the proposed cable route

In Suva the proposed cable route runs to the east of Suva peninsular away from the entrance to the
port. From the entrance through the Suva reef to the landing site the entire length of cable on the
proposed route is within a designated and marked no-anchor zone established for the Southern
Cross and previous cables 8 (Figure 3.18).

8

Admiralty chart number 1674; Eastern Approaches to Suva Harbour
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Gravel and aggregate extraction

There is no offshore submarine gravel or sand extraction occurring within the vicinity of the
proposed Mele Bay landing site of the cable route. However, the beach at Mele Bay and Blacksands
in particular is regularly used to extract sand for use in construction. This has been an ongoing
problem and is acknowledged by the regulatory authorities to be a concern (per comms. Mr Albert
Williams, Director, Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation) as it is believed to be
responsible for accelerated coastal erosion (King, 2007).
Aggregate extraction is not occurring within the vicinity of the Suva landing site or proposed cable
route.

Fishing

Inshore fisheries have been a major source of protein and income for a large proportion of the
populations of both Vanuatu and Fiji. The reef is the dominant environment for inshore fisheries
since there are very few fish aggregating devices aimed at bringing pelagic fish species within reach
of the inshore fleet and very few fishers target pelagic species inshore.
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In both countries, the fishery can be divided into two, the commercial/artisanal/semi-commercial,
and the subsistence fishery.
The commercial/artisanal relates to the fishery in which the catch is sold either directly to market or
through an intermediary to market (commercial) or is sold informally at, for example, the roadside
(semi-commercial/artisanal).
The subsistence fishery relates to catch that is made by a family or village member and is
subsequently eaten at home, or at very least remains within the village unit and is not sold for
commercial gain.
The line between the commercial/artisanal and subsistence fishery whilst theoretically clear is often
greyed by commercial pressure of modern society leading to fishers selling excess catch beyond the
subsistence needs of the family home unit.
Common food fish species in both Vanuatu and Fiji include the Emperor (Lethrinidae), Surgeonfish
(Acanthuridae), Snapper (Lutjanidae) and Grouper (Serranidae) – all species closely associated with
the reef ecosystem. In addition, invertebrates were traditionally an important source of protein and
more recently have become important sources of income. Targeted invertebrates include the edible
sea urchins, giant clams (Tridacnidae), crabs, lobster, molluscs and most recently for commercial
exploitation the sea cucumbers (Holothuridae).
There is strong evidence in fish stock assessments (Teh et al., 2010) that fisheries are declining with
a consequent impact on the function and health of the ecosystem itself (Jennings and Polunin,
1997). Whilst the majority of such evidence emanates from studies in Fiji, a similar pattern is also
being observed in Vanuatu (pers comm Jeremy Kaltavara, Fisheries, Vanuatu) which is in turn leading
to an increasing number of communities to undertake locally managed marine projects (King, 2007).
Whilst undertaking site visits during the conduct of this Environmental Impact Assessment at around
15:00hrs on the 15 th May 2012 a group of community members from the local Mele village were
observed using a hand-held net along the sandy shore of Blacksands beach adjacent to the proposed
cable landing site. This fishing method is believed to be commonly used (daily or at several instances
in a week) in the shallow sandy areas of this beach and targets primarily mullets (members of the
family Mugilidae) and silver biddies (Gerres sp.)

Aquaculture

There are no aquaculture facilities or projects within the vicinity of the proposed cable route, nor are
there any in the vicinity of the landing sites at either the Vanuatu or Fiji-end.
Recreational dive operators

There are three recreational dive operators based in and operating dives within the vicinity of Mele
Bay: Hideaway Resort and Dive, Nautilus Watersports and Deep Blue diving. The closest dive sites to
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the proposed cable route and landing station are around Hideaway Island approximately 2km at its
closest point from the cable route, Blacksands reef and caves approximately 1km south from the
proposed cable route and around Erakor on the south-east side of Mele Bay which is approximately
4km from the proposed cable route. Hideaway and the dive sites around Erakor are dived on an
almost daily basis whilst the two operators interviewed for this study stated that Blacksands reef and
cave was so frequently heavily sedimented that dive conditions were not suitable and that this site
had not been dived for some years.

Terrestrial users and uses

The land on which the existing landing station in Suva is built is non-native land. The land was
reclaimed from a mangrove area at the mouth of the Samabula River. The land is owned by Fiji
International Telecommunications Company (FinTel). The site backs onto a residential development
some 400m away to the southwest and a golf course to the northwest.
The land on which the proposed new Vanuatu cable station will be built is owned by the custom
landowners of Mele village. The land title for the block is 12/0633/1171 and it is adjacent to several;
residential properties owned by a private individual. The land has been acquired under lease and
rezoned from residential to commercial. The land from the proposed cable landing station to the
beach landing manhole is a private access road to service the properties between Mele Road and the
beach. Permission has been granted by the Shefa Provincial Council for the necessary earthworks to
be undertaken along this access road for the burying the cable along a distance of approximately 400
meters. Finally, permission has been granted by the Ministry of Internal Affairs to undertake the
works necessary to trench the cable across and up the Blacksands beach and install a beach landing
manhole.

Cultural Heritage

There are no known sites of cultural heritage within the area of influence of the proposed
development.

Conflicting Infrastructure (present or planned)

The only possible conflicting existing infrastructure is the dozen residential properties within a 200
meter radius of the proposed landing station and proposed cable route along the private access
road.
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There are no documented planned infrastructure developments that may conflict with the proposed
development. However, mention was made by several sources of two proposals that, if they are
undertaken, may cause conflict with the proposed cable route and project.
The first of these is a proposal to establish a tuna processing and cannery facility on Mele road
approximately 2km towards Port Vila away from the proposed landing station. This project was to be
funded by Chinese development partners and would involve tuna being landed and brought ashore
in the Blacksands area. This may have involved the construction of some sort of boat
landing/offloading facility close to the proposed cable landing site; however after discussion with
representatives from the fisheries department, this proposal has now been shelved and instead has
been moved to Forari Bay on the east coast of Efate.
The second possible conflicting development is a proposal by an Australian shipping company to use
the area in the northern section of Mele Bay to anchor merchant vessels when they are not in
service. This proposal was mentioned by the Ports and Marine authority though no other details
were provided nor does the proposal seem particularly advanced.

3.5.Environmental Hazards
Volcanicity

There are two volcanoes within 50 km of the proposed route of the cable (Figure 3.19). North Vate is
located at 26.3 km from the cable station in Efate and Nabukelevu is located 40.7km from the cable
(data from Global Volcanism Program9 ).

9

http://www.volcano.si.edu/
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Figure 3.19. The location of volcanoes in rela tion to the proposed cable route

Seismicity

There have been a total of 18,078 magnitude 4.5 or greater earthquakes within 500 km of the
proposed route of the cable between 1973 and 2012 (data provided by National Earthquake
Information Center10 ) (Figure 3.20 and Table 3.4). Of these, 2 minor quakes (magnitude 4.5-5)
occurred within 1 km of the proposed cable route. Larger earthquakes (magnitude >7.0) have
occurred within 50 km of the proposed cable route including one within 10km. Since 1983 no
earthquake of magnitude 8 or greater occurred within 500 km of the proposed cable route.

10 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/
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Table 3.4. Earthquake numbe rs of magnitude 4.5 or greate r occurring within 500 km of the propose d cable
route

Distance
from cable
(km)

Magnitude
4.5 - 5

5.5 - 6

6 - 6.5

6.5 - 7

7 - 7.5

7.5 - 8

8 - 8.5

<1

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

3

1-5

6

3

2

-

-

-

-

11

5-10

17

3

-

-

-

1

-

21

10-20

58

16

1

1

-

-

-

76

20-50

315

111

31

9

1

5

-

472

50-200

1,567

488

120

60

12

8

-

2,255

200-500

12,500

1,918

551

182

61

22

6

15,240

Total

14,465

2,539

706

252

74

36

6

18,078

Total

Cyclones

Both Fiji and Vanuatu lie in the area occasionally traversed by tropical cyclones. The official South
Pacific cyclone season runs from November to April.
Nadi weather office was designated the sixth Regional Specialized Meteorological Centre in 1995. It
is responsible for issuing forecasts and warnings for tropical cyclones between the equator and the
25 th parallel south and between the 160 th parallel east and the 120 th parallel west. This area of
responsibility covers both Fiji and Vanuatu.
Fiji and Vanuatu are located in the inter-tropical convergence zone. The general track of cyclones
over the project area most commonly sees development occurring to the west in the inter-tropical
convergence zone between 11 th and the 20 th parallel south with the cyclones then moving in a
south-easterly direction over the project area (Figure 3.21). All cyclone track data plotted from raw
tracks available at the Joint Typhoon Warning Centre website11 .

11

The Joint Typhoon Warning Center Tropical Cyclone Best-Tracks, 1945-2000, accessed online May
2012 at http://www.usno.navy.mil/NOOC/nmfc-ph/RSS/jtwc/best_tracks/, website last update on April 26th
2012
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Figure 3.21. Tropica l cyclone paths and maximum intensities (1945-2010) in relation to the proposed cable
route and landing s tations.

Within the past 30 years, there have been 41 cyclones that have passed within 2 km of the proposed
cable route, eleven of these occurring in January (Table 3.5). Only three tropical cyclones occurred
during the 2011-2012 cyclone season12 (not shown in Figure 3.21).

12

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011%E2%80%9312_South_Pacific_cyclone_season
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Table 3.5: Cyclones over the past 30 years whose pa ths have passed within specified distances of the proposed
cable route.

Distance from cable
(km)

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Total

2

1

1

4

11

6

13

3

2

41

50

1

2

5

12

10

15

3

2

50

100

1

2

6

16

12

16

4

2

59

200

1

4

6

21

15

21

7

3

78

400

2

7

13

29

23

31

14

4

123

There have been sixteen cyclones in the past 30 years that have passed within a 100 km radius of the
proposed cable station site in Vanuatu and nine that passed within the same distance of the existing
cable station in Suva. Of the nine in Suva, three had sustained wind speeds below 60 knots, two had
speeds of 60-70 knots, three had speeds between 95-105 knots and one had a speed over 105 knots
at the time of passing. Cyclones passing within the 100 km radius of the Mele terminal tended to be
of lower intensity – five had speeds of less than 60 knots, four were of 60-70 knots, one was 70-95
knots, one was 95-105 knots and one had maximum sustained wind speeds over 105 knots.
One of the impacts associated with cyclones that may have greatest impact on the proposed
development is the creation of storm surges. These surges are caused by the effects of approaching
low pressure areas associated with the tropical cyclone and the wind of the cyclone system causing
water to pile up against coastlines. Previous work by Carter (1990) on the vulnerability of Suva
Peninsula to storm surges associated with cyclones calculated return intervals for a number of surge
heights for Suva Harbour. These storm surge models are based on astronomical spring tides to
develop a worst case scenario and also account for seasonal and inter-annual sea level variations.
The nearest location modelled to the Suva-based landing site is at Vatuwaqa – approximately 2km to
the south of the landing site location. Heights in Table 3.6 are quoted in relation to Mean Sea Level.
Table 3.6: Return Inte rvals for cyclone-gene rated s urge heights for Suva.
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2

1.38
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Tsunami

Tsunami are caused by vertical displacement of seabed fault lines during earthquakes, or by other
process such as volcanic eruption, volcanic collapse or submarine landslide. Tsunami-generating
earthquakes tend to be shallow and of relatively-large magnitude (i.e. greater than Richter
Magnitude 7). Hence the occurrence of a large shallow earthquake located beneath the ocean will,
more often than not, produce a tsunami providing there is some vertical offset of the sea floor.
Historical records revealed than tsunamis have been observed at Vanuatu from sources including
Vanuatu, Loyalty Islands, Indonesia, Chile and Peru. For example, in June 2001 a 8.4 magnitude
earthquake off the coast of Peru created a tsunami of amplitude 30cm when it struck Vanuatu.
However tsunami typically cause the most severe damage and casualties near their source where
the waves are the highest. Figure 3.22 shows the locations of earthquakes within the proximity of
the study area that generated tsunamis.
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Figure 3.22: Earthquake responsible for tsunamis in the area of interest. Source: NGDC a nd the co-locate d
World Data Center for Geophysics and Marine Geology.
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The two most devastating tsunamis that have hit Vanuatu occurred on the 26 November 1999 and
on the 2nd of January 2002. The earthquakes responsible for those tsunamis were located
respectively at 140 km to the northwest of Port Vila (magnitude 7.3) and 100 km west of Port Vila
(magnitude 7.5).In 1999, the tsunami caused widespread destructions on Pentecost Islands where
the maximum wave height reached 6m. In Port Vila the peak of the tsunami was 0.9m and coincided
with low tide.
In 2002, the earthquake injured several people and there was widespread damage on the Island of
Efate. Access to the wharf was blocked by rockslides. The SEAFRAME gauge at Port Vila recorded the
tsunami wave that followed with a peak to trough amplitude of 80 cm (Anon, 2006).
The Tsunami Hazard

In the deep ocean, a tsunami is barely noticeable and will only cause a shallow ripple on the sea
surface as it passes. However, when a tsunami approaches shallower waters near the coast, the
waves slow down and become compressed, causing them to grow in height. Under the best case
scenario, the tsunami comes onshore like a quickly rising tide and only causes gentle flooding in lowlying coastal areas. Under the worst case scenario, however, walls of water rush ashore causing large
scale destruction and flooding, with the damage caused exacerbated by the volume and weight of
debris it carries along with it. This cycle may repeat itself several times as a succession of waves
before the hazard finally passes.
Warnings can be given several hours before they strike provided adequate monitoring and warning
systems are in place, thus allowing time for evacuation if possible.
According to a SOPAC report on the 2002 tsunami (Shorten, 2002), the potential for Port Vila to
experience similar or even significantly worse earthquakes and tsunamis can be considered relatively
high in the 50-100 years timeframe.
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Climate change and sea level rise

Little downscaling of global climate change models has been undertaken for the small island states
of the Pacific. However, a recent meta-review of data and models conducted by the Pacific Climate
Change Science Programme hosted by the Australian Government
(http://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/PCCSP/publications.html) suggests the following climate change
impacts are likely to beset both Vanuatu and Fiji.
Table 3.7. Predicted climate change impacts in Fiji and Vanuatu. Synopsis taken from the Pacific Climate
Change Science Prog ramme, Australian Governme nt.

Factor
Surface air and surface sea
temperature

Wet season rainfall
Dry season rainfall
Mean annual rainfall
Intensity and frequency of days
of extreme heat
Intensity and frequency of days
of extreme rain
Tropical cyclones
Mean sea level
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Vanuatu
Predicted to increase at a rate <1°C
per annum by 2030 with highemissions scenarios predicted to cause
>2.5°C per annum rises by 2090
Projected to increase
Projected to decrease
Little change
Projected to increase

Fiji
Predicted to increase at a rate <1°C
per annum by 2030 with highemissions scenarios predicted to
cause >2.5°C per annum rises by 2090
Projected to increase
Projected to decrease
Little change
Projected to increase

Projected to increase

Projected to increase

Frequency predicted to decrease;
though intensity may increase
Predicted to continue to rise. Based on
1990 levels, by 10cm by 2030,
between 18 and 20cm by 2055 and
between 32 and 42cm by 2090.

Frequency predicted to decrease;
though intensity may increase
Predicted to continue to rise. Based
on 1990 levels, by 10cm by 2030,
between 18 and 20cm by 2055 and
between 32 and 41cm by 2090.
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4. Environmental Impact Assessment
This section draws upon the information in the foregoing sections, together with that obtained
during stakeholder consultations to consider each potential impact on, or from, the development
and the risk that they present. The net significance of each potential impact is discussed and
summarised in impacts tables at the end of the section.

The EIA Team has found no impacts that cannot be eliminated or reduced to low or negligible levels
with appropriate mitigation.

All impacts assessed below can most usefully be considered to be direct or indirect impacts. There
are no significant cumulative impacts associated with this development.

4.1.Introduction

The installation of an offshore submarine communications cable together with its supporting
terrestrial infrastructure is a significant undertaking, both economically and socially. Relative to
other developments of a similar magnitude, this development has a very low profile and in many
respects is quite benign in nature. Nonetheless, its considerable linear extent encompasses a
considerable range of environments and raises the possibility of impacts in a number of
environmental domains as discussed in the sections below.
Among the potential environmental impacts considered in the passages below are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Environment
Greenhouse gas emissions affect on climate.
Alteration of topography, bathymetry and substrates
Modification of marine hydrology
Habitats, Flora, Fauna
Incursions on existing or proposed marine protected areas
Affects upon critical natural habitats in the coastal, oceanic and terrestrial environments,
with particular reference to:

•
•
•
•
•

Coral reefs and seagrass beds
Hydrothermal vents
Seamounts and associated bathymetric features
Species of interest, especially cetaceans
People and Communities
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts on subsistence lifestyles of indigenous peoples
Disruption to oceanic users and uses with particular reference to:
Commercial fisheries, and
Deep sea mining
Disruption to coastal users and uses, with particular reference to:
Incursions on customary use-rights and tenure
Commercial shipping operations and aggregate/dredging operations
Subsistence food gathering and fishing
Game fishing, and
Aquaculture
Disruption to terrestrial users and uses through the acquisition of land, trenching and
construction
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4.2.The Physical Environment
Climate

Aside from the potential of cyclones which are discussed in detail in a later section, the
climate at the landing station sites and cable route poses no impact to the proposed
development.
The release of Green House Gases (GHG) from this project is likely insignificant at a
national scale both in Vanuatu and Fiji and represents in part a shift from one
telecommunications media (satellite) to another (fibre optics cable).

Topography, Bathymetry and Substrate

The proposed development will have no impact on the seabed topography, bathymetry or
substrate.
There will be only minor changes to beach and inshore topography associated with the
digging and trenching of the cable at the Vanuatu end- though as the sand and fine fractions
at this end are highly mobile, these changes would likely persist for only a few tidal cycles
and/or meteorological events.

Marine Hydrology

The proposed development will have no impact on the hydrology of the affected area.

Water movement in and around the development site is such that we do not expect impacts
associated with the disturbance of sediments to be spread beyond the area of influence.
The wave regime within Mele Bay (Vanuatu) and Laucala Bay (Suva) together with the particle size of
the substrate means it is likely that the cable will become alternately buried and uncovered by
shifting banks of sand.
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4.3.Habitats, Flora and Fauna
Protected Areas

The proposed development will have no significant impact on any existing protected area.

The cable passes no closer than 2 km on the Vanuatu end and no closer than 10 km at the Suva end
to existing marine protected areas. We do not foresee any disturbance of sediments at the Vanuatu
end spreading beyond a narrow confined geographic and temporal range and therefore are unlikely
to impact the existing marine protected areas. There are no terrestrial protected areas at either end
and no proposed or known oceanic protected areas along the cable route.

Natural Habitats

Coastal

The proposed development will likely have an extremely localised and short-term impact on
the beach and immediate subtidal sediment habitats on the approach to the Vanuatu landing
site. These habitats are considered Critical Habitats as defined in IFC standard 6 due to the
use of the Blacksands beach area as a nesting site for the Critically Endangered Leatherback
turtle. The deeper soft sediment habitats in Mele Bay are considered Natural Habitat as
defined in IFC standard 6 though the proposed development will likely have an extremely
localized and short term impact on this habitat.
Leatherback turtles that have nested on Blacksands beach have done so around the Christmas
period. Communications with the project proponent suggest that the cable will be laid through the
beach outside of this season. In addition, turtles nest after dark- whilst cable laying activities will be
done during the day. Additionally the area of the beach that will be disturbed relative to the size of
the beach and the duration of the cable trenching through the beach being restricted only to a day
suggests that it is extremely unlikely that the trenching will have any impact whatsoever on an
individual turtle coming ashore to nest.
With mitigation and natural processes the beach and immediate subtidal sediment habitats on the
approach to the Vanuatu landing site will return to their usual profile and ecological function within
a matter of days after the laying of the cable and trenching through the beach and will not affect the
use of the beach as a nesting site for the Critically Endangered Leatherback turtles.
In addition the soft subtidal habitat in Mele Bay on which the cable will pass will not be altered by
the proposed development in any measureable way.
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The coastal habitat on the Suva end of the development on which the cable will lay is
considered Natural Habitat under IFC performance standard 6. The proposed development
will have no significant impact on this habitat.
In Suva, the cable will lie on soft bottom-sediment and will avoid coral reef areas by entering
through a reef passage. Some seagrass beds may be disturbed by the laying of the cable; though
these are already degraded in nature and represent only a small fraction of the seagrass
communities within Suva vicinity much less those found around Fiji and the region.

Oceanic

Hydrothermal vents

It is likely that the proposed development would have localised impact on hydrothermal vent
communities only if the cable is laid upon active vent sites. These vent communities are
considered Critical Natural habitat as defined under IFC performance standard 6 owing to
their presumed unique and largely undocumented ecological communities.
The vent communities are known to be fragile in nature and exist in an environment remote from
physical disturbance. In addition, and as discussed in the environmental hazards section, the hostile
environment that an active vent presents to a cable dictates that the detailed route survey would
avoid locations of active vent fields. If this avoidance is achieved then there would be no impact on
these habitats.

Seamounts and associated bathymetric features

It is likely that the proposed development would have localised impact on seamount benthic
communities should the cable be laid upon such communities. Seamounts are considered
natural habitats under IFC performance standard 6.
Seamount sites are known to be biodiversity hotspots in the open ocean. As discussed in the oceanic
users section, seamounts and associated bathymetric features and the ecological communities they
support attract a great deal of fishing effort. The topography of such sites would additionally make
cable routing difficult and therefore the recommendation is made that seamounts and associated
bathymetric features be avoided by the cable route at a distance to be determined during the route
survey. If this avoidance is achieved then there would be no impact on these habitats.
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Species of interest- IUCN red list

The proposed development will have no significant impact on populations of the Leatherback
turtle and will lead to no net reduction in population status. Leatherback turtles are the only
Critically Endangered species assessed on the IUCN Red List that are known to occur along
the cable path.
The only other species listed on the IUCN Red List as endangered known to occur in the vicinity of
the proposed cable route are either a) coral communities, which will be avoided, and occur
ubiquitously in adjacent sites or b) turtles, which aside from the Leatherback are transient in the
cable locale and do not use the area for critical life history stages such as breeding c) pelagic sharks
and highly migratory species of fish which would not be impacted by the proposed development. In
addition, cetaceans and the dugong are discussed below in more detail.

Species of interest- cetaceans

The proposed development will likely have no significant long term impact on any
populations of cetaceans. However there is the potential for specific phases of the project to
have a short term and very limited impact on the behaviour of individual cetaceans. The
proposed development will likely have no impact on the population of Dugongs.
These potential impacting agents are discussed below.
Cetaceans use sound as a means of communication with each other, to locate prey and to navigate.
The sound that they emit is one of the many forms of natural noise that can be detected in the
ocean. In addition to this natural noise there is an increasing intensity and continuity of humanproduced sound emanating from shipping, underwater construction, acoustic exploration and active
sonar systems. Such sound is commonly referred to as noise pollution. Both natural and
anthropogenic sound can travel many hundreds or even thousands of kilometres underwater.
In order for cetaceans to hear effectively, they have a highly sophisticated auditory system and a
similarly-developed vocalisation system to emit sound. Both systems have the ability to detect and
produce sounds spanning a very wide range of frequencies.
These systems are however prone to disruption and damage by non-natural sound for which they
have not evolved.
The response of cetaceans to noise falls into three categories; behavioural, acoustic and
physiological. Behavioural responses include individuals actively avoiding sound sources, modifying
feeding behaviour and even modifying surfacing behaviour. Acoustic responses include changes to
the frequency, intensity and duration of vocalisation by individuals subject to external sound
sources. Finally and most severe are physiological responses which include, at the lesser end of the
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spectrum, a change in heart rate through to physical damage of auditory systems in individuals
exposed to high intensity sound (Nowacek 2007).
These responses typically deal with individuals. There is also the potential for population level
responses through, for example, altered mating behaviour affecting population fecundity. Given
however that much of the data on cetacean population size is uncertain at best, finding changes to
such metrics much less proving causative pathways to noise pollution is at present not possible.
The level of likely response by both individual cetacean and possibly by population is highly
dependent on a number of factors. Primarily, the intensity and frequency of the sound source are of
critical importance. In general, as the intensity increases the potential for negative response by
cetaceans increase. The sensitivity of cetaceans also changes. During mating and migration for
example, the rate of vocalisation is far greater than during periods of ‘rest’. Consequently, these life
history stages are more susceptible to noise pollution impacts.
Within the proposed development there are likely two sources of sound pollution, one specific to
the design phase and one which will come during both the design and the construction phase.
During the marine route survey of the design phase, multi-beam sonar will be used to find the depth
of water in which the cable will be laid in addition to the nature (topography and perhaps substrate)
of the seabed. This sonar types is at the lower end of the intensity scale, though they are generally
considered high acoustic density sources and medium frequency generators.
The level of sound pressure ranges from about 200 dB re 1μPa to 240 dB re 1μPa. The frequency
ranges from about 12 to 300 kHz. To survey deeper water it is necessary to use lower frequency to
compensate for the attenuating properties of seawater. In water >200m to full ocean depth survey
vessels use 12kHz; whilst in water <200m depth survey vessels use higher frequency sonar up to
around 300kHz. The lower the frequency of source used the lower the resolution of images
collected. Therefore, it is likely that for most operations the maximum detectable frequency will be
used. The nature of propagation varies depending on the nature of the survey although it can
generally be expected to conform to a conical pattern with a greater swath being covered in deeper
water.
There is a significant difference in the effects of seismic and multibeam/side-scan surveys on
cetaceans. Higher frequency emissions utilised in normal multibeam operations tend to be
dissipated to safe levels over a relatively short distance despite having similar sound levels to seismic
surveys. By contrast the lower frequency (and higher intensity) emissions of seismic surveys
including airgun arrays travel over a far greater distance and esonify a greater area at greater
intensity (Dept of Environment, Heritage and Local Government, Government of Ireland, 2007).

Given this difference in intensity between seismic (air gun) survey and more conventional
sonar bathymetric survey, this impact assessment is valid only for multibeam sonar. In the
unlikely event that seismic surveys are required during the route survey, this would require
additional assessment, mitigation and management actions.
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Work done for the Antarctic Treaty Consultative meeting on acoustic effects on cetaceans in the
Southern Ocean found the following level of responses and associated likelihoods of occurrence for
multibeam sonar (Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, 2006).
Individuals show no response, or only a temporary (minutes) behaviour change. No change to
environment or populations. Expected in almost all instances

Individuals show short term (hours) behaviour change. Temporary displacement of a small
proportion of a population; small proportion of habitat affected; no impact on ecosystem function.
Could occur in some cases

Longer term (days) simultaneous displacement of a higher proportion of a population; disruption to
behaviour; interference with feeding. May occur in exceptional circumstances.

The main concern is over the Humpback whale populations that both migrate through the proposed
oceanic cable route area of interest between June and October and also have been sighted within
Mele Bay around the Christmas-March period. During this period displacement of a proportion of
the population and disruption to behaviour could result in modified migration behaviour.
Research has suggested that the upper auditory range of Humpback Whales is around 24Khz (Au et
al. 2006). Whilst the frequency of sonar used in full-ocean depths (12Khz) is likely audible to
individual whales, as water depth decreases and sonar frequency increases, the sonar emitted would
quickly become inaudible to the whales. Within the confines of Mele Bay the sonar used would not
be audible by any whales present.
However, given the concern of impact of sonar on cetaceans, best practice should be followed when
sonar is used during the route survey. This best practice is described in Appendix 4 of this report. If
this best practice is followed concerns can be mitigated and the impact would be rendered
insignificant.
The second source of noise pollution during both the route survey design and cable laying
construction phase is the activity of survey and cable-laying vessels. Vessels have acoustic footprints
generated by engines and transmitted through the hulls as well as by moving propulsion systems in
water (Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, 2009). Given however that the vessels involved in
the route survey and laying stages are likely to be in the region for only relatively short periods of
time and given that the proposed cable route area is traversed regularly by other vessels, the
proposed development does not constitute a significant additional ship-noise burden.
The second potential impact is entanglement or physical contact by cetaceans with the cable when it
is being laid. Given however that the cable laying process will take place over a very short period of
time, this is considered extremely unlikely and is therefore considered an insignificant impact.
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The final potential impact comes after the cable has been laid during the operational phase.
Between 1877 and 1955 there were 16 records of cetaceans becoming entangled in unsupported
sections of submarine cables. The most at risk group of cetaceans are the deep diving toothed
species such as sperm whales (Heezen, 1953) whose feeding behaviour involves swimming along the
seabed with the lower jaw skimming the sediment.
However, a more recent exhaustive study of cable fault databases containing records of 5740 cable
faults, between 1959 and 2006, failed to find a single record of cetacean entanglement in cables
(Wood and Carter, 2008). The review attributes this change in the frequency of entanglement, to
change in the design of cables (coaxial to fibre optics), marine surveying resolution and availability,
and cable laying techniques. In particular, the following five reasons are stated; 1) development of
torque-balanced cables that were less prone to self-coiling, 2) laying armoured cables under slight
tension to minimize suspensions and loops, and laying low-torque, non-armoured cables with
minimum slack to follow the seabed topography, 3) avoidance of rough topography where
suspensions may develop, 4) burial of cables below the seabed on the continental shelf and upper
slope to protect against shipping and fishing activities, and 5) use of fault repair procedures that
reduce cable slack.

This review concludes that entanglement by cetaceans is extremely unlikely to occur so this
represents a non-significant impact.
The auditory range of Dugongs is believed to be 1 to 8kHz (Clarke, 2009). Dugongs within Mele Bay
like those in areas in which their diving behaviour has been studied spend the vast majority of their
time in the surface few meters of the water column and rarely if ever dive below depths of 20-25
meters. In this depth range, multibeam sonar that will be used in the route survey will be operating
at frequencies >200kHz. It is therefore not considered likely for the use of sonar to affect individual
or the population of Dugongs.
One of the main threats to Dugongs in areas in which they co-inhabit with humans is impact from
boats and boat propellers (Limpus et al. 2003) especially from small boats travelling at high speeds
(Hodgson, 2004). There is evidence that the sound of approaching boats may be outside of the
auditory range of Dugongs and there the individual is unable to take avoidance measures. In the Port
Vila and Mele Bay the increase in boat traffic resulting from marine route survey and cable laying is
however likely insignificant. With mitigation measures including travelling at low speed and keeping
watch for Dugongs, this impact is likely insignificant.

Terrestrial habitats, flora and fauna

The proposed development will have no significant impact on terrestrial habitats and flora
and only a minor and short lived impact on fauna (shorebirds) at the Suva end. Terrestrial
habitats in both Vanuatu and Fiji (excluding the immediate beach approaches and the beach
itself in Mele Bay which are discussed previously under marine habitats) are classified as
Modified Habitats under IFC performance standard 6.
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In Vanuatu, the proposed cable route and the location of the proposed beach man hole are all on
modified habitat that hosts numerous weed species of flora. The proposed landing station location is
a highly converted habitat.
In Suva the mudflats across which the cable will pass (and into may be trenched) are important
feeding grounds for migratory shorebirds. However, the development will be localised to only a
small area of available mudflat within Laucala Bay, will likely occur during only one low tide cycle and
will represent no loss of habitat. Given these factors and that at present shorebirds are disturbed
regularly by fishers and recreational users without apparent long term behavioural change, it is likely
that there will be only a minor, localised and short lived impact on shorebirds.
Whilst the cable will pass through the reef passage adjacent to either the un-named sand cay or
Nukulau and Makuluva islets on Suva reef, the passage of the cable laying boat through these
passages will not be any different to the passage of any other vessel, and once the cable is laid there
will be no impact on any of these islets.

4.4.People and Communities
Indigenous Peoples

The proposed development will have no significant direct impact on indigenous peoples
living in a traditional subsistence manner, as the populations within the project footprint no
longer live such a lifestyle. Regardless however, the magnitude and duration of impacts on
communities adjacent to the cable route and proposed landing site is such that any impact is
considered insignificant.
Whilst local residents were observed fishing from the shore at Mele Bay presumably for subsistence
purposes, the duration of the cable laying and the geographic range of disruption from this activity is
so small that the impact of the proposed project on this activity is likely to last only a day and be
limited to a section of beach no larger than 50m.
There is an unknown and un-quantified possibility that should the proposal proceed and bring the
predicted economic growth to Vanuatu that this may make a urban lifestyle more attractive than a
subsistence rural lifestyle and therefore contribute to the current drift of rural indigenous peoples to
urban areas. If this occurs, this may lead to erosion of indigenous heritage and culture. Conversely,
with the proposed development providing the domestic network with a better service, this should
equally flow through to improved access by rural communities to communications and may act to
ensure rural dwellers remain.
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Oceanic users and uses

Commercial fisheries

The proposed development will have no significant impact on offshore commercial fisheries.
Long lining, which is practiced in the area of the proposed cable route, will have to avoid the survey
vessel during the detailed route survey and during the cable laying process to prevent entanglement
with the cable whilst it is being payed out from the vessel. However, the duration of these activities,
together with the geographic footprint that these will occupy, is such that this avoidance is likely to
be little more than a very minor inconvenience. The second type of fishery employed in the EEZs of
Vanuatu, the deep bottom fishery, is undertaken around seamounts and associated bathymetric
features. There is possibility of gear used in this fishery becoming entangled in the cable. However,
with route design to avoid seamounts and associated bathymetric features, to avoid rising above the
400m isobath above which the bottom fishery is conducted and to prevent suspended segments of
cable, this risk can be reduced to a negligible level.
With bottom trawling being outlawed by all members of the South Pacific Regional Fisheries
Management Organisation, deep trawl fishing does not pose a risk to the cable nor does the cable
prevent other forms of trawl fishing.

Deep sea mining

The proposed cable route crosses specified geographic areas contained in prospecting
licenses issued by the Government of Vanuatu to Nautilus minerals and close to areas
licensed for prospecting to Bismarck minerals. Under the terms of these prospecting licenses,
it will be necessary for certain permitted activities including trawling for samples to be
curtailed. Unmitigated this has a potentially significant impact on both the cable and the
prospecting activities however this can be mitigated through dialogue.
In addition, the cable route by passing across Fijis EEZ also defacto passes across
exploration license areas for Nautilus and Kordi minerals.
At this stage the final design route is not confirmed and is pending the detailed route survey. In
addition, Nautilus Minerals intends to begin undertaking prospecting activities in the last quarter of
2012. If the route survey determines that the cable cannot pass over the area of seabed covered by
the prospecting licenses or the initial prospecting activities eliminate the area over which the cable
will pass as being of economic interest, the possible conflict between the proposal and deep sea
mineral prospecting will be avoided. It is therefore impossible at this stage to determine the
likelihood of this impact occurring.
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If, after the route survey is completed and after initial prospecting activities by the license holders
are undertaken, there remains a likelihood of conflict between this proposed development and
further prospecting or subsequent mining activities, this needs to be mitigated in one of three ways;
1. Avoidance of prospecting tenement areas
2. Installation and maintenance of a suitable geographic buffer around the laid cable
preventing activities likely injurious to the cable and prospecting activities
3. Trenching of the cable across the prospecting area such that it does not lie directly on the
seabed
Which of these mitigation measures is to be adopted needs to considered through consultation and
dialogue during and after the route design survey between the project proponent and the
prospecting tenement owners mediated by the competent government authority in Vanuatu.
Similarly, in the case of Fijis EEZ consultation is also needed between the project proponent and the
holders of the EEZ-wide exploration license. Again this consultation can and should only be held
during and after the route survey.

Coastal users and uses
Marine tenure

The proposed development will have no significant impact on indigenous customary use-right
owners of either customary fishing ground at the Suva end and, with no formal customary
tenure in Vanuatu end, there will be no legal use rights encroached upon. During the laying
of the cable however the ability of fishermen to access the area may be temporarily curtailed
for operational reasons. The temporal and spatial extent of this curtailment is considered
insignificant.

Commercial shipping and ports

The proposed development will have no significant impact on the access to, or operations of,
Suva port and the shipping activities it supports.
The entrance to the port, being on the other side of Suva Peninsula, will not be obstructed by either
the survey stage or cable laying stage of the proposed development. With the majority of shipping
leaving and entering Suva port coming from, or going to, the west, and the cable route running in an
east-south-east direction, there is clearance between the two uses.

The proposed development is likely to have a short term impact on the access to, and egress
from, Port Vila harbour. However, with the wide opening to Mele Bay and the proposed
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cable route avoiding the narrower entrance to Port Vila bay and harbour, this impact can
easily be mitigated by avoidance with negligible impact.
A no-anchor zone would need to be established in Mele Bay around the cable route; however
the steep-sloping bathymetry of the bay combined with the maximum likely depth of water in
which vessels may anchor limits the geographic area over which this no-anchor zone needs
to be established and therefore the impact on shipping.

Inshore F ishing

The proposed development is likely to have only a minimal impact on beach-based fishing
activities in Mele Bay.
Cable placement work will prevent residents from accessing a small section of Blacksands beach of
around 50 meters for a day. This will very temporarily disrupt the ability of fishing to be done in this
immediate vicinity; however the remainder of the beach will remain open and once laid the cable
will pose no impediment to fishing along the whole beach. There are no known fisheries activities
within the wider Mele Bay that would be impacted by a no-anchor and no-fishing zone around the
cable.

In Suva gleaning activities on the shoreline, and fishing activities within Laucala Bay, are
likely to be disrupted over a similar short-term, restricted area, to that of Vanuatu.
Consequently there will be only minimal impact at the Suva end.
It is thought highly unlikely that an anchor used by a small vessel engaged in inshore
subsistence/artisanal fishery would damage an armoured cable which in itself is likely over time to
become buried.

Recreation SCUBA diving

Aside from only very minor disruption to the transit of SCUBA (and other tourism-related)
vessels over the very limited duration of cable laying, the laying itself and the operation of
the cable will not impact on the recreational SCUBA diving or wider tourism industry.

Terrestrial users and uses

There will be no significant impact on land tenure at either end of the proposed cable route.
There will be no significant impact on terrestrial users and uses at the Fiji end because the
development makes use of existing infrastructure. Being some hundreds of metres distant from any
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residential areas, and with activities to bring the cable to the present cable station taking place
during working hours, any noise or dust generated are likely to go un-noticed. The prevailing
onshore south-easterly wind would blow any dust created during cable trenching onto the adjacent
golf course and away from any residential areas.

There will be a small, short term localised impact on terrestrial users and uses at the
Vanuatu end resulting from the demolition of an existing concrete base and subsequent
construction of the landing station and the trenching of the cable to reach the cable station.
Noise and dust during construction will be no greater than that generated by the construction of
residential properties. Furthermore, construction work will be confined to daytime hours only.
There is no indication that upgrading of services including electricity and water to the cable station
will be needed outside of any planned maintenance and connection to be carried out by the utility
providers so there are therefore no associated impacts.
The private track along which the cable will be routed will not be usable for the day or two during
which the cable is being laid. It is anticipated that this will cause only very minor inconvenience to
the one property (currently under construction) that is accessible via this track. Some additional
construction traffic will be routed along the main Mele Road; however this road is at present a fairy
busy main thoroughfare and it is not anticipated that this additional traffic load will be significant.
As part of the construction plans, the cable landing station will be bordered by a block wall sections
of which already exist around part of the perimeter. Access will be provided to the landing station
directly from the main road and as such there will no significant aesthetic impact of the landing
station on the nearby residences.
On a monthly basis there will be a small impact associated with the routine maintenance running of
the backup generators at the station. This running will, however, be limited to one hour per month
and it is intended that the generator design is, in part, selected on the basis of its low sound output.
It is anticipated that with design mitigation and the presence of a block wall around the perimeter
the noise of the generator running during maintenance and any power outages from the national
grid will not contribute significant noise over and above that which is already heard at the site from
vehicles passing along the Mele road.
The proposed development includes no plans to install any radio transmitting devices at the cable
landing station in Mele Bay and as such, there are no concerns over possible radiation exposure to
any of the nearby residents.

There will be an extremely small and localized impact from the trenching and cable
installation activities at the Suva end.

Cultural Heritage

The proposed development will have no impact on cultural heritage.
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The lack of identified specific sites of cultural heritage and the lack of significant and irreparable
environmental impact suggests the proposed development will have no impact on cultural heritage.

Conflicting Infrastructure (present or planned)

There will be no significant impact of the proposed development of existing or planned
infrastructure with proper mitigation and the following of construction standard procedures.

4.5.Limitation of the EIA
This study is based upon an extensive literature search among material relating to the locality, the
subject domain, and the proposed development. It included extensive consultations with
government and private-sector agencies and individuals. The EIA Team inspected the landing sites
and the actual/proposed cable stations in both Fiji and Vanuatu, and spent some time inspecting the
nearshore environment in the vicinity of the proposed Mele Bay landing.
This environmental assessment did not conduct any new field survey. The EIA Team are satisfied that
no information gaps exist that cannot be reconciled during the marine route survey.
Therefore, the EIA Team believes that, with the background and experience of the EIA Team, and
those individuals and agencies consulted during the course of this assessment, the conclusions
herein, based on the information obtained, are robust and valid.

4.6.Summary of Impacts
Impacts of both the construction and operational phase of the proposed development are outlined
in the following tables. Each impact is first assessed for each of a number of characteristics followed
by an overall assessment of significance at the end, as described in the interpretation guide above
the first table.
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Impact Assessment Table Interpretation Guide

The potential impact tables give a more structured summary of the risk associated with each potential impact. This risk assessment uses a number of
commonly-considered characteristics, the meaning of which is explained for an example potential impact below:

The three tables that follow in this section (Tables 4.1-4.3) are summary impacts tables for the three identified phases of the proposed development
(Design, Construction, and Operational). Some potential impacts are relevant to only one phase of the development while others may be relevant to two or
three phases. Similarly, because of the differing nature of activities in each phase, impacts that occur in two or more phases may differ in some aspects of
their description or in their final assessment of significance.
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Potential Impact Assessment Summaries

Table 4.1: Summary of Pote ntial Environme ntal Impacts in the Design Phase.

DESIGN PHASE POTENTI AL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Nature

Physical environment
Climate

Negative Low

Release of
Greenhouse Gases
from survey
machinery

Topography
-NONEBathymetry
-NONESubstrate
-NONEMarine hydrology
-NONEHabitats, flora and fauna
Protected areas
-NONECoastal habitat
(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by survey
ship
Oceanic habitat
(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants by survey
ship
Species of interest-NONEthreatened species
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Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable Significance

Source

Confidence
limit in
assessment

International Short
term

Certain

Partially

Not
Significant

Knowledge

High

Negative Severe

Regional

Medium
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

High

Negative Severe

Regional

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

High
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DESIGN PHASE POTENTI AL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Nature

Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable Significance

Source

Species of interestcetaceans and
dugongs

Acoustic impacts of
active sonar during
route survey

Negative Moderate

Local

Short
term

Unlikely

Partially

Low

Literature
and pers
comm.
WDCS

Species of interestcetaceans and
dugongs
Terrestrial habitats

Ship collisions

Negative Moderate

Local

Short
term

Unlikely

Partially

Low

Literature
and
precedent

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants
-NONE-

-NONE-

Local

Short
term

Likely

Fully

Low

Precedent

Terrestrial habitats,
flora and fauna
People and communities
Indigenous
-NONEcommunities
Oceanic users-NONEcommercial fisheries
Oceanic users- deep
-NONEsea mining
Coastal users- marine
-NONEtenure
Coastal usersAvoidance of survey
commercial shipping
vessel
and ports
Coastal users-NONEsubsistence and
artisanal fisheries
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Negative Low

Confidence
limit in
assessment
Moderate –
acoustic
impacts not
studied on
all cetaceans
High-

High
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DESIGN PHASE POTENTI AL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Coastal users- SCUBA
diving
Terrestrial users and
uses
Cultural heritage
Conflicting
infrastructure
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Avoidance of survey
vessel
-NONE-NONE-NONE-

Nature

Magnitude Extent

Negative Low

Local

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable Significance

Source

Short
term

Likely

Fully

Precedent

Low

Confidence
limit in
assessment
High
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Table 4.2: Summary of Pote ntial Environme ntal Impacts in the Construction Phase.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Nature

Physical environment
Climate

Topography
Bathymetry
Substrate

Release of
Greenhouse Gases
from laying and
construction
machinery
-NONE-NONEResuspension of
sediments during
cable trenching close
to Blacksands beach
-NONE-

Marine hydrology
Habitats, flora and fauna
Protected areas
-NONECoastal habitat
(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by cable
laying ship
Coastal habitat
(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by land
based machinery and
activities
Coastal habitatPhysical disturbance
Blacksands beach
during cable routing
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Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable

Significance Source

Confidence
limit in
assessment

Negative Low

International Short
term

Certain

Partially

Not
Significant

Knowledge

High

Negative Low

Local

Short
term

Certain

Partially

Not
significant

Knowledge

High

Negative Severe

Regional

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

High

Negative Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

High

Negative Moderate

Very
localized

Short
term

Certain

No

Low

Precedent

High
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Nature

Oceanic habitat

Oceanic habitatHydrothermal vents

Oceanic habitatSeamounts
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Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable

Significance Source

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants by cable
laying ship
Physical damage
during cable laying

Negative Severe

Regional

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

Negative Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Spatial
databases
of vents

Smothering by settling
disturbed sediments

Negative Moderate

Regional

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Partially

Not
Significant

Spatial
databases
of vents

Physical damage
during cable laying

Negative Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Smothering by settling
disturbed sediments

Negative Moderate

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Partially

Not
Significant

Spatial
databases
of mounts/
literature
Spatial
databases
of mounts/
literature

Confidence
limit in
assessment
High

Moderate –
vent location
databases
are known to
be
incomplete
and are
transient
Moderate –
vent location
databases
are known to
be
incomplete
and are
transient
High

High
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Nature

Magnitude Extent

Species of interestLeatherback turtles
Species of interestcetaceans

Disruption to nesting
on Blacksands beach
Contact with cable
during laying

Negative Moderate

Local

Negative Severe

Local

Terrestrial habitats

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants
Physical removal
during trenching and
construction
Disturbance to
shorebird populations
on mudflats at Suva
landing site

Negative Severe

Regional

Negative Severe

Local

Negative Moderate

Local

Terrestrial habitats,
flora and fauna

People and communities
Indigenous
-NONEcommunities
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Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable

Significance Source

Short
term
Short
term

Extremely
unlikely
Extremely
unlikely

Partially

Not
Significant
Not
Significant

Long
term
Short
term

Extremely
unlikely
Certain

Yes
No

Short
term

Certain

No

Partially

Not
Significant
Not
Significant
Not
Significant

Precedent

Confidence
limit in
assessment
High

Literature
and pers
comm.
WDCS
Precedent

High

Observatio
n

High

Literature
and pers
comm.
South
Pacific
Regional
herbarium
staff

High

High
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Nature

Oceanic userscommercial fisheries

Coastal users- marine
tenure
Coastal userscommercial shipping
and ports
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Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable

Significance Source

Entanglement of gear
during laying

Negative Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Displacement of effort
during laying

Negative Low

Local

Short
term

Certain

No

Not
Significant

Negative Low

Regional

Short
term

Highly
likely

Yes

Not
Significant

Confidence
limit in
assessment
High

Spatial
database of
fishing
effort/ pers
comm,
Solander
Fiji
Fisheries
Spatial
High
database of
fishing
effort/ pers
comm,
Solander
Fiji
Fisheries

-NONEImpedance of shipping
movements during
laying

Shipping
activity
database,
pers comm
Vanuatu
ports
authority

High
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Nature

Coastal userssubsistence and
artisanal fisheries

Coastal users- SCUBA
divers

Terrestrial users and
uses
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Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable

Significance Source

Physical injury of cable
by shipping during
laying

Negative Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Displacement of
activities during laying

Negative Moderate

Local

Short
term

Certain

No

Not
significant

Damage to ecosystem
processes and
fisheries productivity
Avoidance of cable
laying vessel

Negative Low

Regional

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Negative Low

Local

Short
term

Likely

No

Not
Significant

Damage to ecological
integrity of dive sites

Negative Moderate

Local

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Change to land tenure

-NONE-

Shipping
activity
database,
pers comm
Morris
Kaloran,
Director,
Vanuatu
Ports and
Marine
Nautical
charts
Observatio
n
Observatio
n/
knowledge
Pers comm
Port Vila
dive
operators
Knowledge
and
inference

Confidence
limit in
assessment
High

High

High

High

High
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Nature

Cultural heritage
Conflicting
infrastructure
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Magnitude Extent

Displacement of
peoples
Disruption

Negative Severe

Local

Negative Moderate

Local

Noise and dust

Negative Low

Local

Aesthetics

Negative Low

Local

-NONE-NONE-

Duration

Likelihood

Mitigatable

Significance Source

Long
term
Short
term
Short
term
Short
term

Certain

Not
Significant
Low

Knowledge

Certain

Unnecessar
y
Partially

Confidence
limit in
assessment
High

Precedent

High

Certain

Partially

Low

Precedent

High

Certain

No

Low

Precedent

High
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Table 4.3: Summary of Pote ntial Environme ntal Impacts in the Ope rational Phase

OPERATIONAL PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action Nature

Magnitude Extent

Physical environment
Climate

Negative

Low

Negative

Negative

Release of
Greenhouse Gases
from power
generation
-NONE-NONE-NONE-NONE-

Topography
Bathymetry
Substrate
Marine hydrology
Habitats, flora and fauna
Protected areas
-NONECoastal habitat
(Accidental)
discharge of
pollutant by cable
repair ship
Coastal habitats
-NONEOceanic habitat
(Accidental)
discharge of
pollutants by cable
repair ship
Oceanic habitat-NONEHydrothermal vents
Oceanic habitat-NONESeamounts
Species of interest
-NONEPage 104 of 191

Duration

Likelihood Mitigatable Significance Source

Confidence
limit in
assessment

International Long
term

Certain

No

Not
Significant

Knowledge

High

Severe

Regional

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

High

Severe

Regional

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Precedent

High
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OPERATIONAL PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action Nature

Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood Mitigatable Significance Source

Species of interestcetaceans

Entanglement in
cable risk for deep
diving cetaceans

Negative

Low

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Partially

Not
Significant

Terrestrial habitats,
flora and fauna

(Accidental)
discharge of
pollutants from
cable station

Negative

Severe

Local

Long
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Negative

Moderate

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Displacement of
prospecting
activities

Negative

Moderate

Local

Long
term

Likely

Yes

Moderate

Displacement of
exploration
activities

Negative

Low

Local

Shorttermduring
explorati
on phase

Unlikely

Yes

Low

People and communities
Indigenous
-NONEcommunities
Oceanic usersEntanglement of
commercial fisheries
gear

Oceanic users- deep
sea mining prospect
license holdersVanuatu
Oceanic users- deep
sea mining exploration
license holders- Fiji
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Literature
and pers
comm.
WDCS
Precedent

Confidence
limit in
assessment
Moderate

High

Spatial
High
database of
fishing
effort/ pers
comm,
Vanuatu
fisheries
Spatial
High
database of
prospect
tenements
Spatial
High
database of
prospect
tenements
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OPERATIONAL PHASE POTENTIAL IMPACT SUMMARY
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action Nature

Magnitude Extent

Duration

Likelihood Mitigatable Significance Source

Confidence
limit in
assessment

Shipping
activity
database,
pers comm
Vanuatu
and Fiji
ports
authorities
Interviews
with fishers

High

Precedent

High

Precedent

High

Coastal users- marine
tenure
Coastal userscommercial shipping
and ports

-NONEPhysical injury of
cable by shipping

Negative

Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Coastal userssubsistence and
artisanal fisheries
Coastal users- SCUBA
dive operators
Terrestrial users and
uses

Entanglement of
gear

Negative

Severe

Local

Short
term

Extremely
unlikely

Yes

Not
Significant

Minor

Local

Long
term
Long
term

Likely

Yes

Likely

No

Not
significant
Low

Cultural heritage
Conflicting
infrastructure
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High

-NONEChange to land
tenure
Displacement of
peoples
Disruption
Noise from
generators
Aesthetics
-NONE-NONE-

-NONE-NONE-NONENegative

Undeterm Moderate
ined

Local
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5. Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan
This section is the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan (EMMP) and its associated
material. The information from foregoing sections is assimilated in a management context to identify
procedures for controlling the occurrence and magnitude of potential adverse environmental
impacts during the different phases of the development.
The EMMP tables in this section have been divided into three phases (Design, Construction, and
Operational). Impacts can potentially occur during one of these phases but, sometimes, if mitigation
for an impact has been applied in a previous phase in the EMP, that impact may not appear (or may
be of no residual significance) in the following section because it has been ‘designed out’ of the
project. For example, the potential impacts on hydrothermal vent fields which could occur during
the construction phase can be designed against with avoidance measures during the design phase. In
this example, hydrothermal vents which have been raised as a construction phase problem in the
previous section (section 5) are substantially handled in the design phase in this, the EMP section,
with a view to removing this impact from contention.
The final column of the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan is the monitoring metric
and method that is suggested to be followed to ensure that a) the management measure has been
implemented and where necessary that b) it has been successful in preventing the impact. In many
instances no specific metric is provided for assessing the effectiveness of the management measureinstead simple compliance measures are used. In addition, a grievance notification method is
suggested to be established by the Environmental Monitoring Manager in accordance with Equator
Principles and best-practice.
Under Section 9 of the Vanuatu Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2011), there is the
requirement for a provision of an Environmental Monitoring Manager to be appointed by the project
proponent.
As this proposal has two steps; the marine component associated with the route survey and cable
laying and the terrestrial component associated with the construction, operation, commissioning
and maintenance of shore based infrastructure particularly at the Vanuatu end, this document
proposes that an Environmental Manager be responsible for direct oversight of shore based
implementation of mitigation measures and works with the industry-practice environmental
management staff associated with the marine component to ensure the ship-based mitigation
measures are implemented.
The Environmental Manager will work directly with the Department of Environmental Protection
and Conservation in ensuring that the mitigation measures specified are implemented through the
monitoring and verification measures indicated.
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Proposals for mitigation are identified in Table 5.1 (for the Design phase), Table 5.2 (for the
Construction phase) and Table 5.3 (for the Operational phase) and are summarised below as follows:
During Design:
Conduct a marine route survey to identify a path for the cable and a plan for its laying that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoids active and known hydrothermal vents by a suitable margin according to industry best
practice
Avoids seamounts by a suitable margin according to industry best practice
Ensures that a 2km clearance is maintained around marine protected areas
Follows terrain of gentle relief to avoid suspended segments of cable
Recognising the potential affect of sonar on cetaceans:
Follow best practice for operating vessels in proximity to marine cetaceans and dugongs
Design trenching in tidal and terrestrial areas to be as low impact as possible:
Minimise the extent of the disturbance
Minimise the duration of the disturbance

Specify avoidance of sediment discharges from construction/excavation sites by:
•

Minimising bare ground exposure

Specify avoidance of discharge of pollutants to soil and water by:
•
•

Containing fuels, lubricants, transmission fluids, etc. in secure places
Maintaining a contingency plan to address spills and leaks

Work toward mutually-satisfactory outcomes with:
•
•
•

Deep-sea mining companies with prospecting (Vanuatu) and exploration licences (Fiji)
Neighbours potentially affected by building of the Mele Bay cable station
Other infrastructure agencies potentially affected by the development

Demonstrate social responsibility by:
•
•

Instituting a Health and Safety Management Plan
Adopting a waste management policy in accordance with local protocols

During Construction:
Avoid conflict with sensitive areas by:
•

Laying cable along the design path as determined in the marine route survey

When trenching to bury the cable in tidal and terrestrial areas:
•
•

Minimise the extent of the disturbance
Minimise the duration of the disturbance
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Avoid any possible impact with nesting sea turtles on Blacksands beach by:
•
•

Minimise the extent of the disturbance
Minimise the duration of the disturbance

Avoid sediment discharges from construction/excavation sites by:
•
•

Minimising bare ground exposure
Rehabilitating any broken ground with suitable landscape vegetation

Avoid discharge of pollutants to soil and water by:
•
•

Containing fuels, lubricants, transmission fluids, etc. in secure places
Maintaining a contingency plan to address spills and leaks

Ensure cable is formally notified to marine users through:
•
•
•
•

Issuance of a ‘Notice to Mariners’
Updates to electronic and paper navigational charts
Targeted notification of local users by port authorities and marine radio
Dialogue with local communities and marine users as appropriate

Demonstrate social responsibility by:
•

Instituting a Health and Safety Management Plan

•

Adopting a waste management policy in accordance with local protocols

During Operations:
Minimise carbon footprint by:
•

Maintaining generators and plant

Avoid discharge of pollutants to soil and water by:
•
•

Containing fuels, lubricants, transmission fluids, etc. in secure places
Maintaining a contingency plan to address spills and leaks

Avoid any possible additional artificial light sources that may discourage the use of Blacksands beach
as a turtle nesting beach by:
•

Not installing, operating or creating additional artificial light on the beach

Demonstrate social responsibility by:
•
•

Maintaining a Health and Safety Management Plan
Following a sound waste management policy (within constraints imposed by in-country
conditions)

Remaining open to dialogue with other agencies contemplating future infrastructure
development
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In addition to the mitigation measures identified, specific action plans and guidelines are included
for the following as appendices (x-x);
1. Best practice for vessels operating in the vicinity of cetaceans (and Dugongs)
2. Cyclone and hydrocarbon spill plan
3. Waste management plan
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5.1.Environmental Management Plan

Table 5.1: Environmental Management Plan for the Design Phase

DESIGN PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Physical environment
Climate
Release of Greenhouse
Gases from survey
machinery
Substrate
Re-suspension of
sediments during cable
trenching close to
Blacksands beach
Marine hydrology -NONEHabitats, flora and fauna
Protected areas
Disturbance of marine
protected areas

Coastal habitat
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(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by survey
vessels

Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact after
mitigation

Responsibility for
implementing mitigation
measures

Monitoring plan/
verification source

1. Maintain plant and machinery.

Minimised emissions
of GHGs- Not
significant
Not significant

Chief engineer-Survey
company

Maintenance logs

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Detailed route
bathymetric survey

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Detailed route
bathymetric survey

Chief engineer-Survey
company

Visual inspection/ presailing checks by vessel
operator

1. Specify in cable laying instructions that
steps be taken to minimize the potential for
sediment resuspension

1. Identify a cable route that maintains a 2
None
km clearance from marine protected areas
and specify this route in the cable-laying
specification.
2. Keep all survey and support vessels at
least 1km clear of marine protected areas
during survey period
1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
Low
transmission fluids in double walled tanks
on vessels and if in drums, store below deck.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
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DESIGN PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Coastal habitatBlacksands beach

Physical disturbance
during cable routing

Oceanic habitat

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants by survey
vessels

Oceanic habitatHydrothermal
vents

Physical damage to
vents by cable or
cable-laying
equipment
Smothering by
disturbed sediments

Oceanic habitatSeamounts

Conflict with habitat
and fishery

Species of
interestLeatherback
turtles

Disruption to nesting
on Blacksands beach
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Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact after
mitigation

Design cable landing route and trenching
through Blacksands beach to minimize
disturbance
1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
transmission fluids in double walled tanks
on vessels and if in drums, store below deck.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
Identify a cable route that, based upon
existing information maintains a suitable
clearance from hydrothermal vent
communities based on industry best
practice
Identify a cable route that, based upon
existing information maintains a suitable
clearance from hydrothermal vent
communities based on industry best
practice
Identify a cable route that, based upon
existing information maintains a suitable
clearance from seamounts based on
industry best practice
Design cable landing route and trenching
through Blacksands beach to minimize both
spatial and temporal disturbance

Low

Low

Responsibility for
implementing mitigation
measures
Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company
Chief engineer-Survey
company

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Detailed cable landing
plan
Visual inspection/ presailing checks by vessel
operator

Negligible

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Detailed route
bathymetric survey

Negligible

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Detailed route
bathymetric survey

None

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Detailed route
bathymetric survey

Not significant

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Detailed cable landing
plan
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DESIGN PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Species of
interestcetaceans

Entanglement in cable
risk for deep diving
cetaceans

Acoustic affect of
sonar

Species of
interestcetaceans and
dugongs

Ship collisions

Terrestrial
(Accidental) discharge
habitats, flora and of pollutants from
fauna
cable station site
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Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact after
mitigation

Identify a route to avoid suspended
segments of cable by routing along terrain
that does not have sharp changes in relief,
and specify this route in the cable-laying
specification.
1. Follow best practice for operating vessels
in proximity to marine mammals (see
Appendix 4).
2. Post a watch for whales and suspend
activities when whales are within 1 km of
vessel
4. Multi-beam and/or side-scan sonar only
1. Operate small vessels at moderate speed
when in shallow water inside Mele Bay
2. Post a watch for cetaceans and dugongs
to warn the boat operator to avoid any
sighted individuals
Design all fuel, lubricants and transmission
fluids storage in type-approved double
skinned tanks in a secure area.

None

Responsibility for
implementing mitigation
measures
Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Detailed route
bathymetric survey

Low

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company

Cetacean and dugong
watch reports (see
Appendix 4)

Low

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company

Cetacean and dugong
watch reports (see
Appendix 4)

None

Chief Designer-Construction
company

Cable station
construction tender
documents and contract
completion documents
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DESIGN PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

People and communities
Oceanic usersDisplacement of
deep sea mining
prospecting/
exploration activities

Coastal usersmarine tenure

Cable easement

Coastal userscommercial
shipping and
ports

Physical injury of cable
by shipping
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Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact after
mitigation

Consult mining companies on cable route.
Moderate
For Vanuatu EEZ select either one of the
following options after route survey and
initial prospecting undertaken by license
holders:
1. Agree on a defined exclusion zone around
the cable route in which no prospecting
activities potentially injurious to the cable
will take place
2. Specify that the cable needs to be
trenched when crossing prospecting
tenement areas
3. Modify cable route to avoid prospecting
tenements
Advise customary fishing rights owners in
None
both Fiji and Mele Bay of the proposed
cable route and laying process
Inform through the Ports and Marine
Low
Department in Vanuatu the UK
Hydrographic office of the proposed cable
route so that it may be marked on charts.
Maintain a cable design route that avoids
the entrance to Port Vila harbour in Vanuatu
and remains within the existing no-anchor
zone around the Southern Cross cable in Fiji.

Responsibility for
implementing mitigation
measures

Monitoring plan/
verification source

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company, Chief Design
Engineer-Cable company,
competent Government
authorities

Detailed route survey
and
consultation/meeting
minutes between
proponent and
tenement holder
mediated by competent
Government authorities

Interchange Ltd

Presence of notification
materials

Chief Surveyor-Survey
company,

Presence of route on
charts/ notices to
mariners
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DESIGN PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Disruption to shipping
during survey

Coastal userssubsistence and
artisanal fisheries
Coastal usersSCUBA diver
operators

Damage to ecosystem
and fishery
productivity
Disruption to boating
activities during route
survey

Terrestrial users
and uses

Damage to ecological
integrity of dive sites
Displacement of
peoples

Generator noise at
cable station
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Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact after
mitigation

1. Follow maritime best-practice
2. Request competent authorities (Fiji and
Vanuatu) notify local shipping of survey
activity where this might pose an abnormal
obstruction to shipping.
3. Observe international and national rules
of the sea and navigational protocol.
Design trenching/laying activities to as
narrow a corridor as possible, and specify
this in the cable-laying specification.
1. Follow maritime best-practice
2. Request competent authorities (Fiji and
Vanuatu) notify local shipping of survey
activity where this might pose an abnormal
obstruction to shipping.
3. Observe international and national rules
of the sea and navigational protocol.
Maintain clearance as per proposed cable
route from recreational dive sites
Specify cable route and landing station as
per the proposed site at Mele Bay which has
already been leased by Interchange Ltd and
will result in no displacement
Specify that generator rooms be lined sound
attenuation material, mufflers are installed
and other sound attenuation devices built as
appropriate.

Low

Responsibility for
implementing mitigation
measures
Captain-Survey company

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Issuance of notices to
mariners. Ship incident
logs

None

Chief Design Engineer-Cable
company

Visual inspection at the
time of cable laying

None

Captain-Survey company

Issuance of notices to
mariners. Ship incident
logs, grievances from
operators

None

Chief Design Engineer-Cable
company
Interchange Ltd

Grievances from
operators
Detailed cable landing
plan

Interchange Ltd through
issuance of construction
contract

Compliance to
construction tender
conditions Grievances
from local residents.

None

Low
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DESIGN PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Waste
Management

Health and Safety
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Accumulation of
inorganic waste in the
environment
Contamination or
enrichment of the
environment by
organic waste and
domestic effluent
Incidents and
accidents

Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact after
mitigation

Responsibility for
implementing mitigation
measures
Chief Engineer-Survey
company

1. Collect shipboard waste for ferrying to
land-based recycling station or landfill.
2. Follow waste management policy (see
Appendix 6)
Design toilets and sewerage system for
Vanuatu cable station that avoids
contamination or enrichment of the
environment and complies with local
regulations.
Implement a H&S Management Plan

Negligible

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Visual inspection by
vessel operator

None

Interchange Ltd through
issuance of construction
contract

Compliance to
construction tender
conditions

Lost work-time
incidents and
accidents minimised

Chief Engineer-Survey
company

Number of accidents
and lost work days
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Table 5.2: Environmental Management Plan for the Cons truction Phase

CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures
Physical environment
Climate
Release of
Greenhouse Gases
from cable-laying
plant and machinery
Release of
Greenhouse Gases
from cable station
construction plant and
machinery
Substrate
Re-suspension of
sediments during
cable trenching close
to Blacksands beach
and at Suva end
Marine hydrology -NONEHabitats, flora and fauna
Protected areas
Disturbance of marine
protected areas

Coastal habitat
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(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by cable
laying vessels

Residual Impact

Responsibility

Monitoring plan/
verification source

1. Maintain plant and machinery

Minimised emissions
of GHGs- Not
significant

Chief engineer-Cable company

Maintenance logs

1. Maintain vehicles and plant.
2. Minimise travel and haulage
3. Switch off engines when not in use

Minimised emissions
of GHGs- Not
significant

Site supervisor-Construction
company

Maintenance logs

Minimise disturbance footprint conduct
work as close to low tide as possible so that
as much area is exposed

None

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Verification of detailed
route survey against aslaid cable route

1. Lay cable along planned path where there None
is good clearance from marine protected
areas as per cable laying specification
2. Keep all laying and support vessels at least
1km clear of marine protected areas.
1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
Low
transmission fluids in double walled tanks on
vessels and if in drums, store below deck.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Verification of detailed
route survey against aslaid cable route

Chief engineer-Cable company

Visual inspection/ presailing checks by vessel
operator
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures
(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by landbased machinery and
activities
Coastal habitatBlacksands beach

Physical disturbance
during cable routing

Oceanic habitat

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants by cable
laying vessels

Oceanic habitatHydrothermal
vents

Physical damage to
vents by cable or
cable-laying
equipment
Conflict with habitat
and fishery

Oceanic habitatSeamounts
Species of
interestLeatherback
turtles

Disruption to nesting
on Blacksands beach

Species of
interestcetaceans

Entanglement in cable
risk for deep diving
cetaceans
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Residual Impact

Responsibility

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Visual inspection/ prework checks by
construction
contractors

1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
transmission fluids in small quantities in
tanks or drums in a secure area.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
Lay cable and undertake trenching through
Blacksands beach according to the design
specifications to minimize disturbance
1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
transmission fluids in double walled tanks on
vessels and if in drums, store below deck.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
Lay cable on designed path which includes
an industry best practice clearance

Low

Site supervisor-Construction
company

Low

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Low

Chief engineer-Cable company

Negligible

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Verification of detailed
route survey against aslaid cable route

Lay cable on designed path which includes
an industry best practice clearance

None

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Lay cable and undertake trenching through
Blacksands beach according to the design
specifications to minimize any possible
disturbance. Undertake work only during
daylight hours
Control cable tension so that laid cable
conforms to undulations of seabed as per
cable laying specification.

Low

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Verification of detailed
route survey against aslaid cable route
Verification of cable
landing against detailed
plan. Works programme
log

Low

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Verification of cable
landing against detailed
plan
Visual inspection/ presailing checks by vessel
operator

Verification of detailed
route survey against aslaid cable route
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures
Terrestrial
habitats, flora
and fauna

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants from
cable station site

Increased storm water
runoff and
sedimentation from
cable station site and
land based cable
trenching
People and communities
Oceanic usersEntanglement of gear
commercial
fisheries

Displacement of
fishing during laying
Oceanic usersdeep sea mining
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Displacement of
prospecting/
exploration activities

1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
transmission fluids in small quantities in
type-approved tanks or drums in a secure
area.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
1. Minimise bare-ground exposure during
demolition and site preparation as per cable
station construction specification.
2. Revegetate and rehabilitate worksite
following work.

1. Ensure a shipping notice is issued warning
of cable-laying, dates, and safe clearance for
other activities.
2. Notify cable location to authorities so it is
issued as a Notice to Mariners and appears
on electronic and paper charts.
Ensure a shipping notice is issued warning of
cable-laying, dates, and safe clearance for
other activities.
Advise mining companies of cable-laying,
dates, and safe clearance for other activities
during laying
And
Ensure cable is laid in accordance with
agreed mitigation and cable routes defined
in root survey

Residual Impact

Responsibility

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Visual inspection/ prework checks by
construction
contractors

Low

Site supervisor-Construction
company

Low

Site supervisor-Construction
company

Visual inspection by
Interchange Ltd and
construction contract
completion notices

Negligible

Cable company

Existence and
knowledge of notices to
mariners. Ship incident
logs

Low

Cable company

Moderate

Cable company

Existence and
knowledge of notices to
mariners.
Verification of as-laid
cable route against
agreement made with
deep sea mining
tenement owners
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures
Coastal userscommercial
shipping and
ports

Physical injury of cable
by shipping

Disruption to shipping
during cable laying

Coastal userssubsistence and
artisanal fisheries
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Displacement of
activities during cable
laying

1. Ensure a shipping notice is issued warning
of cable-laying, dates, and safe clearance for
other activities.
2. Request Port Authorities to advise local
shipping of laying activities and avoidance
measures
3. Notify cable location to authorities so it is
issued as a Notice to Mariners and appears
on electronic and paper charts.
1. Follow maritime best-practice
2. Ensure marker buoys and navigational
lights are deployed and activated on cablelaying and support vessels. Navigational
lights are to be fully operational outside
daylight hours.
3. Request Port Authorities notify local
shipping of cable-laying activity.
4. Programme work to avoid overnight
mooring in or alongside harbour shipping
channels
5. Observe international and national rules
of the sea and navigational protocol.
1. Confine trenching/laying activities to as
short a period and extent as possible

Residual Impact

Responsibility

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Verification of notice to
mariners, existence of
the as-laid cable route
on shipping charts Cable
injury and incident logs.

Low

Cable company

Negligible

Captain-Cable company

Presence of notice to
mariners, visual
inspection/ pre-sailing
checks by vessel
operator. Ship incident
logs

Negligible

Cable company

Visual inspection by
Interchange Ltd to
ensure cable laying plan
is observed
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures

Coastal usersSCUBA diver
operators
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Responsibility

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Existence of notices in
appropriate format for
local communities.
Cable injury and
incident logs.
Visual inspection by
Interchange Ltd to
ensure cable laying plan
is observed

Entanglement of gear

Ensure local communities and marine users
are aware of the laid cable route

Negligible

Government of Vanuatu,
Interchange Ltd

Damage to ecosystem
and fishery
productivity

1. Confine trenching/laying activities to as
narrow a corridor as possible and restore
site when finished.
2. Confine trenching/laying activities to as
short a period as possible.
1. Follow maritime best-practice
2. Request competent authorities (Fiji and
Vanuatu) notify local shipping of survey
activity where this might pose an abnormal
obstruction to shipping.
3. Observe international and national rules
of the sea and navigational protocol.
Lay cable as per design route avoiding
recreational dive sites

Negligible

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Negligible

Captain- cable laying vessel

Existence of notices in
appropriate format for
local communities.
Cable injury and
incident logs.

Negligible

Chief cable engineer-Cable
company

Grievance notices
issued by operators to
Interchange Ltd
Visual inspection and
site visits by
Interchange Ltd and
construction contract
completion notices.
Grievance notes from
local residents

Disruption to boating
activities during cable
laying

Damage to ecological
integrity of dive sites
Terrestrial users
and uses

Residual Impact

Disruption, noise and
dust

1. Communicate plans and expectations with Low
neighbours – adapt plans where appropriate
2. Confine construction to work hours
3. Construct outer wall first to seal off site

Interchange Ltd, Construction
company
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures

Waste
Management

Responsibility

Generator noise at
cable station

Generator rooms lined with sound
attenuation material, mufflers installed and
other sound attenuation devices built as
appropriate.

Low

Interchange Ltd, Construction
company

Aesthetics

1. Keep work sites clean and tidy
2. Rehabilitate and landscape sites following
work.

Low

Interchange Ltd, Construction
company

Accumulation of
inorganic waste in the
environment

1. Collect shipboard waste for ferrying to
land-based recycling station or landfill.
2. Collect cable station waste for recycling or
disposal in landfill
3. Thoroughly clear all sites (terrestrial and
marine) of discarded cordage, plastic and
other waste
4. Follow waste management policy (see
Appendix 6)
1. Provide temporary toilets for construction
staff with disposal of effluent into municipal
sewerage system.
2. Collect other waste for composting or
disposal in landfill
3. Follow waste management policy (see
Appendix 6)

Negligible

Chief Engineer-Cable
company, Site supervisorConstruction company

Negligible

Site supervisor-Construction
company

Contamination or
enrichment of the
environment by
organic waste and
domestic effluent
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Residual Impact

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Visual inspection and
site visits by
Interchange Ltd and
construction contract
completion notices.
Grievance notes from
local residents
Visual inspection and
site visits by
Interchange Ltd and
construction contract
completion notices.
Grievance notes from
local residents
Interchange Ltd
assessing against waste
management plans on
shore and cable
company assessing
against waste
management plans on
ship
Interchange Ltd
assessing against waste
management plans on
shore
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Proposed Mitigation Measures
Health and Safety

Incidents and
accidents

Implement a H&S Management Plan

Conflicting
infrastructure

Damage to buried
services during
trenching/laying.

1. Confirm with utility companies in Vanuatu
that the proposed cable trenching does not
cross existing utility supply lines.
2. Liaise with FinTel to avoid Southern Cross
cable when trenching/laying.
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Residual Impact

Responsibility

Lost work-time
incidents and
accidents minimised
None

Cable Company, Construction
Company
Site supervisor-Construction
company , Chief cable
engineer-Cable company

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Number of accidents
and lost work days
Incident reports of any
conflict with unknown
and undocumented
infrastructure
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Table 5.3: Environmental Management Plan for the Ope rational Phase

OPERATIONAL PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action
Physical environment
Climate
Release of Global
Greenhouse Gases

Habitats, flora and fauna
Marine habitat
(Accidental) discharge
of pollutant by cable
repair ship

Terrestrial
habitats, flora
and fauna

(Accidental) discharge
of pollutants from
cable station

Species of
Disruption to nesting
intereston Blacksands beach
Leatherback
by artificial light
turtles
sources
People and communities
Terrestrial users
Generator noise at
and uses
cable station
Aesthetics
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Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact

Responsibility

Monitoring plan/
verification source

1. Maintain generators and plant.
2. Use least GHG-emitting national grid
power wherever possible
3. Minimise travel – use electronic
conferencing where possible

Minimised emissions
of GHGs- not
significant

Interchange Ltd

Maintenance logs

1. Contain all fuel, lubricants and
Low
transmission fluids in double walled tanks on
vessels and if in drums, store below deck.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
1. Contain all fuel in type-approved tanks or Low
drums in a secure bunded area.
2. Maintain a contingency plan to address
spills and cyclones (see Appendix 5).
Do not install or operate any artificial light
Negligible
source on Blacksands beach adjacent to the
cable landing location

Cable repair company

Visual inspection/ presailing checks by vessel
operator. Ship incident
logs

Interchange Ltd

Visual inspection/
periodic checks by
Interchange Ltd

Interchange Ltd

Visual inspection by
Interchange Ltd

Undertake maintenance operation of
generators during work hours

Negligible

Interchange Ltd

Generator running logs

Maintain the site clean and tidy

Negligible

Interchange Ltd

Visual inspection by
Interchange Ltd.
Grievance notices from
local residents
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OPERATIONAL PHASE ENVIRONMENT PLAN
Impacted area
Impact agent/ action

Proposed Mitigation Measures

Residual Impact

Responsibility

Waste
Management
Health and Safety

Accumulation of waste
in the environment
Incidents and
accidents

Follow waste management policy (Appendix
6)
Maintain a H&S Management Plan

Negligible

Interchange Ltd
Interchange Ltd

Conflicting
infrastructure

Displacement/impair
ment of future
activities by other
agencies

Remain open to discussion that would lead
to accommodation of future development

Lost work-time
incidents and
accidents minimised
Negligible
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Interchange Ltd

Monitoring plan/
verification source
Waste management
practices
Number of accidents
and lost work days
Minutes of meetings
between Interchange
Ltd, relevant
government
departments and
project proponents
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6. Compliance of proposal and EIA against Equator Principles and IFC
standards
The following matrix is provided to allow the reader to examine the process and findings of this
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment for the proposed Vanuatu-Fiji Cable project against the
Equator and IFC standards outlined in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
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Table 6.1. Compliance of proposal and ESIA report against Equator Principles and International Finance Corporation standa rds .

Principal/Standard

Notes

Equator Principles
Principle 1- Review and Categorization Whilst is not the remit of the authors of this Environmental and Social Impact Assessment to categorise the proposal, the proposal
likely would be categorised as a Category B proposal: Projects with potential limited adverse social or environmental impacts that
are few in number, generally site-specific, largely reversible and readily addressed through mitigation measures
Principle 2- Social and Environmental
This report is the product of the Social and Environmental Assessment and includes amongst other things an Environmental
Assessment
Management and Monitoring Plan.
Principle 3 Applicable Social and
Specific social and environmental impacts are assessed against the relevant IFC Standard and Industry-specific EHS guidelines as
Environmental Standards
described in more detail in later sections of this table. In addition, the applicable host county laws and regulations are discussed in
section 2 of this report and many of the necessary approvals are appended.
Principle 4 Action Plan and
The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan included in this report should form the basis for the Action Plan and
Management System
Management System and through the engagement of an Environment Manager within the Project Proponents; these systems can
be implemented during construction and project operation.
Principle 5- Consultation and
Specific and targeted consultation has been conducted as part of the conduct of this Environmental and Social Impact Assessment.
Disclosure
Notes of these consultations are included in section 8 of this report. All consultation was conducted following the principles of
‘free’, ‘prior’ and ‘fair’ consultation
Principle 6- Grievance Mechanism
The establishment of a grievance mechanisms is provided for in the Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (section 6 of this
report) to be managed by the Environment Manager
Principle 7- Independent Review
It is the responsibility of Equator Principle Financial Institutions to asses if this Assessment and subsequent Action Plans require
independent assessment
Principle 8- Covenants
It is the responsibility of Equator Principle Financial Institutions to undertake any covenants on the proposed development to guide
the adherence to this Assessment and subsequent Action Plans
Principle 9- Independent Monitoring
It is the responsibility of Equator Principle Financial Institutions to asses if independent monitoring and reporting is required around
and Reporting
this project
Principle 10- Equator Principle
It is the responsibility of Equator Principle Financial Institutions to undertake
Financial Institution reporting
International Finance Corporation (IFC) Standards
Performance Standard 1- Assessment This report is the product of the Social and Environmental Assessment and includes amongst other things an Environmental
and Management of Environmental
Management and Monitoring Plan.
and Social Risks and Impacts
Performance Standard 2- Labour and
The Environmental Management Plan included in this document specifies the need for a suitable Operational Health and Safety plan
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Principal/Standard
working conditions
Performance Standard 3- Resource
Efficiency and Pollution Prevention
Performance Standard 4- Community
Health, Safety and Security
Performance Standard 5- Land
acquisition and Involuntary
Resettlement
Performance Standard 6- Biodiversity
Conservation and Sustainable
Management of Living Natural
Resources

Notes
and it is expected that as part of normal operations of Interchange Ltd as project proponent this and other labour and working
conditions would be maintained. The project does not involve a large workforce.
Included in the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan are measures to increase resource efficiency such as the selection
of appropriate cable routes and the maintenance of plant and machines and the prevention of pollution including the provision of
proper fuel oil storage and waste management procedures
There are no perceived threats likely to accrue to community health, safety and security from this proposed development
Land required for this project has already been acquired through the normal legislated processes in both Fiji and Vanuatu and these
processes have involved no involuntary acquisition. No further land acquisition is necessary for this project
Habitats are divided into modified, natural and critical as follows:
Modified- Includes the terrestrial habitats at both the Suva and Vanuatu landing station sites. There are no significant impacts on
these habitats
Natural- includes the large portion of the deep sea cable route, and the shallow seagrass beds in Suva lagoon and the shallow sandy
seabed in Mele Bay. There will be only extremely minor impacts on each as a result of the cable being laid on these habitats
Critical- the beach and immediate shoreline in Mele Bay is likely considered critical habitat as the beach is known as an occasional
nesting ground for the critically endangered Leatherback Turtle. However, the infrequent use of this area as a nesting ground, the
planned cable laying period not being within the normal nesting season, the cable being laid during the day whilst turtles nest as
night and the extremely limited spatial disturbance associated with the cable laying poses a near-negligible threat to nesting turtles.
Once laid the cable will present no impediment to the beach being used a nesting site.
Hydrothermal vent communities along the cable route are likely considered critical natural habitat owing to the largely undescribed
and potentially unique biota they support. The cable will have only very minor impact if it is laid on these communities and no
impact if the cable route avoids these communities.
Cetaceans and Dugongs are extremely unlikely to be impacted by the project through either the use of active sonar during cable
route surveying or by vessel movements during cable laying operations.
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Principal/Standard

Notes
There are no protected areas within the immediate vicinity of the proposed cable route and impact areas; and there is nearnegligible threat to any protected areas

The project poses no greater threat of the introduction of alien and or invasive species than any other shipping travelling between
Vanuatu and Fiji.
Performance Standard 7- Indigenous
Based on the criteria used to define indigenous peoples, it is considered highly unlikely that the populace at either the Vanuatu end
people
and much less the Suva end can be considered indigenous. In any event, there are no foreseen impacts involved with the proposed
project that would act on these two populations.
Performance Standard 8- Cultural
There are no known sites of cultural importance in the vicinity of the proposed landing sites and infrastructure in either Fiji or
Heritage
Vanuatu or along the proposed cable route
IFC- Environment, Health and Safety Guidelines for the Telecommunications Industry- only those applicable guidelines are discussed
Terrestrial habitats
Fixed line infrastructure (the cable from landing point to landing station) will in the case of Vanuatu use an existing access road; in
the case of Fiji it will pass through a disturbed, modified environment and will not have impacts on natural terrestrial habitats.
Trenching activities will be undertaken during the day; outside of the nesting time for sea turtles known to occasionally use
Blacksands beach. No towers will be installed and there will be no risk of avian collisions
Marine habitats
Whilst the cable route will pass through Blacksands beach- an area that is known to be infrequently used as a nesting ground for the
Leatherback turtle, the timing not coinciding with the nesting time, the extremely limited spatial and temporal disturbance and the
fact that once laid the cable will pose no impediment to future use of the beach as a nesting site mitigates this impact to nearnegligible levels. The alternative considered would result in the cable having to be trenched through a coral reef area causing
greater spatial and temporal disturbance. The mitigation measures included for cetaceans and dugongs during both route survey
and cable laying reduce this potential impact to near-negligible
Hazardous materials and wastes
The recommendation of this report is that a waste management policy be implemented for construction and operation. Fuel and
fuel oil containment and mitigation measures are already in place for both the survey and cable laying vessels and as part of the
cable landing station construction specifications. It is not apparent that hazardous waste will be generated by this project; and
electronic equipment used will be state of the art and modern and will comply with industry standards
Electric and magnetic fields
There are no plans as part of the proposal to install transmission towers or transmission equipment at the proposed Vanuatu cable
station; and this project does not require additional transmission towers or transmission equipment to be installed at the Fiji cable
landing station.
Emissions to air
Generators will only be used as backups during times of national grid supply failure; and generators and all other machinery will be
maintained in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines to ensure optimal efficiency. Accordingly, this project does not constitute
a substantial emissions source to air of GHG nor does the project entail any activity likely to lead to the emission to air of any other
contaminant.
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7. Public Consultations
Consultation was conducted to elicit the opinions of various stakeholders regarding the proposed
project and possible management measures that they suggest be taken to reduce and or eliminate
any impacts.
A variety of consultation methods were used from individual meetings with Government
stakeholders to a public meeting held in Mele Bay adjacent to the proposed landing station.
In each meeting the EIA consultants provided a brief presentation introducing the proposed project,
and outlining some of the findings of the initial scoping mission and later, the EIA.
Included among those consulted were:
In Fiji
Whale & Dolphin Conservation Society
Maritime Safety Authority
Ministry of Primary Industries – Fisheries Division
Department of Environment
Vanua Suva customary fishing rights owners
Vanua Burebasaga customary fishing rights owners
Department of Lands and Survey- Mineral Resources Division

In Vanuatu
The Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation of the Ministry of Lands, Survey,
Environment, Energy, Minerals and Water Resources
The Department of Geology, Mines and Mineral Resources under the Ministry of Lands, Survey,
Environment, Energy, Minerals and Water
The Department of Ports and Marine of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Utilities
The Department of Fisheries in the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries and
Residents immediately (<200m) adjacent to the proposed cable landing station
Recreational SCUBA diving operators
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Two public meetings were held; one at the site of the proposed landing station and one in urban
Port Vila. Both meetings were well attended by community members and custom landowners
around the Mele Bay proposed landing station, members of existing domestic telecommunications
providers and regulatory authorities. A meeting was also held for consultation on the draft ESIA
report with relevant government stakeholders. The public advertisements (English, French and
Bislama run in Vanuatu Daily Post and the Independent on Saturday the 14 th July) and attendance
sheets for these meetings are given in Appendix 2.
All stakeholders in both jurisdictions indicated their support for the project and without exception all
felt that those impacts that may occur with the project although minor could be mitigated to make
them negligible.
A full record of these meetings is presented in Appendix 3. The information obtained there from has
been incorporated in the baseline and impacts sections of the report and appropriate mitigation
measures included in the environmental management plan.
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8. Conclusions
The Vanuatu-Fiji Cable System is a significant development for Vanuatu. It will help to bridge the
‘digital divide’ that besets countries with small populations, dispersed over great oceanic distances
with limited connectivity to the outside world.
This ESIA report has been prepared following Equator Principle and International Finance
Corporation Standards.
Widespread consultation both in Fiji and Vanuatu has been conducted to elucidate potential impacts
and mitigation measures and, combined with extensive desk-based analysis and field assessment,
we are confident this report provides a complete synopsis of impacts likely from the project.
The residual impact of the proposed development after all mitigation measures are applied is one of
low, not-significant, or no environmental or social impact and a net positive economic and social
development outcome for Vanuatu.
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11.

Appendices

Appendix 1 Terms of Reference
Interchange Cable
Terms of Reference
For the Environmental (and Social) Im pact Assessment
A.

BACKGROUND

Interchange L imite d, a V anuatu co mpany, holds the licence to provide a cable out of
V anuatu. Interchange has und ertaken the plann ing, an d called t enders f or a cable betw een
Port V ila and Suva Fiji. A new cable station at Port V ila w ill be located at Me le Bay, and at
Suva the cable station w ill be the existin g Southern Cross cable station at V atuw aqa.

B.

SCOPE OF SERVICES

A f irm w ill be hired to (i) underta ke a f ull an d deta iled environ mental and social ana lysis of
the submarine cable develop ment 1 and installatio n, (ii) identif y any issues that the cable
presents and suggest appropriate mitigat ion measures and (iii) assess the Project against
the Equator Principles, includ ing the IFC p erf ormance Standards (iv) submit a f inal and
acceptable Environ menta l (and Socia l) Impact A ssessment Re port, and (v) develop ment of
an Environ menta l and S ocial Man age ment Plan and Syste m to imple men t the f indings of the
Impact A ssessment.
These TO Rs are to be read in conjunction w ith the project detailed technical
specif ications and all other relevant project docu ments.

C.

Detailed Tasks for the Consultant
Task A: Determ ine the Project’s Influence Area – The consultant is to det ermine,

def ine and map out th e project’s marine a nd land based inf luence areas based on the
proposed corridor of the marine cable, locat ion of mar ine and land based inf rastructure and
construction methods. The consultant w ill clearly deline ate these areas into tw o – (i) marine
and coastal based and (ii) in-land based.

Task B: Marine Protected Areas – The consultant w ill undertake a detailed an d
extensive review and catalogue all relevant Marine Pr otected A reas that overlap and are
adjacent to the pro ject’s marine area of inf luence and illustrate these on maps and w ill

1

Unless there are particular and specific environmental issues relating to this deep water route the
emphasis for the environmental works should be the shallow water and shore end works in both
Vanuatu and Fiji
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describe the legal status, signif icance and develop me ntal restrictions and co mpliance
requirements f or these MPA s.

Task C: Baseline Data in the Project Influence Area and/or Marine Protected
Areas - The Co nsultant w ill undertake a co mprehe nsive gathering, collection and review of
the required baseline data f rom existin g credible sources w ithin these areas. Where the
required data is missing, inadequ ate or unreliable, t he consultant w ill undertake th e
appropriate surveys and/or collection in t he bio-physical and/or social e nviron ment to obt ain
this data. The consultants shall present the obt ained baseline data pertaining to ,
(i) the physical marin e environ ment,
(ii) biological environ ment,
(iii) the presence or absence of critical natural hab itats, and
(iv) inf ormation on existing or planned inf rastructure/projects in these areas that may
have direct, induced and/or cu mulat ive impacts on this projects activities.

Task D: Review of Applicable Law – The consultant w ill identif y the lega l process
needed to meet the require men ts of the authorities in V anuatu and Fiji.
Task E: Analysis of Direct, Induced and Cumulative Environmental Impacts The consultant w ill undertake a deta iled a nalysis to deter mine th e positive and negative
environmen tal an d social imp acts associated w ith –the surveying, cable laying and
construction of land based inf rastructure.

Task F: Consultation Support – Where requested, the consultant w ill in th e
conduct of meaningf ul consultations w ith the relevant authorities or the project’s potentia lly
aff ected people and other relevant stakeh olders (w hich could include civil society
organizations and representatives f rom the acade mia).

Task G: Assessment for Financial Institutions - the consultant w ill produce an
assessment of the environ mental and social impact of the project against the Eq uator
Principles inclu ding assessing the project against the internat ionally accepted standard set
out in the Equator Principles.
Task H: Visits – A visit to V anuatu and possibly Fiji t o assist assessment and to
assist Interchange in its consultation w ith relevant authorities and stakeho lders and to
discuss and disseminate f indings and reco mmenda tions as deter mined through consultatio n
w ith Interchange.
Task I: Environmental and Social Management Plan and System – Based on the
inf ormation, analysis, and conclusions reached during the develop ment of the Impact
A ssessment, the Co nsultant w ill develop an Environ menta l and S ocial Man age ment Plan
and System. Th is Plan an d System w ill be develop ed in accordance w ith acceptable
internationa l standards, and w ill enable th e ef f ective imp le menta tion of the f indings f rom the
Impact A ssessment.
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D.

Required Skills of the Consultants

The assign ment requ ires a high ly competent f irm or acade mic instit ution or a joint venture
thereof , w ith a distinguished record of achievement in de livery of the services that are being
sought in this TO R. Sign if icant know ledge of , and relevant prof essional experience
conducting Environ menta l and Social Imp act A ssessments f or projects w ith submarine cable
systems are highly desired. The successf ul complet ion of these services w ill require a skills
mix of highly qualif ied an d experienced prof essionals, w ith the f ollow ing comple ment of skills
at various times of the assignment as required; oceanography, marin e bio logy/biod iversity,
internationa l environ men tal mar ine law , environmenta l assessments w ith particular f ocus on
cumula tive impacts on marin e resources and ecosystems, natural resource manage ment
(f or f isheries), and social scientist. Please note that th is is a list of consolidated skills
required, rather than a list of individual consultants.

E.

Indicative Timeline

The assign me nt w ill be imple mented against t he f ollow ing strict timetable w ith submission of
the First Interim Draf t Fina l EIA Report by end June 2 012 w ith the f inal report by end Ju ly
2012.
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Appendix 2 Public notices and attendee lists at Public and Government consultation held in Vanuatu
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Appendix 3 Schedule and record of Consultations
Fiji Consultation Meetings

22/5/12- Mr Felix Maharaj- Director, Maritime Safety Authority of Fiji and Mr Philip Hill, Suva Port
Master.
•

Neither Mr Maharaj no Mr Hill sees any issues with the proposed cable, its route and
any likely impact on the shipping activities into and out of Suva port.

•

It was explained that the side of Suva peninsular that the cable is proposed to traverse is
not used by shipping.
Reference was made to an earlier comment made during the Tonga cable EIA that there
is a desire to reduce the no-anchor zone. This proposal has now been dropped and it not
being pursued.
It was confirmed that the maximum depth that most vessels anchor in is less than 50mthis has implications on the extent of the no-anchor zone in Mele Bay

•

•
•

•

•

The Authority are currently in the process of updating the relevant legislation to allow
the local implementation of all Annexes to Marpol convention and many of the other
shipping environmental international agreements that Fiji is not currently implementing.
It was confirmed that when the cable is laid coordinates of its route need to be provided
to them so that they can ensure it is marked on suitable charts and that notice to
mariners is given
One comment was raised about the existing NZ-Fiji cable that is no longer used and that
if this could be removed- however this was considered outside of the remit of this
assessment

29/5/12- Mr Lote- Rusaqoli. Senior Environment Officer- Environmental Impact Assessment, Fiji
Department of Environment
•

•
•

After being presented a synopsis of the proposal and initial scoping findings, Mr Rusaqoli
was confident that there would be no or only negligible impacts on the Fiji end of the
proposal
After reading through the Terms of Reference he verbally confirmed that an EIA
prepared to the standards within would be sufficient for Fijis administrative needs
He cautioned the need to meet with customary fishing ground owners in Suva harbor
over whose fishing ground the cable would lay

30/5/12- Mrs Cara Miller. Programme Manager, Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, Fiji
•

•

Many of the comments raised by Mrs Miller were similar to those raised during the
Tonga cable EIA; that the use of sonar during the route survey is a concern but that this
has and can be managed by suitable mitigation measures
Mrs Miller informed that the technical committee for the Convention on Migratory
Species is in the process of drawing up some guidelines on the use of sonar (and more
general underwater noise generation) in the presence of cetaceans
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•

Discussing the abnormal season in which Humpback Whales have been seen in Mele
Bay, Mrs Miller confirmed that there are occasional records of non-migratory
populations of Humpbacks and the sightings in Mele Bay may either be of some of these
individuals or individuals that start their southward migration later than most- so called
seasonal stragglers

31/5/12- Mrs Venasio Nasarah, Acting Manager, Mines Division. Mineral Resources Department,
Fiji
•

Mr Nasarah informed that two deep sea exploration licenses have been issued. These
licenses are EEZ wide- and not specific to any defined geographic area

•

The two companies that have been issued the licenses are KORDI who have a 6-year
license and Nautilus Minerals who have a 2-year license. Both licenses came into effect
in early 2011.

•

The activites that are permitted under the licenses include bathymetric and side-scan
and multi-beam sonar and the collection of samples through the use of Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs).
Mr Nasarah is under the opinion that the laying of the cable will not impinge significantly
on the activities under the exploration licenses though cautioned that the cable route
must be properly notified to the two license holders once laid

•

1/6/12- Mr Pita Tagicakiverata, Vice Chairman or Rewa Provincial Council; Ro Dona Takalaiyale,
Chairman and lead advisor for Burebasaga fishing ground environment committee; Mr Metuisela
Mudunarosa, Chief of Suva; Mr Timoci Kacanavesi, Provincial Administrator, Rewa Province- all
representatives of Burebasaga and Suva fishing ground rights owners Fiji
•

The gentlemen after hearing of the proposal and the EIA teams initial scoping findings
were of the opinion that the laying and commissioning of the proposed cable would
have no impact on their ownership of the fishing ground rights nor of their communities
use of it

•

At least three of the gentlemen had previously been involved in the Tonga cable EIA and
they had no concerns
The Provincial Administrator for Rewa Province arranged with FinTel to visit the existing
cable landing station at Vatuwaqa and all were positive about the technology,
safeguards and the benefits the project would provide to their neighbors in Vanuatu.

•

4/6/12- Mr Aisake Batibasaga, Principle Fisheries Officer, Central Division, Fiji
•

Mr Batibasaga was approving of the proposed project and the mitigation and safeguard
measures planned. He was happy to hear that the traditional fishing rights owners had
been consulted and had no objection to the proposal

•

He did however ask that FinTel inform the Fisheries Department in the Central Division
of the planned dates for cable laying so that they can inform fishers who use the area
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12/7/12- Mr Ioane Koroivuki, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer, FinTel
•
•

Mr Koroivuki confirmed that Interchange have a Landing Party Agreement with FinTel
Under this agreement, in addition to FinTel allowing connection into their infrastructure,
FinTel assist Interchange to obtain development consents outside of this EIA process
including from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Lands and the Department of
Town and Country Planning

•

Mr Koroivuki does not anticipate there being any issues obtaining these consents and no
significant environmental issues arising.
The progress of the Tonga-Fiji cable was updated to the consultants. It is highly plausible
that both the Tonga and Vanuatu cable will be laid concurrently in mid-2013.

•
•

It was noted that the Southern Cross cable landing infrastructure is undergoing upgrades
to increase the data capacity of the existing cable network

Vanuatu consultation meetings

15/5/12- Leanne Collett- Nautilus Watersport Ltd.
•

•
•
•

•

Primary purpose of visit was to ascertain the location of the Konanda wreck which is used
frequently as a dive site and which is marked on various wiki-dive web sites as being
adjacent to the proposed cable route.
It was confirmed that the Konanda wreck is south of the main Port Vila and not in the
locations shown on websites
Mrs Collett also confirmed that there are no dive sites that are actively used in the vicinity of
the proposed route.
They used to dive Black Sands reef (approximate location 17:42:42S, 168:17:38E or 1km
from the proposed cable route); however this area is heavily sedimented and visibility is
often poor owing to the nearby river outlet and hence they have not used this site for over 5
years
It was suggested that a visit be made to Hideaway Island Resort to confirm that they have no
dive sites close to the proposed cable route

16/5/12- Moris Kaloram, Director, Ports and Marine
•

The Director informed the consultants that they are in discussion with an Austrlian-based
shipping company who would like to use the northern section of Mele Bay as a short-term
anchorage for ships enroute to Australia when ports in Australia are full. No more details
were available at this time on this proposal; however Mr Kaloram suggested that this should
not impede with the cable laying or operational route if a suitable no-anchor exclusion zone
were established around the cable

•

There are no no-anchor zones within the wider Mele Bay outside of the port of Port Vila as
defined by the Ports and Marine Act Cap 26.
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•

•

Mr Kaloram mentioned a proposal for a tuna cannery and landing site adjacent to and in
proximity to the proposed cable landing site. However, this proposal is now on hold and it is
anticipated that a new dedicated deep water port facility in Forari Bay on north Efate Island
will be used as both an unloading point for Tuna and other merchandise.
The Ports and Marine Authority have a process for issuing notices to mariners through both
VHF radio and local media- and this process would be used at the time of the cable laying

•

Nautical charts of Mele Bay and Port Vila are outdated; having been updated in the 1980s.
There is a plan to update the charts following a hydrographic survey conference scheduled
for June 2012. However, this plan seems vague. It is therefore possible that there may be an
extended period during which the cable is laying on the seabed though it not marked on
nautical charts. Alternative arrangements to notify mariners would need to be made

•

The Ports and Marine Act Cap 26 is being reviewed. This presents an opportunity to include
mention of the no-anchor exclusion zone around the cable once laid

16/5/12- Mr Jeremy Kaltavara- Department of Fisheries
•

•

•
•

•

The main fishery is close proximity to the proposed cable landing site is by indigenous
communities using drag netting along the beach- Mr Kaltavara sees no impediment to this
fishery as a result of the cable being laid
There is a deep water snapper fishing industry- he estimates around 50 such boats operating
in Shefa province. This fishery uses drop lines weighted on the end with lead weight onto
which a small number (around 3) hooks hang horizontally in the water column. This fishery is
done in depths between 100-400 meters. In his opinion, it is unlikely that this fishery is
undertaken along the route of the cable above the 500 meter isobaths- and hence the cable
route would not impede this fishery
Deep sea trawling is not done within Vanuatu EEZ and hence does not pose a danger to the
cable nor does the cable pose any impact to this fishery
Mele Bay is known to play host to Humpback Whales. The most recent sighting was in 2010
when a lone female whale with calf was seen in the northern area of Mele Bay. It is unclear
however if this area is commonly used by Humpback Whales for this purpose
Mr Kaltavara is not aware of any kastom tambu areas in the immediate proximity of the
proposed cable route though believes there are some areas around the reefs infront of Mele
village and around Tuktuk and Devils Point.

16/5/12- Mr Albert Williams (Director) and Ms Brooke Griffin (Environment Legal Support Officer)
- Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation
•

•

The Director confirmed that the project proposal had been lodged and that the draft Terms
of Reference outlined by Interchange Ltd should be sent to them and can be used as a basis
for the construction of the final Terms of Reference which is to be issued by their office
Mr James Comley was asked to complete a preliminary environmental assessment pursuant
to the relevant legislation
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•

The Director mentioned that the area of the proposed landing station is prone to both river
and sea- flooding however he was happy to hear that the station would be raised and
suitable engineered mitigation measures would be built into the construction of the facility

•

It was requested that for the EIA report a list of alternatives needs to be provided; and a
simple rationale given as to why each of these has been dismissed
Elite construction has a proposal to undertake sand mining using dredge however this is not
planned for the proximity of the proposed cable route

•
•

They are concerned about the sand mining being undertaken in the vicinity of the proposed
landing site and station and this issue is one that their department are keen to see stopped;
however this has no bearing on the proposal

•

The Director informed that to his knowledge, the department of mines and water resources
have issued 148 prospecting licences to an unknown number of entities for areas of seabed
within Vanuatus EEZ

•

He reaffirmed that consultation would need to be undertaken both locally at the site with
custom owners and also in Port Vila once the EIA report is drafted prior to submission to his
office

18/5/12- Mr Brookes Rakau- Department of Mines and Mineral Resources
•

Mr Brookes informed that Vanuatu has issues 6 exploration and 115 prospecting
licences throughout its EEZ for deep sea mineral resource interest to two companies;
Nautilus Minerals and Bismark Minerals

•

Exploration licences cover the whole EEZ and permit only reconnaissance surveys. They
also are non exlusive in that any company may apply for and be granted prospecting
licences within the exploration license area of any other company

•

Prospecting licenses are exclusive and are typically over much smaller areas (max.
100km2 ). Prospecting licenses permit the license holder to undertake activities including
the operation of Remotely Operated Vehicles (RoVs), drilling and dredging using bottom
trawling apparatus
Mr Brookes confirms that upon seeing the proposed cable route it crosses several
prospecting areas. Mr Brookes was supplied with the spatial data to confirm this and
provide a map of which prospecting licenses have been issued to who and where

•

18/5/12- Mr Ian Wat son- Dive Manager- Hideaway Resort, Mele Bay- located approx. 2.5km
north of proposed landing st ation
•
•

•

The Hideaway resort marine sanctuary is established through a formal agreement with
the custom owners- Mele village. It is not legally gazetted
The dive operation dives at Blacksand caves; some 1.5km south of the proposed cable
route and landing station; however this site is frequently very heavily sedimented and is
infrequently used
Mr Watson informed that they very rarely see Dugongs when diving; however they do
sometime see Humpback whales. This year they have seen two females each with
calves; one in January and one in early April. The sighting of the latter was unusal- with
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Humpback whale sightings in the Mele Bay area usual confined only to NovemberMarch
•

He sees no issues with the proposed cable route or its laying and does not foresee it
impacting their operation

18/7/12- Public consultation held at the proposed landing site in Mele Bay attended by 26
individuals.
•

•

•

•

A question was raised on the effect the cable will have on mobile telephone call charges.
It was explained that the cable will not have any effect on domestic call charges; though
it may have an effect on international calls and internet access charges. However it was
explained that these charges are regulated by the Telecommunications Regulation
authority and it is beyond the remit of the EIA to comment on this commercial matter
It was asked if the cable could be damaged. It was explained that given the cable will be
armoured when close into shore and trenched it is unlikely that accidental damage could
be caused. It was however explained that deliberate sabotage by machinery could
damage the cable
It was asked if the cable can ever become ‘saturated’ and unable to cope with the data
loads needed. It was explained that the cable is designed to carry sufficient data for
Vanuatu’s predicted telecommunications needs for 25 years and that normally the cable
is not the limiting factor; instead it is the equipment installed in the landing stations
It was asked if the cable can affect fish stocks. It was explained that there is no evidence
from the very many cables already laid around the world that the cable will affect fish
stocks. Through the EIA it is also apparent that the cable would have no significant
impact on the ecosystem on which the fish depend. The question was followed by a
question relating to if the cable will affect people’s ability to fish. It was explained that
during the cable beach laying a section of the beach would be closed to public access;
and this would include closure of the beach-based fishery in this section. However after
the cable is installed there would be no impediment to fishers fishing from the beach at
the point of the cable landing. These answers allayed the fears of the attendee

19/7/12- Public consultation held in urban Port Vila attended by 20 individuals
•

•

•

It was asked if the electrical supply along the cable can cause environmental damage. An
explanation was provided that any electromagnetic field created by electricity passing
through the cable is unlikely to penetrate beyond the coatings and protection around
the cable
A question was raised about the power supply and any possible (localised)
environmental impacts this may have on the environment. It was explained that the
power would be supplied by Unelco (Vanuatu’s) domestic electricity provider; and that
this project would be like any other medium scale commercial user. Additionally it was
highlighted that the proponents are investigating using solar panels on top of the
landing station to reduce reliance on Unelco supply
It was asked if the cable will be able to move and affect the environment by physical
damage. It was explained that in the soft sediments in Mele Bay the cable would likely
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become buried and alternately uncovered and that the cable is unlikely to move in all
but the greatest magnitude storms
•
•

•

It was asked if fishing and fish will have an effect on the cable. It was answered that
there is no likely impact of the cable on either fish or fishing and vice versa
It was a request from landowners that they must be involved prior to the issuance of the
permits; however this comment seemed more to be directed at developments in
general and not this proposal in particular
A discussion began in this session and continued into the next around the deep sea
mining prospecting tenements- more comments are included in the next meeting notes

•

Another discussion began in this session and continued into the next around Foreshore
Development approvals and jurisdiction of these- more comments are included in the
next meeting notes

•

Questions were asked about how the cable is laid up the beach; this was answered by
the Alcatel-Lucent video shown to the group
It was raised that a Telecom Vanuatu Ltd (TVL) fibre optics cable was cut by disgruntled
custom landowners. It is clear that Interchange will continue to appraise the relevant
landowners of the proposed development in an attempt to mitigate this
A question was raised on the commercial involvement on the Vanuatu Government. This
discussion was outside of the EIA process and will not be documented further

•

•

19/7/12- Government stakeholder consultation held in urban Port Vila attended by 6 individuals
•

It was raised that there is a reef in Mele Bay that is not at present shown in the figures of
the report. After re-checking with bathymetric data this reef is just a deeper extension of
the reef formation around Hideaway Island and is not in itself a discreet reef system

•

A discussion evolved with the representative from the Department of Geology and
Mines. The pertinent points of this are as follows
o In addition to the prospecting licenses shown in the report (and presentation),
the Department of Geology and Mines are likely to be issuing non-exclusive
exploration licences. These licenses (unlike prospecting licenses) are over the
whole EEZ and permit only grab sampling not more potentially damaging (to the
cable) interactions with the seabed
o Nautilus minerals (who own the prospecting licenses through which the
proposed cable route passes) will be in Vanuatu to begin prospecting activities in
the last quarter of 2012.
o At this stage with the cable route not being confirmed (pending the route
survey) and with initial prospecting by Nautilus having the potential to eliminate
the area of seabed in question from having economic potential, consensus was
reached that more information is needed in order to quantify this potential
impact
o It was therefore discussed that this EIA report might be approved with the
condition that dialogue happen (if needed) to resolve this possible impact
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•

•

A discussion evolved with the representative of Internal Affairs about the Foreshore
Development process and approval that has been issued and the jurisdictional area this
pertains to. The pertinent points are as follows:
o There is an ongoing legal clarification process to determine the area over which
custom owners need to be consulted and agree to for Foreshore Development
approvals- at present this is ill-defined
o Further clarification was sought from the Ministry of Internal Affairs on this
matter and is the subject of correspondence in Appendix 7
o It was advised that given this uncertain legal environment, the project
proponent again confirm in writing with the custom landowners their approval
of the cable to pass through the beach and into the sub-tidal area of Mele Bay
The issue of sand mining was raised. At present illegal sand mining occurs on Blacksands
beach. In addition, one off permits have been issued permitting a specific quantity of
sand to be removed. These permits have been restricted to geographic areas; the closest
of which is around the Prima River mouth (approximately 400m) from the proposed
beach landing. It was discussed that these activities would likely have no impact on the
cable or vice-versa. It was however discussed that there would likely need to be some
suitably-dimensioned exclusion zone placed around the cable in which the extraction of
sand would not be permitted. It was also raised that the Government of Vanuatu are
considering placing a ban on all beach sand extraction; the impacts of this on the cable
needs to be considered closer to the time as this policy is not yet formulated. It was also
raised about the liability of sand extraction damaged the cable; would the liability fall
onto the State if it failed to enforce a ban or it issued permits to extract from the
immediate vicinity of the cable. It was decided that with present uncertainty this issue
would need to be considered further closer to the time when the policy environment
was clearer
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Appendix 4 Best practice for vessels operating near cetaceans
Best practice for vessels operating acoustic apparatus within areas known to be frequented by
cetaceans1

Guidelines for all vessels

When piloting vessels, vessel operators shall alter course to remain at least 100 yards from whales,
and at least 50 yards from other marine mammals and sea turtles;
Reduce vessel speed to 10 knots or less when piloting vessels in the proximity of marine mammals;
Reduce vessel speed to 5 knots or less when piloting vessels in areas of known or suspected turtle
activity;
Marine mammals and sea turtles should not be encircled or trapped between multiple vessels or
between vessels and the shore;
If approached by a marine mammal or turtle, put the engine in neutral and allow the animal to pass;
Unless specifically covered under a separate permit that allows activity in proximity to protected
species, all inwater work will be postponed when whales are within 100 yards, or other protected
species are within 50 yards.
Activity will commence only after the animal(s) depart the area;
Should protected species enter the area while in-water work is already in progress, the activity may
continue only when that activity has no reasonable expectation to adversely affect the animal(s);
and

1

Gudelines modified from a number of sources including Department of the Environment, Heritage
and Local Government, Government of Ireland 2007 Code of Practice for the Protection of Marine
Mammals during Acoustic Seafloor Surveys in Irish Waters; EIA report for American Samoa Cable
prepared by PacRim Deployment LLC, 2008; JNCC guidelines for minimising the risk of disturbance
and injoury to marine mammals from seismic surveys, 2009- available at
https://www.og.decc.gov.uk/environment/jncc_seismi c_guide.pdf and pers comms, Cara Miller, Pacific Islands Region
Programme Leader for the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society
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Guidelines for vessel operating acoustic apparatus

General requirements
The minimum source level required to achieve results should be used and frequencies chosen to
minimise impacts on marine mammals.
Continuous noise is likely to be more damaging to marine mammals than pulsed sounds and should
be avoided where possible.
Qualified and experienced Marine Mammal Observers (MMOs) must be present on board all vessels
conducting seismic (including boomers) or electromagnetic surveys at all times during the survey.
The MMO must use a distance measuring stick, reticle telescope or binoculars to ascertain distances
to marine mammals.
MMOs must be engaged solely in monitoring the operator’s implementation of these guidelines and
conducting visual/acoustic observation of mammals during the survey.
The MMO must submit copies of the reporting template as outlined at the end of these guidelines
and must submit this report to the competent government agencies both in Vanuatu and Fiji
The vessel operator must provide a report (including a daily log) on the operation of the seismic
equipment that will indicate the soft starts and their duration to the MMO.

Multibeam and side-scan sonar surveys
Pre start scan for marine mammals
If survey work is to be conducted in sheltered and enclosed waters, survey work must start at the
inner most part of the bay, inlet or estuary to be surveyed and work outwards. This is to ensure that
cetaceans are not driven into an enclosed area which could cause them to panic.
MMOs should survey the area for the presence of cetaceans 30 minutes before the starting of
operations.
A minimum distance of 1000 metres is required between the centre of the array/sound source and
the nearest cetacean before starting.
If marine mammals are seen within 1000 metres of the centre of the sound source the start of the
sound source(s) should be delayed until they have moved away, allowing adequate time after the
last sighting for the animals to leave the area (30 minutes).
If the cetaceans do not leave the area it is recommended that the survey vessel alter course to
ensure that the animals are outside the 1000 metres exclusion zone when soft start commences.
Soft start procedures for multibeam and side-scan sonar
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The sound level must be allowed to gradually build over a period of 20 minutes; where this is not
possible, the equipment should be turned on and off over a 20 minute period to act as a warning
signal and allow cetaceans to move away from the sound source.
Multibeam or side-scan sonar start-up must occur during daylight hours when MMO’s can carry out
the required start-up procedure.
The start-up procedure should be implemented at all times including during testing of the sound
source.
If, for any reason, the sound source is stopped and not restarted for at least 5 minutes a full start-up
procedure should be carried out.
Once the sound source has achieved its maximum output the survey need not be halted if cetaceans
approach the vessel.
If turn-around time between sample lines or stations is greater than the time required to conduct a
start-up procedure (30 minutes), then the sound source should be stopped and a full start-up
procedure should be used prior to commencing the new line.
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Standard reporting template2

2

Taken from Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government, Government of
Ireland 2007 Code of Practice for the Protection of Marine Mammals during Acoustic Seafloor
Surveys in Irish Waters
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Appendix 5 Cyclone and Hydrocarbon Spill Contingency Plans

The project proponent and their contractors will manage a contingency plan aimed at identifying
and managing unplanned events, focussing on two types of event that can arise and affect the
implementation of the development – Cyclone and Hydrocarbon Spills.

Cyclone Preparedness Plan

This is the most common natural phenomenon occurring in Vanuatu and Fiji and one that could
serious curtailment of the development. The cyclone season in the south Pacific is concentrated in
the period November to April. The purpose of this plan is to ensure the maximum safety of property
and lives during an incoming storm.

The main elements of the plan in its various stages are:
1. Preliminary alert
2. Stay informed by radio and television of the storm progress
3. Communicate with vessels and emergency management officials
4. 36-hour alert
5. Clear the cable-laying vessels to a safe area
6. Identify safe shelter for personnel
7. 24-hour alert
8. Remove vulnerable equipment to a safe place.
9. Secure the site
10. Ensure personnel have safe refuge
11. Schedule resumption of activities when storm has passed
12. All-clear
13. Survey damage and remediation required
14. Schedule resumption of activities as appropriate

Hydrocarbon Spill Contingency Plan

This plan will cover any hydrocarbon spill and/or leak that could occur on vessels or the cable
station. This plan institutes the need for a timely and effective response to incidents. Contingency
plans describe information and processes for containing and cleaning up a spill that occurs in a
defined area of the project.
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The magnitude of spills determines the response and the responder(s) as follows:

Marine Spill Levels

Tier

Quantity (litres)

Location

Response

I

<50,000

Coastal/ Marine

To be managed by polluter

II

50,000 – 500,000

Coastal/ Marine

Requires government assistance for
management

III

>500,000

Coastal/ Marine

Requires Government and/or external
Assistance

Inland Spill Levels

Tier

Quantity (litres)

Location

Response

A

<5,000

On land or

To be managed by polluter

Inland
B

5,000 or poses significant
health hazard and requires
evacuation

On land or Inland

Responsible party requires
government assistance to manage
the discharge

Fuel Management

Fuel will be managed to prevent spills and leaks via the following:
6. Storage: Fuel will be stored inside the vessels built-in fuel tanks that have reinforced steel
containment wall. To protect against any accidental fire the tank will be sited away from
all electrical installations within the vessel.
7. Maintenance: It is necessary to inspect the fuel tanks, dispensing pumps, hoses, supply
fuel lines and generators for spills and/or leaks.
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Waste Oil Management

Waste oil will be managed according to the following:
1. Storage: All waste oil will be stored in properly sealed drums and inside a containment
wall.
2. Handling: Used oils are a legal responsibility of the user and thus should be handled
adequately and with care.
3. Disposal: Although the volume may be very small, it is important to properly discard the
accumulated waste oil. Once stored, the waste oil should be disposed of by an approved
contractor.

Contingency Equipment and Safety Priorities

Spill response equipment is the most important component in the Spill Contingency Plan. This
equipment can vary depending on the size and type of the activity. The following equipment will be
required:
1. Spill Response Kits – these will be installed at key locations such as dispensing pumps,
generators, maintenance areas, etc.
2. Containment Booms – mostly for marine spills which will be deployed if need be the case.

The following priorities are taken into consideration:
1. Safety to human life is the highest priority in any response, and should be ensured that all
personnel are protected.
2. Containment of incident to stabilize the situation.
3. Minimize and prevent any adverse environmental impact.
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Appendix 6 Waste Management Policy

Interchange Limited will deal with waste in accordance with local regulations and the following
guiding principles:
1. Recyclable plastic, paper, glass and metal will be separated and disposed of through the
municipal recycling facility.
2. Organic waste will be separated (where practical) and disposed of by composting or used
as pig food.
3. Sewage sludge pumped from the septic tank will be disposed of by licenced disposal
contractors.
4. Used lubricants, toxic electric/electronic components, and other hazardous material will,
where possible, be disposed of at an industrial recycling/waste facility.
5. Non-recyclable organic and inorganic waste will be disposed of in the municipal landfill.
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Appendix 7 Foreshore development approval and related communications
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Appendix 8 Approval for Earthworks at Mele Bay
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Appendix 9 Approval for lease from customary land owners and lease details for
landing station site
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